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Landsat image of tii'e Pretoria Saltpan (Zoutpan) crater.

The, rim-to-rim diameter is 1.13 kilometres.
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The origin of the 1.13 kilometres-in-diameter Pretoria Saltpan crater, which is situated
some 40 kilometres north-nor~:~~st of Pretoria, has been a matter of controversy for the
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last century. Two models have been proposed for the origin of this structure, favouring
either a cryptovolcanic or a meteorite impact origin. Occurrences of alkaline rocks were
previously used as an argument in favour of a yolcanic origin. A more detailed
investigation, requiring a multi-disciplinary approach of the crater, began in 1988, when
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a borehole was drilled to a depth of 200 XI1etE~e;near the centre of the crater. Shock
metamorphic effects were recognised in the core, which are generally believed to be
diagnostic for impact processes. The age of this impact event was rec~:?1tlydetermined
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at 220±52 ka, 7'foung and well-preserved impact craters similar to th'i/l~r(~toria Saltpan
are rare. Therefore, the Saltpan crdter provided an excellent op160Itcii;ni,tyfor the
structural analysis of such a crater. Further work was required ZM-thI'f?s:pectto the
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distributipri. of ithe lithologies and the occurrence of alkaline rocksfn a1j~otherwise
granitic terrane. The geology of the crater environs and the possibility that mafic and

alkaline lithologies could be a regional phenomenon and not be restricted to the crater,
have been disregarded in previous work. Detailed lithological I1J:appingand sampling for
petrographic and chemical analysis of rocks from the well-exposed crater rim as well as
the isolated exposures out ...j~e of the crater was carried out. A second, smaller, circular
depression (400 metre diameter) t\.1,the southwest of the main crater was discovered atl;r
is suggestive of a twin or satellite crater. Geophysical studies were carried out over die
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main crater and this possible satellite crater.

Detailed mapping revealed! that most of the intrusives exposed along the crater rim have
no radial or peripheral disposition with respect to the crater centre. In most cases the
intrusives have been faulted both radially and concentrically by a post-intrusive event,
presumably the cratering event. Closer to the crater floor, the granite was found to dip
gently inwards. Towards the rim crest the granite dips outwards to varying ci~grees,
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indicative of upturning. Ejecta debris is found in an inverted stratigraphic sequence;';~at
is the older granite debris overlies tne younger Karoo sediments at various localities
around the rim. The mid-section of the rim consists of an anticline, which is locally
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displaced along inward dipping faults. Overall, the Pretoria Saltpan crater is/structurally
similar to the Odessa impact crater, Texas, wittJ some similarity and strikingly similar
dimensions to. Meteor Crater, Arizona.
The various lithologies from the crater and environs (including samples from the
Pienaars River Alkaline Complex). were studied petrographically, including electron
microprobe analysis. Geochemical analys,esrinchfding,Rb-Sr dating, Were carried out9n

" the various lithologies. These. results ate strongly suggestive of a common source for the.
intrusives from within and outside the crater, that were all formed at about 1.30~.1.34Ga
ago.
A negative gravity anomaly (-3.2 mgal) obtained over the main crater, as well as the
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magnetic signature, are in agreement with the signatures expected for an impact crater
of these dimensions. The small circular feature to the southeast, does not show any

characteristic geophysic~ signatures, However, the lack of a positi~~ gravity and of any"
magnetic anomaly rules out the possibility of a magnetic volcanic pipe. As it isthe only
'linch featfue in the entire area it should not be overlooked as a possible twin or satellite
crater.

This study has indicated that the Pretoria Saltpan crater;-~?CCUlSin an area of:;\ilkaline
a.ctivity,the age of which has been tentatively determi~ted at about t$O-1.34 Ga. The
eratering event is significantly younger at about 22Q,000 a ago. The petrographicand
structural observatioas on the crater, as well as the new geological data, are all in
keeping with. an impact origin for the Pretoria Saltpan structure. I'
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CHAPTER 1 HN'1l'J:.-{ODUCTION

The detailed geologic study of impact craters is relatively new and is, a direct result of
space exploration in the last three decades together 'Withthe discovery of techniques for

"identifyin$ imP;:l.ctcraters. To date, hypervelocity impact processes have been widely
d

accepted as having played and still playing a major role hi the evolution of terrestrial
planets (e.g., Roddy et al., 1980;.~elosh, 1989). The evidence of this process is most
abundant and is best exemplified on planetary bodies which have retained portions of '

o

their earli~st, >3.80a, crust (Grieve and Pesonen, 1992). Although this is not.the case
.' " 0-:;::', ,)

on the earth, it is known that the earth beats many scars from collisions with large
meteorites in {the geologic past: it bas been estimated. (Grieve, 1980; Frey, 1980) that
prior to 3.8 Ga ag,; ..Q~500-3,OOOstructur~s with diameter > 100 kilometres and 25

',,". /!

structures with diameter > 1,000JdlQmetr#s were formed on Ear(4. Incontrast to other
terrestrial planets, the number of identified impact craters on the Earth is relatively small
(approximately 150), but is the main source of ground truth observations on the geologic
effects of impact in the inner solar system (Grieve and Pesonen, 1992). These authors
emphasized that the geologic control is @hera1ly good and permits detailed analysis for
such effects as structucal changes, the physical and chemical natur.e~nf impact melting,
the response of isotopic sY$tems,and the nature and extent of meteoritic contamination.

t! "

The geologic study of impact craters came with the devetopID~llt of a reliable set of
criteria for their recognition, known collectively as shock metamorphism (for example,
French and Short, 1968;.Steffler, 1972; Sharpton and Grieve, 1990).

At present, one of th~<:nost discussed subjects illearth sciences is the catastrophic event
that marks the Cretaceous/Tertiary (KIT) boundary, and which led to a well
documented mass extinction. Its possible connection to the impact of an asteroid or
comet is not a new idea (De laubenfels, 1956;Mcl.aren, 1970; Urey, 1973).An intensive
study regarding this possibility started with the discovery, of iridium and siderophile

~~ .~

element enrichments in the thin sedimentary layer at the boundary (Alvarez et al., 1980;
reviewed by Sharpton and Grieve, 1990). In addition to geochemical evidence at this
boundary, shocked mineral grains have been detected within KIT boundary sediments
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at many sites worldwide (e.g., Bohor et al., 1984, 1987). As~~ssiIig the intriguing

proposition that the course of life can be strongly influenced by collisions with

extraterrestrial bodies, the need arises to identify, study, and £urther.~)rrderstalld the

processes involved in producing impact structures.

Impact craters can generally be classified into two main groups according to their shape

and size: a) simple, bowl shaped craters with a diameter of less than 2 kilometres in
sedimentary rooks, or less than 4 kilometres in crystalifue target rocks (D~IJce et al.,

1977), and.b) larger complex craters with a central uplift and .possibly ring or'tr""",\ified
\\ .>"",. ,;,':

ring structures. i'c.._ i'

The Pretoria Saltpan crater (Figure 1.1) is a simple, bowl-shaped crater lQ~ted in the

southern portion of the Bushveld Complex, some 40 Ian north-northwest of Pretoria, at

2SCZ4'30" S and 28D04'5Q" E in the Tral,1Sva~Province of South Africa (see Figure 1.2).
The crater position is approximately 20 kilometres to the west of the town of

Hammanskraal and the margin of the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex (Figure 3.2). The
'I . . ,~

near-circular structure has a 1.13 kilometre rim-to-rim diameter and exhibits a well-

preserved, uptilted granite rim, which is largely oveilain by granitic breccia. The breccia

overlies Karoo sediment in places) indicating a post-Karoo age for the cratering event.

The rim is elevated by 60 metres above the surrounding plains, with an elevation of 119

metres above the crater floor. The preservation of the rim indicates' a young age for the
\\

crater. An extensive blanket of ejecta breccia is superimposed onto most of the rim. and
surrounding terrain (Figure 3.14).

The origin of the Pretoria Saltpan crater has been a matter of COl?\troversyfor the last

century. Two models have been proposed, that, is, a cryptovolcanic or meteorite impact

origin. It is partly due to this controversy that much research has been carried out on this

structure. The coincidence of the spatial occurrence of the crater 'with that of mafic and

alkaline intrusives has been the main argument against the impact iriterpretaiion."

In 1998a borehole was drilled to obtain the necessary information to determine the true

origin of the crater and to document and study the accumulated, undisturbed crater
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If'
sediments for palaeoenvironmental "changes since the formation of the crater (Scott
198,~;Partridge et al., 1993). The drillcore (Figure 2.1) revealed an internal stratigraphy':
comprising about 90 metres of crater sediments .thnt are u,nderlain by 53,\,ij,!e;t~es'of

"'. .' . . . '.' . __ • _ _ __ ' _ __ _ ___ __ __ _ \< __ __ __ _-_ -,- ',_ f' _ _ ---_-_-~---_ __ __ \'P '-"

unconsolidated granitic breccia (Reimold et at, 1992; Partridge e()al., 1993)., '"
The continental sedimentary sequence provided a high-resolution palae()envirom:ne~ut.l
record for the southern mid-latitudes. Numerous shock metamorphosed grains, and glass
and melt breccia fr~~ehts" were found in the granitic breccia alld allowed the
confirmation of an impal.~ origin for the Sal~pan(Reimold et at, 1991, 1992)•.While the
drillcore provided good ~e,rtiCal(!ontr61 of ihe crater fill, the crater its~J_fhad only been
studied superficially, before the .drillcore became &vaiI~ble(Eeucbtwanger, 1973)~

Ie

o

Figure 1.1 Aerial view of the Pretoria S':t1tpancrater towards the west.
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The 'areas outside (){th~ rim and the possibility of occurrences ofmafic and.alkaline
{~~ksin both the wider region and within the crater.have been disregarded inprevious

'.\

wJrk. Although ve1)r1:"':dlted,previous chronological results suggest that the volcanic

rocks found in the crater-are some 1.~Ga older than the crater itsetf, the disposition of

the controversial interpretation of the intm;;.;5vesneeded to be investigated. Further

geochronological analysis was requited with the improved Understanding of the

occurrences of the various intrusives. Trace element analysis was required to reveal

which rock types contributed to the high siderophile element abundances detected in the

crater fillbreccias, and to'understand any relationships the intrusives from the crater site

may have with the rocks from the crater environs and the' Pienaars River Alkaline

Complex.

Among the 150 terrestrial impact structures recognised to date only two in the size range
'] ~":""~\.

.Qfup to 4 kilometres in diameter, incrystalline target rocks, are sufficiently well exposed

to allow a detailed geological analysis. Both of these structures, Brent Crater .andWest

Hawk Lake, located in Canada, are several hundred million years old. In contrast, the

Pretoria Saltpan crater is ea. 220 000 years old (Storzer et al, 1993; Koeberl et al.,

1994b) and has therefore been far better preserved than these other structures. The

world's best studied impact crater, Meteor Crater in Arizona (approximately 50 000 years
old), is formed in a sedimentary target terrain. The size of Meteor Crater is similar to

that of the Pretoria Saltpan cr_ateL.._hutthe latter was formed in a granitic basement
-

which was overlain by only a thin cover of Karoo sedimentary rocks. A comparison with

Meteor Crater and Odessa Crater, Texas would also aid in the structural understanding

and an understanding of the processes involved in producing a crater such as the Pretoria

Saltpan crater.

Detailed mapping of the crater rim and its environs, together with comparative

petrographic and chemical studies on samples from the crater and its environs, were

carried out to investigate the possibility of an association of the basic and alkaline

intrusives with the cratering event. A detailed structural analysis would contribute to a

better understanding of' the cratering processes and would reveal the presence of

deformation effects and the distribution of shock effects in a small structure in crystalline
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rock. Such an analYSt?, .r?-llowsfor a comparison of a structure formed in a crystalline
./

target to the well-studied Meteor Grater, Arizona, which occurs in sedimentary target
II .'} ~,-'. • . . Ii

rocks. For the first time, using the' additional information obta.fued from this study, a
comparative structural, petrologib~ and chemical analysis was possible.

'';~

With'the aid of the' stratigraphy provided by 'the drill-cote, .better niiJdelling of
geophysical data was possible. Furthermore, a gravity survey of higher resolution was
needed to betterunderstandthe three-dimensional subsurface structure and the crater-fill

(! ',/

configuration. No magnetic survey h~ been carried out before over the Saltpan crater.

A second, smaller depression to the southeast '.of the main. crater, whi<;h was not
recognised-befere and could represent a twin Or satellite crater to the main crater, was
investigated geopbysically ugfug magnetic, gravity, seismic and reSistivity methode,

;?

(\

1\

(1-
\./
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CHAPTER 2 PRErVIOU8 WORK

2.1 S'IRUCTURE AND PETROLOGY

The Pretoria Saltpan was first described as a unique feature of "volcanic origin" (l}y the

travel-writer Jeppe (1868). A detailed account of its surface form. or n'~brphologywas

given by the British writer AnthonY]7rolt~;e (1878). The geology of the crater was first
;,-->

studied in detail by Wagner f~922),who concluded that it had been produced-by a

volcanic explosion. His assuri1ptioTISwere mainly based on the presence, of various mafic
<:

and alkaline rock types, found within the crater rimwhich he associated ~~th volcanism.
,

One such product was a carbonatite, found on the inner slopes of .the crater. Wagner

(1922) also concluded that the crater was of an explosive volcanic origin (jn thebasis of

the rim structure, which he interpreted as a sunken caldera with a typical ring fault (to

be discussed in Chapter 4) comparable to that of known calderas. The ejecta breccia

found on the outer rim was described by Wagner (1922" p, 38-39) as follows: lIn occurs

as a sheet of varying thickness dipping outward in all directions at a low angle,.;:andrests

either on granite, Of, as in the southern part of the ridge, on 'grit,', .. It is uncemented,

contains no trace of lava, scoriae, or lapill], and is made up entirely of large and small

angular and subangular blocks of red and pink granite, a:ri . )ther rocks piled irregularly

on one another .."Wagner (1922) also stated that he could find no definite evidence for

or against the hypothesis that the carbonatite is a product of a magma responsible for

the proposed explosive volcanism. He does, however, discuss the saline brines in the

crater fill sediments as a possible product of volcanism. Bond (fs)46) maintained that the

saline brines have just the comp'.il~itionthat would result from evaporation of the normal

ground water of the Bushveld granite in a closed basin. Ashton and Schoeman (1983)

carried out limnological studies on the Pretoria Saltpan lake and concluded that where

evaporation exceeds precipitation, closed lakes such as that at the Saltpan become saline,

particularly if they receive inflows sufficient to maintain a standing body of Vla.ter.

Later, a connection between the carbonatite found at the structure and volcanism.was

discussed by others. For example, Verwoerd (1967) reported many other occurrences of
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carbonatite within a 50 kilometre radius of the Pretoria Saltpan in his detailed account
of the occurrence, chemistry and petrology of carbonatites in/';<{~th Africa, and .South
West Africa (Namibia), He suggests that carbonatites encount~led in the Roodeplaat and
Derdepoort areas (Figure 3.2) are r(~ted occurrences 'and further speculates that the

, ~".'

Pretoria Saltpan Crater could be the southemmost representative of the East African
carbonatite-type volcanoes and thus was not a member of the Roodeplaat Group (part
of the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex),

(j

Rohleder (1933) was the first to suggest an impact origm for the Pretoria Saltpan Crater.
As early as 1946, the Saltpan crater was listed in a compilation of possible terrestrial
impact craters (Leonard, 1946), and since then individual workers have repeat,edly
discussed this possibility without ever producing unambiguous evidence in surnort of this
hypothesis.

According to Milton and Nasser (1971), the structure, as originallymapped by Wagner
(1922), exhibits deformation of the pre-cratering sheeting joints in the rim granite by "an
abundance of folds and thrust, faults on a scale of decirnetres, II with orientations
indicating horizontal or low-angle couples. They concluded that these minor deformation

-c

.structures in the rim were strongly indicative of an imiiact origin, because of their
similarity to structures which they observed inother impact craters. They therefore based
their conclusion that the Pretoria Saltpan Grater is of impact odgin on the morphological
resemblance to known impact craters, thri1frbsenceof similar, volcanic crater structures
in the region, the apparent young age of the structure, and the absence of associated
volcanic products which could be related to the cratering event. They also presented
~')"'"....track ages for zirconand apatite crystals in the crater carbonatites of 1.9 and 0.6
,..... =espectively,which they concluded to be incompatible with the youthful morphology
I!~ the cratc..

Feuchtwanger (1973) remapped the crater for a B.Sc Honours dissertation and also
supported a volcanic origin because of new findings of various alkaline and peralkaline
volcanic rock types on the inner crater rim. Wallace (1979) carried out whole-rock
geochemical and electron microprobe investigations on some of the intrusives occurring
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at the structure. He reported a highly alkalic nature' of the clinopyroxenes and feldspars
in an "augitite", three carbonatites, and four "aegirine-biotite porphyries", which he

lJ·· ,. {'

attributes to the rocks having been derived from a cornpl~',~alkaline-carbonatite magma"
originating at a minimum depth of 7·9.5 kilometres. He also assumes that these rocks
have no correlatives in the surrounding region.

McNemy et al, (1992) described the field relationships, petrology and geochemistry of
a suite of lamprophyric rocks and breccias of the Greenview lamprophyric breccia vent
~long the southern margin of the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex. Their results indicate
that a complicated sequence of events invoiving several episodes of explosive
Iarnprophyric intrusion of more than one magma type and generation was required to
produce the observed complex vent structure.

2.2 GEOPHYSICS

The only geophysical work previously carried QUi at the crater is a gravity survey by
Fudali et al, (1973). The gravity profiles across the crater floor revealed a strong residual,
negative anomaly asymmetrical with regard to the crater centre. This was interpreted by

,)

them as an off-centre basin, occupied by several hundred feet of low-density sediments.
Tbey interpreted the crater fill as consisting of two components: a lower ZOne of
. brecciated granite, which was assumed to contribute insignificantly to!,the observed
gravity low topped by low-density sediments which were primarily responsible for the
negative anomaly. Fudali et al. (1973) concluded that it was difficult to reconcile their
results with an impact origin for this crater, because they could find no compelling
arguments for an impact origin and suggested that their gravity data favoured the original
explanation of Wagner (1922), that the crater was a true 'cryptovolcano.' They did,
however, state that errors in their assumptions could arise from not correctly estimating
the sediment-country rock density contrast, the breccia-country rock density contrsst, or
from misplacing the lower boundary of the hypothetical breccia lens. Nevertheless, they
concluded that the possible range in the morphological characteristics of impact craters
was much wider than previously known and that the variables affecting hypervelocity
impact events were not fully understood. Fudali et al. (1973), like Milton and Naeser
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(1971), stressed that, in the absence of impact diagnostic features, only drilling. of the
crater could reveal unequivocal evidence for the origin of the Saltpan crater. With the

.:::;_~\.

drilling of the epre in the centre of the crater in 1988, all the hypothetical paramel~rs

'"used by Fudali et iil. (1973), became known parameters. \
{;_r

\\
t! ~

2.3 CHRONOLOGY

Geochronological studies on the Bushveld C6.b1plexcommenced more than thirty years
ago when the first age determinations were madk by Nicolaysen et at (1958) and

Schreiner (1958). Numerous ages have been determined for the Bushveld granite which

include Pb-Pb ages of 2052+48 Ma, and 2063+30 Ma (Walraven et at, 1982). More

recently, WaItaven et al, (1987) obtained an U-Pb zircon age on the granites relevant to

this study, namely the Nebo granites, of 1980+48 -43 Ma. This was interpreted by them

as a minimum age for the Nebo Granite. They attribute the discrepancy between thl? age

obtained and the approximate 2050 Ma limit on the Buslweld granites t8 be a

consequence of disturbances of the U-Pb isotope systematics of the Nebo Granit~

zircons. The most recent cryst~lIization age determined for the Nebo granites is

2054.4+ 1.8 Ma (Walraven and Hattingh, 1993). For this age.determination on zircons
,.

from the granite they used the Pb-evaporation tecbI1lque. 'lbeir studies support the
interpretation that other dates obtained prior to this study, which are lower than 2054
Ma, reflect disturbance of the respective isotope systems used for the dating. The ages

(1980-2054 Ma), however, represent the possible range of ages fo! the formation of the
Nebo Granite, which forms the target rocks of the study area.

As in the case of the granite, a number of dates have been obtained for.ccnstituents of
the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex, which forms an integral part of the study area.

Dates of 1290 +180 Ma to 1330:±;80Ma were determined for a swarm of dykes related
to the -Pilanesberg Complex, and possibly to the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex, by

Schreiner and Van Niekerk (1958) and Van Niekerk (1962). Oosthuysen and Burger

(1964) reported an age of 1420+70 Ma for a Leeuwfontein (Figure 3.2) sample. [All

original dates have been re-calculated to the new decay constants recommended by

Steigf:'rand Jager (1977).] More recently, Harmer (1985) carried out whole-rock Rb-Sr
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isotopic analyses on eight samples from various localities in the Pienaars niv<~rAlkaline
Complex. The results indicate that this complex was emplaced over a protr~cted time
period between circa 1430 Ma and 1300 Ma ago. cs

!',
t r

lVl11tonariu l~T~'~:;er(1971) presented fissioll track ages for zircon and apatite crystals in jl
the 'crater carbonatites of 1.9 and 0.6 G~ respectively. Partridge et at (1990) an(r 1/
Reimold et al, (1991) reported a K-Ar age of 1.36 Ga for biotltes from a laIllprophyr~F
sample from the inner crater rim. As was observed by these 'authors, such ages are
clearly incompatible witr! the youthful morpl}?Jogy of the crater. }<Urth~rmore, the fact
that fragmental granite breccia overlies Mesozoic Karoo grits along sections of the crater
rim, also suggest a telatrfely young post ..Karon age (less than 160 Ma) for. the cratering
event (SACS, 1980),

.
'Jf,r,;"/'\_;",i>C.·~·)!' ;,

I ~t.. , i;
" oJ ~;"'.':;_;" ',' Ii

Partridge et al. (199J) noticed broad sedimentary cyde&in t( J'S~", h~ts,wltJch
I f~·"i';' !.'", '~.",;..., "0 / •

corresponded Withmajor phases in the evolution of the ~1rat~tJ,.~",,<.;$uPiri~~sed were
.' ,'. - /

cyclical patterns oft!accumulation reflecting eavironmental changes on ruiUerurial to
seasonal timescales ..These' authors c~rrie'b' jut 14C age detennizations oft algal debris
from the Upper 20 metres of the core sediments. The results o8~Qjllled.':ndicated a mean
sedimentation rate of about 1 metre/2000 years: This accumu1atio~, .t!'l:eIndicates an age
of approximately 200 000 years for the lowermost crater-fill sediments.

Storzer et al. (1993) recovered glass fragments from granitic breccia of the core, Several
hundred of these sub-millimetre-sized glass fragments were studied for fission tracks. The
results of their studies gave an age of 220+52 ka, which is in excellent agreement with
the extrapolated 14C age (Partridge et at, 19~3)for the accumulation of the crater
sediments and with the youthful morphological appearance and good preservation state
of the crater. Despite this well-established age dichotomy for the cratering event and
volcanic intrusives, the proponents 'Vf.the 'cryptovolcanic' hypothesis continued to
emphasise the improbable coincidence of an impact event into an alkaline-volcanic area.

2.4 DRILLCORE RESULTS

Prior to the detailed mapping, mineralogical, and chronological studies of 1992:"ll993 (this
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work; Reimcld et al., 1992): 'nounequivocal evidence for an impact origin of the Pretoria
Saltpan crater was available, and this hypQ~hesiswas based entirely on morphological
observations (such as the circularity of tht{structure and the raised rim). The alleged
local association to volcanic rocks Was still widely regarded to favour a volcanic (Le.,
cryptovolcanic) origin.

Several shallow boreholes had been sunk Into-the crater sediments prior to 1972. The
Pratley Manufacturing and Engineering Company sunk a borehole to 172metres ~~ing
a rotary drill. Core recovery was poor allowing fozrno firm conclusions on the ori~~ of

jl
this structure. A more detailed investigation of the Pretoria Saltpan crater began in !1988~
when a borehole was sunk to a depth of 200 metres near the centre of the structure
through the crater fill into the subcrater basement. This second attempt was made under
the direction of T.C. Partridge, using a combination of tube-sampling and rotary drilling

,~,,)

techniques. The two main arguments for this project were a) thatthe-erater sediments,
undisturbed since formation of the crater, presented a unique source of palaeoclimatic
and palaeoenvironmental information for the mid-latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere,
completely unrivalled by any other site in the Southern Hemisphere, and b) that only
drilling could provide conclusive evidence of the processes that led to the formation of
the structure (d. also Milton and Naeser, 1971, and Fudali et al., 1973). This, research
project utilised a multi-disciplinary approach inorder to alllowfull coverage of all aspects
concerning cr atering-related processes, as well as post-cratering sedimentation, biological
aspects, and paleoenvironmental studies.

a

The stratigraphie column (after Re1~01d et al., 1992) for the drillcore obtained is shown
in Figure 2.1: approximately 90 m of crater sediments, including severalthin debris flow
units, are underlain by a 53 m thick unit of unconsolidated fragmental breccia consisting
of granitic "sand"intercalated with fractured granite boulders. The sand contains a small
amount of diatomite, siltstone and shale of probable Karoo age (these lithologies 'would
represent the upper thin veneer, on top of the Bushveld granite, of the pre-eratering
target stratigraphy). Kerr et al. (1993) have classified the upper 15 metre. (90 to 105
metre depth) as a "transported, terrigenous gravel and sand", This they attribute to sub-
angular and rounded grains present in this layer. However, Kerr et al. (1993) .have
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observed that the mineralogicaicempositlon or this section is esseptiaUy the same as that
of the underlying 40 metres, and contains an abundance of clear to brownish glass
fragments/Their description of this 15 metre layer suggests a ctatering-throw~back Qrigin
rather than their interpretation of transported sediments. Below this breccia strongly
fractured-and locally brecciated Bushveld granite was intersected. A discrepancy exists

concerning the lower limit of the 'breccia' layer, that is, the boundary separating tile fall-,
b~ck breccia and the autochthonous fragmented granite. Partridge et al, (1990) placed
this boundary at 151metres, whereas ReiI~fold et at (1991) placed it at 143 metres (see

Chapter 5 for an interpretation of the sq~surface structure using gravity modelling).
"

Nevertheless, the. amOUIT_ )f coherent granite steadily increases to a depth of 20R m,
"

where solid basement was reached and drilling was suspended.

Otpih(mj

o

Ii

oGranitic • $ono

~ Pebbles/'ragments <Jerri
U Pebbles/frogments >Jem
~. j!'t'\,I¢tured granite

_ S\5lid \1rC)T1ite
".. 15-75r:m long· (:oher(tnt groni(of

within sand-partiol recovery
000 Mylonite

Figure 2.1 Results of the 1988/1989 drill core (from Reimold et al., 1992).
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Until mid-1990},)ll!Ythe bottom part of the drill core (fractured and coherent basement)
as well as selected granite samples from the crater-rim had been studied and no evidence "
for impact ..diagnostic shock deformation was found (partridge et al; 1990). However, as

(,"')
soon as the sandy breccia at intermediate depths was studied petrographically, not only
were a large number of shock metamorphosed quartz and feldspar grains observed, but
also abundant glass and melt fragments were 92ted (Reirnold. et al; 1991, 1992). Thus
in 1991, the first definite evidence, in the form of bona-fide (impact dlagnostic) shock

\\

metamorphism, for the origin of the Pretoria Saltpancrater' by meteorite impact was
presented. In addition, glass and melt fragments, often containing abundant sulphide

;'

spherules, were discovered. Instrumental neutron activation analysis was used to confirm
the presence of a small meteoritic component in these glass and melt fragments.

)1 . . . . r.. . . //
Consequently the breccia layer ira;, classified as an unconsolidated eqni'V'ruentof "suevitic"
breccia (defined as a. fragmental breccia ~ith a melt component: Horz~,..1965), known
from many confirmed impact structures (Reimold et al., 1991, 1992; Reimold and
Koeberl, 1992),

The ft: -;t that no shock metamorphic effects were detected from granite: rim and crater
floor would not be in conflict with an impact origin. Other impact structures of similar
size do not display shock effects in rim or basement rocks either .. obviously the impact i!

of relatively small projectiles does not release sufficient energy (Dence, 1968). However,
in the course of the recent detailed mapping, a number of breccia occurrences and

\\

breccia float specimens were collected from the rim and from the crater floor,
respectively, some of which contain quartz grains with shock deformation (see below,
Chapter 6).

CJ
Not a trace of volcanic rock was observed in the drillcore. Both. the drilling results and
geophysical data (Chapter 5) reject the possibility that the structure could be located
above a volcanic vent.
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CHAPTER 3 REGiONAL GEOLOGY

3.1 GENERAL GEOLOGY

An area of approximately 200 square kilometres surrounding the Pretoria Saltpan was

mapped. The area covered by the shuttle photograph (Figure 3.1) coincides

approximately with the regional geological map produced (see insert in the back pocket),

.,
J

Figure 3.1 Shuttle photograph (STS 273990; courtesy Lunar and Planetary Institute,

Houston) of the Pretoria Saltpan crater and its environs (north is at the top). The black

circular feature in the centre of the crater is the crater lake. The ejecta blanket extends

for about one crater diameter around the crater. The south-north flowing "Soutpan"

stream flows just to the east of the ejecta blanket.
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The entire study area is set predominantlyiin Nebo Granite, which is the main granite
type of the Bushveld Complex and inclu~es the Veekraal- granite, the Sekhukhune
granite, the Steelpoort Park granite and g~'anites in the Potgietersrus and Villa Nora

h .. ,

areas (Coertze et al., 1978), and is shown as t~eLebowa Granite Suite in Figare 1.2. The
mapped area is located only about 10 kilom~.~resfrom the margin of the Pienaars River

i, \\

Alkaline Complex (Figure 3,2 shows the di!stribution of members of this Complex).

Various rock types from this complex were u~i:edas a comparison to intrusiv~s found in
the mapped area (see section on petrographyl Chapter 6). Granite outcrop is generally

discontinuous. The largest coherent outcrop area observed covers a 2000 metre area.

Large parts of the country-side are covered hy coarse sands and grits derived fromv
weathering of the underlying Neb~ granite. O\~herareas are covered oy ~oo or by

alluvium (mostly sand) - see regional map mset\t'in the back pocket. The near-surface

regional structure that existed at the time of\\impact and which has not changed
"

significantly since t~~~_ consists of minor faults <see regional map insert bJ". the back
pocket), a sub-horizontal joint set, and three sets d.fsub-vertical joint sets (discussed in

more detail later in this chapter).

iN' Jt .. Kinber!ltesr--------J !.EEUWKRAk. PlOtt"':"'g , Lamprophyre and~ I Lamprophyric Breccias

prator.IS sattpan I Ha""""nu~ G SN~~~~:ea~~enttea
RONOAWEL -- ", .. "

e ~ B Alltallne Volcanics
~ROENFONTEIN '<;:l and Pyroclastics

"23D KLAPPERaOS \-a
'21E • e v Em> &....11 Study Area

~{'----..,..i.----I-I-l:::.}''''rlAAKOOO?'~5,,: -- 25'3r:f

~5 10kmJ2==if i
211'ad2 od'----~------:,,----- ........------..:..;._---I

Figure 3.2 Location of the Pretoria Saltpan and mapped surroundings with respect to

members of the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex (modified after Harmer, 1985).
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Intrusives
Numerous small intrusi"ves were observed to cross-c9-t the granite at various localities in
the mapped area (see fXZi,?nal map lpsert in the back pocket). These intrusives ,~e

.' . '. . . '.. ' . J ,.o'} ) <,~ ,/

lamprophyric or trachytlC'lllr'compositio-~, and it will be shown that they have very similar
- mineralogical and chemical ccmpositions compared to the 0intrl!'~ives occurring at the
crater site. For a comparison of the mineralogy/and chennstry of the crater rim samples

,;.:"

'and samples from the crater environs" refer to Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. Two
!ampropbyric outcrops, which have been reasonitiiy preserved arid,are well1expbsed, will
serve as e:xample~ of intnlsives occurring in the prater environs. 1/ "

The first of these intrusives tSample 21..E) occurs approXimately 9 kilometres to tbi,
t,

southwest of tpe crater and ~sexposed ina pipe-line trench. It Intrudes ~eathered granite"
in the form of a sub-vertical dyke which feeds a crude sill-like feature (Figut~ 3.3). At

the same locality other smaller outcrops in the fOM of ve~' less than 20 centimetres

wide or stringers of the same material were observed. Figure 3.4 is of such an intrusive,
and shows a V!¢ry sharp contact with the granite. The lamprophyre is slightly finer-grained
and appears to he more fractured at the contacts. MO!~tIamprophyre at this locality is
extremely altered and is typically replaced by iron~ox,ide. Figure 35 ~l1ows another
example of a lamprophyre vein ~th sharp contacts to. the granite country rock.

The second occurrence of a well-preserved lamprophyric dyke (Sample 23-D) is located
approximately 5 kilometres to the southeast of the crater (see regional map). This dyke
(Figure 3.6) is only 5 centimetres wide, but, is well preserved and unaltered, This
lamprophyre is,finer-grained than the other lamprophyre samples discussed previously,
most likely as a resultof its lesser.width. Lamprophyric and trachytic dykes occur at most

"

reasonably sized (i.e.; atleast 5x5 metres) granite outcrops, indicating that alkaline and
u

mafic intrusive activity ispervasive throughout the mapped area and not restricted to the
crater site, which was previously believed to bethe case.
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Figure 3.3 Lamprophyre dyke with a crude sill-likeIeatare found in. the crater environs

(Sample 21-E: see regional map insert for location).

Figure 3.4 Granite (at bottomj-lampropbyre contact relationship from the same locality

as Sample 21-E (see regional map inse~: for locality).
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Figure 3.5 Typical appearance of altered lamprophyre. The dark colour on the weathered

surface is the result of iron staining. The lower part of the outcrop is the granitic country

rock.

Xenoliths
Two types of xenoliths were observed in the granite in the mapped region. First, a fj.ner(

grained granite having the same mineralogy as the Nebo granite (Figure 3.7), and second,
\\.

an albitic gneiss (Figure 3.8), the composition of which is discussed in the section on

mineralogy (Chapter 6). Bqth types of xenoliths have a sub-rounded form, probably due

to reworking or marginal V"eitingand loss of material to the younger host granite during
, II "

emplacement. The origin of these two xenolith types was not considered, ".~they clearly

are unrelated to the other intrusives encountered in the mapped area.
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Figure 3.6 Thin, well preserved lamprophyre dyke (Sample 23-D: sec regional map for

locality). Note that this dyke has right-lateral strike-slip displacement.

Figure 3.7 Fine grained granite xenolith, occasionally observed in the Nebo granite.
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Figure 3.8'Albitic gneiss xenolith. observed. at one locality (approximately 3 kilometres

to the south Qf the crater) in the Nebo granite.

Veining
Quartz veining in the granite occurs at various 16calities iill the htapp~\d area. Nowhere
is it seen to, cut the Karoo sediments. Other veins (1 to 5 centimetres in width) of

granitic composition} and which appear to be the result of remsbilized quartz and
--<::"'-'-'--"

feldspar due to shearing (evidenced by the alignment of particles aJong the strike o~Jr;&'
i.'" \

feature), are found at a number of l?ca1ities. Figure 3.9 shows su\?h a vein whic~twas
\, \....-

located approximately 3 kilometres to the west of the crater. TheseiJinear ~eatures are
\1

usually continuous f()'Ja distance of about 5 metres. They appear to t~.~unrelated to the

cratering event, as they often occur some distance from the crater. l~ey also have no

preferred orientation with respect to the crater (i.e., radial or coneeritric) and rather

appear to be PIiUtof, or a result of, the regional deformation.
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Figur~ 3.9 Remobilized qrtartz and feldspar in a shear zone, encountered'in the .Nebo
Granite at a locality 3.5 kilometres to the south of the crater.

Karoo sediments
Various Karoo sediment types may be found at different localities (see regtonal map

insert) within the mapped area. These include the abundant grits, also exposed at the

crater, a sandstone variety; a paraconglomerate and a shale. The Karon sediments are

exposed along denuded areas such as non-perennial stream beds and vehicle-eroded

secondary roads. The grits vary in thiclaiess from a few centimetres to approxlmately 1.5

metres, They are comprised predominantly of granite-derived material as evidenced by
the clast types (mostly sub-rounded quartz grains). The Karoo grits lie unconformably

on the Nebo granites (Figure 3.10). This figure also exhibits the typical occurrence of

these grits. The granitic surface on which the grits lie is undulating and represents a

hiatus during which erosional processes could act on what appears to hav~ been for some

time a stable surface. The granite is more weathered at this surface, indicated by the

preservation of smaller granitic fragments which represent the initial stages in the

breakdown of the original granite surface. In general the Karoo sediments are not as

altered as those encountered at the crater site. This has been attributed to the factllil:1t,.. . . ... - -_- _- _ - - - 1)
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rock ~t the crater site has been. fractured and brecciated to a greater ex~ent allowing
infiltration of surface water, which would enhance the natural w~atheribg process.

• ~ . 0

Sometimes the grits areunaltered, but normally they form tabularmasses of ferruginous
o

lateritic grit. !be grits may show crude str~Jification or horizontal bands a few
centimetres inwidth. The grits are composed of subangular to rounded graUls of quartz
having an average diameter of 3 millimetres, Stratificatioij and, to SOmeex!~~rit,grading~ . .. . ~
of the grits iii well ..exposed in the\;eastern section of the mapped area :it{ river beds
(figure 3.11).

Figure 3.10 Typical occurrence of Karon grits unconformably overlying the Nebo granite.
The hammer has been placed on the coutact,

.,.. ,," ",\

;~;ri rr;
Figure 3.12 shows a poorly sorted, polymict paraconglomerate whicli was only observed

in the eastern section of the mapped area, The clasts consist of various sandstones,
jasper, IDlQ vein quartz, and may be as large as 5 centimetres in diameter.
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Figure 3.11 Grading and stratification present in the Karoo grits

Figure 3.12 Paraconglomerate belonging to the Karoo sediment suite, as encountered in
the study area.
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In the southern section of the mapped area a similar, but much coarser-grained

paraconglomerate was observed with clasts as large as 25 centimetres indiameter (Figure

3.13). The clasts :8.tthis locality are poorly sorted and may be angular to rounded. The

fact that the sediments are noticeably coarser-grained, more poorly sorted and more

angular in the south all poin{t.to a southern source area for. the Karoo sediments

encountered in the mapped area. Other sediments found in the same area include a

planar cross-bedded, medium-grained sandstone interbedded with grits and a massive
, \

shale. To the northwest of the crater-a boulder of grits interbedded with sandstone

contained a thin (2 millimetres wide) carbon seam. The origin of this boulder is

unknown, as it was found in a stream bed, but presumably forms part of the Karoo
, ' ,'J

sediments. The Karoo sediments ate known to be rich in coal ~ many parts of the
I..

country.

1Figur( J.n Paraconglomerate encountered inthe southern portion of the study area, The
large clasts imply a proximal source area.
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Recognition of small crater form
A second, smaller, circular depression about 400 meters in diameter situated 3.5

kilometres to the southeast of the Pretoria Saltpan crater is suggestive of a twin crater.

Figure 3.14 shows this feature in relation to the position of the Pretoria Saltpan crater.
o

Figure 3.14 The location of the small crater form in relation to the position of the

Pretoria Saltpan crater (Orthophoto Numbers: 2528AC 17and 18; Government Printers,

Pretoria) .

.An aerial view of this crater form (Figure 3.15) ,sliows the perfect 'circularity of the
~,>.... . ,', -,

structure, The feature is approximately 3 meters deep, measured from rim "crest" to

floor, and except for low-lying, scattered Karoo sediment occurrences, no outcrop is

present. This outcrop may he seen on a contour map in FigureSd.L Figure' 3.16 shows

the lack of relief at tb.}<;;. ~it~~which Is more readily recognised by the change in
1 ..··:cc>··C(,.

vegetation. Larger tree(~fe not t\~leto grow in the mud-filled centre which is only
. \\

vegetated by varied; grasses and is\:llat~d/small shrubs. A;;;this site had never been
,,~::--~.:">

investigated before, various geophysical surveys were conducted.
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Figure 3.15 Aerial view of small circular-eraser form to the southeast of the main crater
(diameter A.._N is approximately 400 metres).

Figure 3.16 View of the small crater form towards the south. Note the saiall changes in
relief towards the far rim and the change ~flvegetation at the contact (see ar~TWs)

1\ . '\;

between the central muds and the Karoo Gri~~of the rim zone. I
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Dyke feature
A large east-west trending dyke feature approxim~tely 3 kilometres to the north of the
main crater was noted on the 1:50,000 regional aero-magnetic map. No outcrop of t~s

J!
highly magnetic feature was found. The results of the magnetic survey carried OU~ over

\)

this feature, th~ir interpretation and implications willbe .dealt with inChapter 5.

3.2 STRUCTURE

Jointing
The interpretation of the regional joint arid fracture\\P~tte!1l1s based on the structural
analysis of various exposures in nine different arJ~s (shown lit Figure 3.19), each
individual area tothlung a few km2,witmn an area of 200 km2 surrounding the Pretoria
Saltpan crater. A comparison of the-fracture pattern within the crater rim exposures to
that of the uninfluenced crystalline basement of the wider environs gives an indication
to what extent the impact affi}.;ted the target rocks. Criteria which allowed for a reliable
comparison of the crater to the surrounding area include: the same rock types, similar
pre-impact structures and an identical tectonic history after the impact event.

On the exposed rock surfaces, in the form of typical granite-dome-type outcrops exposed '
in river beds, the joints commonly exhibit narrow, closed, parallel, and widely-spaced

o . ~

fracture surfaces (Figure 3.17). The jointing is especially' well-exposed in erosionally-
stripped non-perennial river beds. Only the strike. orientations of such joints could be
taken, as often no clearly defined surfaces are present 011 this type of outcrop that would
allow dip measurements. Other outcrops associated with steeper topography, such as
river gulley walls, may exhibit joint sets, OD- which both a strike and a dip could be
measured. These outcrops, however, are-not common in the mapped area. and-therefore

if
only joint strike analysis coul' 1 ,..."performed with the available information.
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Figure 3.rlTypica1 granite outcrop suitable for joint orientation analysis.

No displacement of adjacent sides of jointswas observed, although joint and fault

displacement is not easily 'determined inwhat was often intensely weathered granite. The
widths between fracture surfaces are generally microscopic, but could be up to a few
millimetres inmore weathered areas. The drainage system of the study area is controlled

to some extent by the regional structure; 'in particular the joint pattern. Some non-

perennial streams have resulted from the intense weathering and erosion of joint

fractures, to such an extent that the original joint fractures now dictate and form the

rivet paths, which may form channels up to several metres across. Figure 3.18,

photographed approximately 2 kni'to the south of the crater, shows such a river, whose

course is entirely controlled ,by the joint pattern, in particular the northeast-southwest

joint-set.
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Figure 3.18 River paths are strongly influenced by joint orientations at certain points

along their paths.

In addition to the vertical jointing already discussed, an important joint set occurs at

most outcrops inthe region ina horizontal to sub-horizontal orientation. These joints. are

most probably the result of uplift and denudation of the region, resulting in the release

of stored elastic stress in the essentially solid rock. These extensional or stress-release

joints are particularly useful in determining dips in the granite at the crater site, as

elsewhere in the mapped area they are mostly horizontal, indicative of the pre-impact

conditions (see also Feuchtwanger; 1973).

The patterns of the regional joint and fracture orientations measured at the, various

localities (indicated by numbers on the regional map) are shown inFigure 3.19. It should
I'
I,]
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be noted that these jQint orientation diagrams show a few differently oqentated joint
systems, It is impossible to try to efPlain the origin of every joint set at 'the available

\\
outcrops, as ea(!}hlocality exhibits a u~que joint pattern and hence a unique structural
domain, possibly as a result 0t)$I1~ll,_differences in teetonism throughout the mapped

., l,<-,

area. Instead, the overall joint pattert: :~\the mapped area was determined by combining'
',,, \,...._"l '.'~I.. ...... _.... ":

all joint measurements, which resulted in, a typical joint pattern "fitii' three prominent
joint orientatio1}$ (Figure 3.20). l
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From Figure 3.20 it is evident that the most prominent joint direction in the Bushveld

,~anite in the environs of the Pretoria Saltpan crater is approximately north-northeast
'\ ' '.J :-:"'.:::.-.:

to soutlr-southwest, A second system, which is slightly less developed, is apprmdrnately
north-northwest to south-southeast, and a third, and least deJJelopedof the three syst:r,;l!1S,
is oriented east-west. The ~!ierage spacings between the joints could not be estimated

)\ )/ " , ' ',"')

accurately? because tb:€y\v~&'iedfr('l1Utens of centimetres tQ 4 ffiw metres.
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Figure 3.20 Joint pattern for the entire crater environs, obtained by combining all joint

orientations measured ill the study area (n=690).

Joints, faults, or planes of weakness in the target rock have been show.s,..: to playa role

in affecting the final crater form (Melosh, 1989). However, due to the complex nature

of the regional joint patterns encountered in this region, no attempt bas been made at

correlating joint patterns and crater shape.
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Lineaments
Regional lineaments were studied on aerial photographs (see regional map insert) and

o
are probably continuous extetl§ions of the joints observed on,a smaller scale. They are
therefore interpreted as master joints rather than major faults (which, however, cannot
be completely excluded). The reason for this deduction 1)8that the rose diagram
representing the overall strike anomalies of the regi~,naliJ'~int sets can generally be

\\ /'

matched to most of the lineaments whi~h were observed bn a macro-scale using aerial,
J,\

photographic methods. 'The orientations of joints, and'tt~ctures",· ..in 'the crystalline
basement outside, the crater do not exhibit a strong bomogenecus and characteristic
pattern, such as that found around the Rochechouart impact stmciur~ (Bischoff and
Oskierski, 1987).,This may be attributed to the factt.~hatclose to tbe crater no outcrop

,; (I

is present and instsad is covered by a thick layer oj) granite-derived sands.
Ii

Some lineaments may represent regional faulting. This could not be verified, as no
surface expression of faulting is present on tnle flat, Huddy soil-covered surfaces where
these photolineaments were noted. If this is the case, the regional faulting trends wQuld
,_). - - :'

he subparallel to the prominent joint sets. An important observation, however, is that i\n
\.. ;-

.. ~:freement between the joint strikes and tq.~'pllotolineations can be observed in the,
~~~ .

"\\
,I)

FaU\~ingmay be observed on an outcrop scale in the granite. This small-scale f~ulting
is gerh~rallytruncated at the granite-grit boundary indicating that this faulting pre-dates
the KarooC;}~djn:tents.pisplacement of the order of a few centimetres was noted on some~- ':-~~:-, -~~~' .:,:~;::-:. - -

of these faults, but they are believed to have little significance in the interpretation of
the regional lineaments which were noted on the aerial photographs.

A':!a result of the regional joint and fracture (lineament) analysis, ~tcan be stated that
the arrangement of the joint systems in the entire area outside the impact structure
originated from normal tectonic processes and was apparently not affected by the
impacting event. This does not apply to tbe crater rim jojnt systems discussed in the
following chapter.
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CHAP1'ER4 CRATER GEOLOGY

(.1

4.1 GENEmL GEOLOGY AND CRATER MORPHOLOGY

Although terrestrial Unpact craters often exhibit structural peculiarities which are not
predicted by any model (Bischoff and Oskierski, 1988), studies of the surface geology of
a crater is an important pl~~requislte for the reconstruction of crater development. The

:." .

Pretoria Saltpan is a bowl-shaped depression forming a gigantic amphitheatral depression
with a maximum rim elevat~Qn of 119m above the present crater floor and 60m ~pove
the surrounding plains. It occurs wholly within the homogeneous granitic rocks of the
Bushveld Igneous Complex. The rim is made up of' mounds and rldges separated by

saddle-shaped gaps (see Figure 1.1).

The inner slopes of the crater are markedly steeper than the outer, slopes with gradients
up to 36° and becoming more gentle down slope. It was found that four slope types,
differentiated by gradient, can be distinguished on the inner crater rim. These four types
have been shown to have distinctive sedimentary ebaracteristics (Brandt, 1~~1). The
lowermost slope, which is essentially level, is composed of a soft, sticky mud. The next
two Slopes, referred to as the lower and mid9le slopes, with average gradients of 8° and

c' \'

16°,respectively, are composed of sand (granJ\tedetritus) and rare granite boulders. The
upper slope consists of a thin layer of weathered granite and many loose fragmented
granite boulders; as well as some boulders that apparently are in situ.

On the outside, the crater rim initially falls steeply and then gradually changes slope to
the level of the relatively flat surrounding countryside. This outer slope consists largely
of alluv. -,1detritus and varies in length, but is on average 500 metres long. The exact
limit of the ejecta blanket (visible on aerial photographs in the form t)f a 500 metre wide
zone) is obscured by the denudation and erosion of the rim and probably some
reworking of the debris ejected from the crater. In 1991 trenching at two sites (150 and
800 metres directly north of the northern rim) was carried out to determine the nature

,/
of the deposits outside the crater rim. Both trenches were approximately two metres
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deep and revealed the following (Reimold, pers. comm.): the trench further away from
the rim (800 metres north of the rim) consisted of typical weathered granite down t~fa
depth of 1.7metres, after which @.3metres of solid granite was encountered. This profile
exhibited no evidence of ejected granite breccia. The closer ttench (150 metres north of
the rim) consisted o:f an upper 1.8metres bf crudely\stratmed, coarse-grained, immature
sediment (angular as the distqpce from the rim crest isnot sufficient to round fragments).
From 1.8 metres to the limit (two metres) of the trench a poorly sorted ejecta deposit
containing angular fragments, up to approximately ten centimetres in diameter, was
observed. Much of the original ejecta, blanket has been removed by erosion and is
characterised by large blocks of granite in certain places on the rim and hummocky
topography for several hundred meters beyond It, The blocks are usually largest on the
rim, presumably" because their ejection velocity was lowest. Outcrops of seemingly
undisturbed granite blocks may be found m the north on this gradually descending slope.
Some of these, outcrops, due to their elevation with respect to the surrounding area,
appear to be the in-place uplift of tl-e pre-impact ground, as a consequence of
deformation related to the cratering evertt Strong horizontal compressive forces push
outwards from the crater centre as it grows, fracturing the rock and squeezing it upwards
(Melosh, 1989).

A broad, shallow (up to 2.85 metres deep ..Ashton and Schoeman, 1983),saline lake,
which contracts and expands with seasonal precipitation, overlies a thick succession of
lake sedimenfs-in the central! area of the crater. Th~ jake is also fed by two springs
issuing from the erater floor w11eredrill cores were extracted for research purposes. The
drill cores intersected .,asandy aquifer, the suevitic breccia between 90 and 152 metres
depth (Partridge et al., 1993), and as the level of the crater floor lies below the water
table, the water continuously flows from these holes. Prior to the drilling, the crater was
occupied by a shallow seasonal pool.

The pre-impact conditions were undoubtedly similar to those seen in the surrounding
countryside at present, that is, a broad expanse of generally flat terrain consisting of a
crystalline basement overlain by a horizontal to sub-horizontal veneer of sedimentary
rocks of the Karoo Sequence. The drainage system in the study area consists mostly of
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suggests that if this minor draina.g~ system existed at tije time of impact, the impact event
may ~ave resulted ina new now path which is at present to the east of the original path .

...,~)

Ample field evidence, however, suggests that the pre-impact surface was essentially flat
at the time of impact. Altb6ugb ~form, isotropic, and homogeneous geological material
is scarce or non-existent, the sli~t undulations on this surface and minor structures
observed in. the crater environs. should have had a minimal effect on the cratering
processes. Also, due to a lack of evidence and due tq ;cQ;mple~~~n'(\'ijoint patterns, a~

.', ' , ' , , ' , ' , ....,_", -~-'"';

mentioned in Chapter 3, no conclusions have been drawn on tB.e possible effects of
jointing or! the crateringprocesses, morphology, and structure, such as those from Meteor
Crater, ~Iona (Shoemaker, 1960)~ Shoemaker noticed !th~~ the' /Legtona1 jointing
controlled tEte sh~pe of the crater, which is somewhat sqll.arisb in outline; the diagonals

Jti: . . ~f:,

of tIle sq\l.m.·If OOin!'id!, with the trend of the two. ~ seis of joints,
it ,I ,I
',' II

Intr1f$ives \;~?
Sma).l basic an~ alkaline intrusives are present on the rim. They are particularly abundant

, \\

on the northerA\rim., witb a few occurrences elsewhere. The crater map insert (in the
back pocket) sh~~S the occurrences of intrusive and the other structural features
discussed :llithis ch\'pter. The intrusives include lamprophyre, constltuting. most of the

\\

Intrusives, trachyte, pii~nolite and carbonatite, Most of theserock types ocJur in the form
of veins or dykes anlpossibly sills in loose granite.boulders, and very few of the

\J\

intrusives studied are believed to be insitu. Even those ~thlchwere assumed to be in situ
j)

may be part of a large reorienjed granite block, which was moved in the cratering event.
Lamprophyte outcrops, which are best preserved and show the best field relationships,

.;0

are typically fractured and extend over distances which rarely exceed 1 metre in length,
Figure 4.1 represents a typical.Iamprophyre outcrop on the northern crater rim, and
Figure 4.2 shows a partleularly well presented segment of lamprophyre dyke, Which, as
in the case of the regional geology, shows a very sharp Cross-cuttingtelationship with the
granite.
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Figure 4.1 Typical Iamprophyre occurrence on the northern crater rim.

Figure 4.2 Segment of a well preserved lamprophyre dyke showing the cross-cutting
relationship with the host granite.
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Carbonatite occurs at two sites: the first site on the inner and lower southwestern rim
of the crater was already described before (e.g., Wagner, 1922). Here carbonatite occurs
as large tabular masses. It is not ~ossible to determine whether these blocks are in situ

or not. Figure 4.3 shows this carbonatire which is cut by secondary quartz' and calcite

veins, and which has incorporated into it .mnnerous, often well-defined angular schist

fragments, the origin of which has not been determined. It has been suggested (e.g.,
'i". ., f)

Wagner, 1922) that the schist was incorporated into the carbonetlte prior to intrusion,
and that it originally formed part of a pre-Bushveld stratigraphic horizon (such as a

(.

Transvaal Supergroup shale). No granite~carbonat~te relationship can be determined at
\\ ,41

this occurrence. \~.~.j!
1\

Figure 4.3 Carbonatite occurrence on the lower, inner southwestern rim (Sample 9~),
with numerous, well-defined schist fragments.

The second occurrence, f;;cated on the lower western slopes of the crater (Figure 4.4)

exhibits a sharp granite-carbonatite contact. This outcrop, which now is partly altered to

a fine-grained yellow clay, can be chemically related to the first outcrop and shows a

similar mineralogy in some less altered parts of the sample. In this case, however, the
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carbonatite contains angular g!anitic fragments of varied orientations, indicating aviolent
emplacement ofthe, earbonatite ht this locality.

o

Figure 4..4Granite-carbonatite relatiouship (Sample 107).
1\
"<! I·,

The various dykes were previously thought to have a radial or peripheral disl~Ositionwith
respect to the crater centre (Feuchtwanger, 1973). Detailed mapprog and plotting of the
dyke orientations with respect to the: centre of the crater, however, revealed that most
of the intrusives have no preferred orientation with respect to the crater centre, Figure
4.5 shows a detailed, planetabled map of a particularly well preserved trachyte dyke. or
dykes outcropping ,:"1 the northern rim at the well-used "crater view-site", It is evident
from this map that these dykes or sills have been faulted both radially and concentrically
by a post-intrusive event.

It should also be noted that the various granite blocks containing the traehytic intrusives
have many different orientations, implying that fairly complex faulting took place in this

upper portion of the rim. Figure 4.6 is a sketch of what is believed to have resulted in

the complex structure observed at this site and at: i)fh~rlocalities on the inner rim. The
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trachyte at this particular location is extremely altered, as seen in Figure 4.7,. and was

only recognized as such by its chemical composition,
\(

-~-FAULT
'LiiIS-J-EAJ

m

Figure 4.5 Detailed. planetabled map of a radially and concentrically faulted trachyte

dyke. The small numbers indicate the dip measured for each fragment of the dyke.
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Figure 4.6 Sketch of (a) Pre-impact conditions, and (b) Post-impact structures resulting

from the cratering event: the upper portion of the rim is: believed to have been thrust

outwards resulting inoutward-dipping rotated blocks; superimposed on these thrust faults

are normal modification, or post-impact structures. Dykes and sills within the original

granite would be faulted into numerous orientations as shown in the figure.
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Figure 4.7 Highly altered trachyte dyke (Sample 24: a typical north-rim sample).

Karoo sediments /::
The Karoo grits do not completely encircle the crater, having orir considerable stretches
either been removed by denudation or having not been present at all at certain localities
around the rim. The latter situation would be due to the pre-impact distribution or these
sediments. Wagner (1922) noted that the basal portion of the breccia on the rim contains
small fragments of the same type as the underlying Karoo grits. The highly laterized
nature of the grits,which have been buried by the ejecta breccia, indicates that they most
probably were exposed to surface weathering prior to their burial, The fragmental rim
breccia is well preserved in the crater rim section, particularly in the southern sectors of
the rim, which are exposed .,bythe two artificial cuttings, and will be dealt with in the
following section.
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4.2 STRUCTURE OF THE RIM

The secondary road leading to the crater /centre from the southeast (see crater map

insert in back pocket) provides the best section through the crater rim. The section

shows, in descending order: granitic throwout breccia, ferruginized Karoo grits and
reddish, deformed granite. The granitic throwout breccia (Figure 4.8) consists of poorly

sorted angular clasts which range in size from a microscopic scale to greater than a

metre in diameter. The' contact between the breccia and the'Arits must represent the

level of the original surface at the time of the cratering.event,

Figure 4.8 Throwout granite .breccia at the top of the crater rim section, southeast rim
sector.

Deformation in the crystalline rim. is not as clear as that encountered ill other impact

craters with well defined stratigraphy. However, sets of tight, closely spaced, originally

horizontal sheeting joints were particularly useful in determining the deformation

experienced by the target rocks due to the cratering event. This joint set, which parallels
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the Karo~Z;Hlleri.tsJnth~\crater environs. (see Figure 4.9), ia most probably the result
of stress release or exiensiondue to removal, of overburden. Inaddition to tills joint set,
compressional shear bas given rise to the development of a fracture' cleavag~ which is

partitioned into zones which apparently experienced greater strain or represent lesS
(;J -,

competent layer4tg· (Figure 4.10f Fracture cleavage is defined as' a non-penetrative
( )

foliation consisting'of persistent, closely-spaced fractures which may be found in igneous
rocks (McClay, 1987). This fracture cleavage is.common in the lower portion of the .

crater wall, where strain was Imparted matWy along horizontal directions, and hence
c -- - ,-; - -:,

parallel to the sheeted joints discussed above.

\1,

Figure 4.9·Horizontal joint set observed in the granite in the crater environs.
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Figure 4.10 Fracture cleavage partitioned into zones of greater strain or less competent,

layering.

The structure in the crater walls consists mainly of faults, fractures and local breeclatiori
in the granite. which may be moderately folded and uplifted. The intensity of

deformation increases upwards towards the top of the crater wall, where the granite may

be vertical to overturned and is generally broken into blocks. Faulting.associated with
\. '.,

the outward and upward displacement of the granite includes thrust, normaland reverse

faulting. Some .Iiigh-angle faults may be related to joint orientations - other f~luts occur

at a variety of attitudes to the Jointing. Low-angle jointing plane faults are common with

a pronounced horizontal component. Thrust paths whlch point radially outwards,

determined by thrust movement of blocks, are a major aspect of the tectonic style in the

crater rim.

Lower crater wall
Low in the crater rim, the granite generally dips gently inwards (Figure 4.11c). It has
been suggested (e.g., Fudali et at, 1973) that the inward dip of the lowei portion of the

rim is the result of tilting and subsidenceof a large coherent segment of the original rim,
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as a result of an explosive volcanic event. Rataer, this dowuwarped strata appears to be

the result of movem<;l";/~,..tlongclosely-spaced, discrete shear stwf?,J'J, A cleavage, which
,:.1. ',.' _' ' ''' " (~ ....Y I,' -. ,:) , ..

can locally be seen in sec~o'n (such as that seen in Figure 4.10): also aids with the

determination of the dip of t~e granite, which paraj'sls aug enhances tile Once horizontal

sheeting/joints seen in the ellvirons. Most probably the sheeting jOints originally formed
. t("

due to extension resulting from tpe removal of overburden on fu~.sub-horizontal pre-,

impact surface, whereas the cleavage appears to he a fracture cleavage resulting from the

impact event. The graRite exhibits poor foliation in the crater wall and is rarely~seen in
\

the lower crater 11m due to poor exposure. In a few areas of the lower crater w~psome

~'anitic blocks are seen to dip gently outwards. This is only representative of isolated

areas, where the otherwise inward-dipping granite has been disrupted to a weater extent.
,:(j
'<>, ,---"'«

A deep trench in the southwestern crater waJl, that was previously referred t~~~,-~,~Mauss',~.. . ..". '<

Cutting" (Wagner, 1922), shows that in the lower crater section the granite dips inwards

instead of dipping at a steep angle outwards. This clearly represents a reversal in the

direction of the average dip encountered I,). the rim, as for example observed on the

well-preserved crater access road section (Figure 4.11), As a result ~l.\Veatberllig and

erosional processes the surface along Mauss' Cutting does not exhibit the original sU(:.~
, ,

of this rim section and offers no extra information on the structure of the crater to that
which could be obtained from the road cutting section.

Mid-crater wall
The mid-section of the rim, that is the section between the lower, inwar(~-dippinggranite

and the upper, outward-dipping granite, is assumed to consist of an anticline, which is

locally displaced along some inward-dipping faults, very similar to those described from

the Odessa crater (Shoemaker and Eggleton, 1961), as well as outward-dipping faults.

This anticline is clearly exhibited in the mid-section of the road cutting which leads into

tbe crater (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). The amplitude of the anticline is approximately two

metres and the fold axis is concentric about t'iae;centre of the crater. According to Gault:

et al. (1968), folds like this one result from initial outward.motion, that isthe granite 13
first driven outwards in a hcrizontal direction and then w,flected upwards towards the

surface.
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Figure 4.11 Section of the crater rim along the access road from the southeast into the

crater: (a) 'upper crater wall showing ejecta breccia overlying Karco grits, which overlies

steeply outward-dipping granite, (b) mid-crater wall exhibiting an anticline, and (c) lower

crater wall with generally shallow, inward-dipping granite.
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Figure. 4.12 Anticline in the mid-crater wall of the crater rim section.

Milton and Naeser (1971) noted parting planes in the two artificial cuts through the

crater wall, which were deformed by an abundance of folds and thrust faults on a scale

of derimeters, They suggested that these were the result of strong shear or compressive

stresses (as are the structures in Figure ~,.l1b).Milton and Nae$er(1971) noted that, to

their knowledge, features ouch as these have never been noted at a maar, and that the

resemblance of features such as these to those in the walls of known meteorite craters

is striking.

Upper crater wall
Closer to the top of the rim the granite dips outwards at varying degrees, indicating that

the rim granite has been upwarped, :n is not overturned anywhere along the rim to the

same extent as that encountered at Meteor Crater, Arizona (Shoemaker, 1960). Granite

fragments, identified as throwout debris, are, however, stacked in an inverted

stratigraphic sequence (granite breccia overlying younger Karoo sediments) at various

localities along the rim (see Figure 4.8). The inverted stratigraphy is not always present,
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because collapse of upper rim sections in smaller craters, frequently carries the rim cover

downwards into the crater cavity (Melosh, 1989). Proceeding downward, the steeply

dipping granite blocks are bounded by two rather poorly defined parallel and steep faults
c

(Figure 4.11a). The grJ~Rte 011 either side of these faults is highly weathered and
If"'

intensely fractured. These two faults represent a transitional zone, above which the dips

of the granite are increased and almost vertical. Below these two faults, the deformation

is slightly more ductile resulting in folding of the mid-section of the rim and less steeply

outward-dipping granite at the inner ~~gin of the fault: The upper, steepened granite~ . 6
ami the Karoo sediments overlain by the ~j?cta breccia are also broken by a number of

small, nearly vertical, radial faults, which have caused the numerous depressions seen

along the rim crest. These near-vertical faults displaya scissor-type displacement ip. the
.::.:....::l .,

southern section of the tim. This type of displacement was also noted by Shoemaker and

Eggleton (1961) at MJteor Crater'\(Pigure 4.11a shows the complex faulting and structure

of the upper crater wall.

A few normal faults, concentric to t~e rim and well known from other larger terrestrial

impact structures such as Clearwater, Manicougan, and Siljan (Bischoff and Oskierski,

1987), as well as craters of similar dimensions (e.g., Meteor Crater, Shoemaker 1960) are

exposed m< the upper parts of the crater wall in the northwestern and southeastern

sectors of the crater. Figure 4.13 shows such a normal fault on the upper section of the

southern rim. The relative displacement of the lower h10l~kis towards the crater cec .:te.

Wall failure normally takes place during the modification stfLgeby inward and downward

gliding of rock slabs along listric faults resulting in the rQ;2~itionof the gliding blocks into

outwardly inclined positions (Bischoff and Oskierski, H>88). The first map of the. crater
if

by Wagner (1922) exhibits a ring fault, which was attributed to subsidence following a

volcanic explosion. As little or no information on impact crater structure was available

at that time, an impact origin was disregarded. Thus, what Wagner interpreted as a

subsidence ring fault, is most likely what has been interpreted by the author as normal

faulting of the modification stage, as described above. A few blocks on the upper rim

appear to have rotated around a vertical axis in addition to the processes discussed

above. The amount of rotation we: J.sually difficult to determine, but was in the range

of 10 to 50 degrees. This sort of deformation was noted by the author at Meteor Crater
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(see Chapter 9 for a comparison to Meteor Crater), too.

Figure 4.13 Normal fault on the upper southern rim formed during the modification

stage. The crater centre is to the left and the left-hand block bas moved downwards and

was rotated clockwise.

Fault breccia is not common, but is well preserved in one locality, on the crestof the

eastern rim, in the form of a radial breccia dyke (see section 4.3). One or two concentric

fractures were interpreted as inward-dipping thrust fanlts, although this" is purely

speculation, as the true sense-of displacement could not be determined accurately.

i;

In general, the development of thrusts and' other fault types appears to be related to

strain movements nJ: stress released during the crater formation. It is interesting to note
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that the walls of maars and diatremes ate characteristically cleanly truncated, whereas

.on impact shock is propagated through the rock and produces deformation at a distance,

resulting in the walls of an impact crater being intensively and pervasively' deformed

(Milton and Naeser~' 1971; Melosh, 1989), such as that seen in th~ Saltpan crater rim
section (Figure 4.11).

Jointing

The jointing patt~JIISof the crater rimare markedly different to those obser~~~dEn we
surrounding regional geology. No .attempt was made to s,howthe actual physical traees

of joints on the crater map, as they were generally far too numerous and much too short

to portray afl'easomtble map scales. Instead, the orientations of the dominant systematic

sets of joints are portrayed through a series of rose diagrams, each representing a certain

area of the crater rim. Thiswas achieved by carrying out a detailed structural analysis

of several exposures inside the crater and on the rim. 0hese analyses provided a better
\\

insight into the fracturing which resulted from the iI)J.gactevent.

The joint patterns obtained are shown inFigure 4.14which exhibits an orthogonal radial

and concentric joint pattern. The joint plane attitudes are, however, inconsistent ru:J vary
from approximately 40° to vertical. They are generally very steep with an average dip of

t,

about 70°. The fra:~).breplanes are frequently inclined towards the crater centre. Th,e£1~

wward-dipping planes would have allowed block movement, associated with both normal

and thrust faults encountered within the crater rim. It should be noted that not aU

fractures encountered conform to the typical radial and concentric pattern obtained for

the joint sets.

An explanation for the origin of some of these joint sets could be that granite.blocks

were displaced or faulted along radial and concentric fracture planes, amf that

distinguishing faults from the joints at tllfJ.esmay be an impossible task, Due to the lack:

of fault-defining features many fractures may either be joiizts or glide planes. However,

the impact triggered the formation of radial and concentric fractures in the target rocks

in addition to the existing fractures or joints, as would be exphcted. Ingeneral, where the
\\

original rim of the crater is preserved, an increase in jointing, along with the deformation. - ..
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and re-orientation of pte-existing joint planes, can be related to str~in acc~f11panying

crater formation. In view of the regional fracture analysis, it can be stated that the

arrangement of the.main joint and fault planes outside of the impact structure originated,

mostly from normal tectonic processes and not as a consequence of the impact event.

r

,--- _..;n..;...,,,]._J

:)

,1

Figure 4.14 Joint orientations taken at selected sites on the crater rim (after.Brandt, 1991).
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Aerial photography interpretaiior: \)
Aerial photographs revealed the presence of fractures surrounding the crater, These

- ~
.fractures. are generally radial, with one or two occurring cirClj-fnferenti~y, and all OCCUIi!

_II

within a few hundred meters of the xim (see \Iegional map insert). These features were Ii

not observed in the fi~Mdue to the :~xtensive ejetta blanket cover, and therefore no

further information regarding displacement and hence fracture (or fault) type was
._>

(I

4.3 BRECCIA DYKES'

possible.

~. "

Fragments of graniticgleccia were found at numerous localities on the inner si~pes of

th~i crater, with the exception of t>-~Rrerops of autochthonous breccia, the locations. of
r-y ~ .. "_" ,

whic~; may be seen inFigure 6.34 (page 109). Ingeneral, the breccia dykes or fragm.t~uts

of such dykes show sharp contacts with the country rock, extend for severalmetres, and
\,1

may be terminated by the border of an outcrop Of granite ..derived sands. The first

outcrop, in the form of a sub-vertical, radial breccia dyke, occurs on the upper portion

of the eastern rim (Figure 4.15). This dyke consists, of granitic fragmentS'which are

crudely aligned witl; the orientation of the dyke •.The nuitrix consists of a fine-grained
:j

matrix having a composition similar ,to that of the host granite.

The second outcrop shows a similar matrix, but larger granitic clasts thrill. in the previous

sample are also crudely aligned (Figure 4.16). This occurrence (Sample 77: see figure

6.33 for location) was observed in the lower portion of the southern rim X'} a large

tabular granite block. Although this block appears to be in situ, it may have originated

further upslope, These two o~tcrops, as well as nun1~.t()US fragments of s~~ar breccia,

were observed only Within the crater rim and are all be~\~ved to be a direct~esult of the

cratering event, as they Were not found anywhere else in-the studied area.
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Figure 4.15 Sub-vertical radial breccia dyke (Sample 72: for locality see Figure 6.33).

Figure 4.16 Massive tabular granite breccia found on the southern lower, inner slopes.
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4.4 THE DRlLLCOREo

'\
Compressional shock waves that' pass across' discontinuities such as joints, will be

, ,

reflected, in part, as tensionat waves, Of will move on as weak secondary rarefraction
waves" (Short, 1970). Such \:~hocl{');~ravesean cause rock to break up in place, moving
fragmented material OVyf short distances. These mechanically ruptured and possibly
ejected ,fta~~nt~ eventually make up allochthonous imp:,tctbreccias. Below the crater
base, however, the rock units •are subject to decaying shock intensities and give rise. to
what is known as autobrecciated fragments (Short, !970). It is, this"lower portion of the
core, below the' crater-fill breccia, which shows many continuous unrotate~ blocks or
clasts separated only by fracture surfaces, that were analyzed for variations infracture
orientatiens, Although no significant results were obtained fropt the joint analysis of the
core, Figure 4.17 shows the trend of fracture orientations ~~th respect to the vertical,
plotted against depth.' From the figure It- is evident that. the fractures are steeper at
greater depths,

One posstp,~e explanation for these observations is. that at greater dep,tbsclJhe rock
experiences Iess compressive stress. It is theref?re less deformed at greater depths and
displays joint orientations at these depths, Wpich more closely resemble the typical
regional joint orientations, which are usually subvertical,

The diversity of the fracture orientations seen in the core probably indicates that the
impact triggered the formation of various, sets of randomly oriented new fractures in the
target rock in addition to already existing fractures of largely subvertical attitude.
Stl.bhqPz0utal jointing is believed to be found only at or near the surface, the effect of
which is evidenced at shallower depths in Figure 4.17.

/1,<
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Figure 4.17 Fracture orientations (with respect to the vertical) versus depth. Each point
represents approximately 7 jamt measurements. The total number of measurements used

in this study was 332. 1\
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CHAPTERS C:;;FOPHYSICAL RESULTS

5.1MAIN CRATER

Geophysics is an important tool for the initial recognition and study of terrestrial impact

craters, many of Which, particularly large and .old ones, are buried by sediments

accumulated ,a~ pq~t~impact times or are deeply ero(lp{i. The geophysical methods

employed attpe.'pJ"1.;torla Saltpan crater and to other features in the crater environs

included gravity, magnetic: seismic, electrical and ground-probing radar techniques. The

results correspond to the typical geophysical signature of small impact structures. As

gravity can be directly related to impact-induced density changes (Pilkington aild Grieve,

1992)~more emphasis was placed on the gravity method.

Gravity results
According to Pilkington and Grieve (1992), a circular gravity low is the most common

and corspicuous g~ophysical signature over a simple bowl-shaped crater. The primary

controls on anomaly amplitude are the depths of the low-density breccia zone .'and the

nature of sediments occupying the central zone of the crater, and their density contrasts

with the surrounding target lithologies (Pilkington and Grieve, 1992).A gravity model

can easily be obtained using available mo~p__!ll_etricand other parameter., such as layei\\

thicknesses and densities, which may be available, especially where drilling was carried

out.

Only one geophysical studywas carried out previously on the Pretoria Saltpan crater. Th '~

results of a gravity reconnaissance study by Fudali et al. (1973) failed to support an
,

impact origin, as at that time they could find no compelling arguments for an impact

origin, and their gravity data appeared to differ from what they expected for an impact

crater of the dimensions of the Pretoria Saltpan. That is, their results did not produce

a symmetrical, smooth gravity signature that would be expected for a simple bowl-shaped

impact crater. Their findings, however, did not provide unequivocal evidence in favour

of an internal origin either, as they could find no signs of any high pressure phases, such
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as garnet, which are often associated with kimberlites. They also'noticed that the Saltpan
I'

is an isolated feature in a region that pas been -;stable at least sfuce~the Permian, implying
that, if it were of endogenic origin, it was a unique. volcanic occurrence in the region.
Fudali .et ~. (1973) concluded that the crater had been generated by a gas-charged
intrusion of kimberlite.or carbonatite, Despite the new information provided by the drill-
core and the more recent results obtained concerning the impact origin of the crater, it~. "

was deemed necessary to carry out a\~ore detailed gravity survey in order to obtain a)
three-dimensional information abRU~)the crater shape and fill, and b) to further

h;lvestigate the relationship betW.eenvolcanic intrusives andthe crater stfhcture. A gravity
profile of higher, resolution was obtained, modelling of which would rely on less
assumptions than Fudali et at's (1973) wort.

IS

The positions of the gravity lines for this study.and that of Fudali et at (1973) are shown
in Figure 5.1. Thirty-three gravity stations were located along traverse (a) in an almost

perfectly straight line across the crater interior. This traverse was extended for

approximately 300 meters across the crater rims to the north and to the south.

\)

300m
hw;nj

Figure 5.1 Position of gravity profile of this study (a) and that measured by Fudali et al,
(1973), (b).
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Both the gravity and elevation profiles (Figure 5.2) wece measured relative to an

arbitrary base station ncar the crater floor. Station elevations were determined using a

level, .ib.d gravity readings were taken using a La Coste and Romberg Gravimeter with

a sensitivity of 0.01mgal. Raw gravity data were corrected for instrument drift, elevation,
latitude and effects of the severe topographic differences (billy crater rim versus flat

crater floor) encountered. The terrain corrections were made: using a Hammer overlay

chart, up to zone G, constructed to the same scale as a 1:2500 topographic map of the

crater.

The gravity profile is smooth, except for one or two small anomalies =n the crater rims,
which are probably caused by difficulties in determining accurate terrain correction

values. No other reasons, besides data collection and data corrections, could be

determined, that may have given rise to the crater rim anomalies. A strong, centred,

negative, "residual Bouguer anomaly (Figure S:Zb), which reaches a minimum of about

-3.2mgal with respect to the regional fkt.ld,was obtained. A slight regional gravity trend

is present, which corresponds to the gravitj: ii'eItd discussed by Fudali et al. (1973). This
-,

regional trend is insignificant with respect to J~~.anornaly measured over the crater

interior and was removed for the modelling.

It is most likely, from the knowledge of the crater fill stratigraphy obtained from the

borehole (Chapter 2), that the low density lake sediments and the underlying breccias

are the cause of the observed local negative anomaly. The density of the relatively

undisturbed granite Was taken to be 2.67 g/cm3
, Density measurements on various

granite samples confirmed this estimate.

The low density sediments which represent the crater fill are believed to be the primary

contributor to the observed residual anomaly. The sediments consist of mud, below which

is a zone Of essentially fractured granite with interbedded granitic sands. The bulk
i'

densities of the constituents of the crater sediments (0 ~{)90 metres) are the only

densities which were not physically determined. However, various densities for the muds

and interbedded muds and sands Were applied ina best-fit model density calculation for

the sediments. The densities determined depended on their relative proximity to the
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original crater walls, that Is, greater densities were assigned to sediment bodies closet to f}
the crater wall as-they have a higher Sal:'" ~pntent. ';This is due to erosional processes

\ '
associated with the steep inner slopes of the "crater, and the faqt that the muds are the

final and most distal product of erosion (Brandt, 199~~. The de"(~ities of granitic breccia
y - \\

("sands It) and fractured granite taken from the drill-cote were de~ermilled to be 1.30 and
~ - \, \\

.2.61 g/cm3
, respectively. Using this information toget~\el' with ava,lable thicknesses and

densities obtained from the core, average densities for' each 10 metre interval of the 90

metre to 200 metre depth profile could be determined. The zone of granitic breccia

below the muds was found to contribute only slightly to the anomaly,
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Figure 5.2 a) North-south elevation profile across the Pretoria Saltpan crater.

b) Gravity profiles from this study and from fudali et al. (1973). Note: right hand mgal

scale is for the Fudali et at profile only.

Thus relatively well-constrained density .and layer thickness values "were used in

constructing the gravity model shown in F~~re 5.3b. Modelling was carried out using a

computer program (GRA V2DC version" 4.6) written by Mr G.R.J. Cooper of the
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Department of Geophysics, University bI the Witwatersrand. The subsurface
configuration was approximated using a number of slabs with various cross-sectional

shapes, The cross-section of the bodies obtained in the model yielded strike lengths (not

shown in the figure) which decrease from the centre of the model. (crater) outwards; in
order to simulate the circular geometry of the composite body in plan view. The various

densities used for each slab ~re tabulated in Figure 5,3b. The size of lethenegative
(f

anomaly plus the known densities may be used to infer the physical, dimensions of the

;irater fill. Unlike Fudali et al.'s interpretation hf 1973, the data presented here are

compatible with the anatomy of a small bowl-shaped impact crater. TIle Pretoria Saltpan
crater results are in excellent agreement with results obtained by Fudali (1979) for the

poorly exposed Wolf Creek Crater, Australia, of similar dimensions (0.875 kilometres)

and age «0.3 ka),
I"
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figure 5.3 a) Gravity profiles (this study and Fudali et al., 1973). Note: right h~rid mgal

scale is for the Fudali et al, profile only. b) Gravity model obtained using the best fit
model curve in Figure 5.3(a). Density contrasts of the bodies used in the model are all

relative to the density of the granitic country rock (2.67 g/ cnr') and are given in g/cm3•
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Magnetic resll,lts "
',~

.According to Pilkington and Grieve (1992), magnetic anomalies associated with Qp~ct

craters ate generally more complex than the gravity signature, because of the much
greater variation in the magnetic properties of;roc~. The charactef of the magnetic
anomaly and crater morphology'can not be directly c'Otrf:1ated, asis the,~~asefor gravity
data, but a broad correlation between ahomaly form and crater size may exist (pilkington
and Grieve, 1992). These authors also observed that impact sites may be. marked by the
absence of significant changes in the observed magnetic field..Target rocks may aSquite

a shock remnant magnetization, in addition, to demagn<ftization, m the direction of the
,_ - - - jj - _- - _'

~h's magnetic field at the time of impact. The intensity of ..tbis shock remnant
-0\ _- _ _ -___ ':~ _- :' _ _ _ _ _-_ \-1

ri1a~etization, is proportional to the ambient field strength (Pehf et, at, 1975).
Furtfl~~fore, following impact, 'elevated residual temperatures ,and hydrothermal
alterati6u may produce new magnetic phases Ieading to tljJ~iacquisition, of a chemical

re ~znant magnetization in the direction of the ambient field. It is evident that anumber
of processes may be responsible for changes in the observed magnetic fields which may
tperefore vary from one impact site to the other.

The magnetic survey across the Pretoria Saltpan crater was carried out along three
parallel profiles, separated from each other by 175 metres (Figure 5.4). The central
traverse coincided with the gravity and topographic profiles (Figure 5.2),. in.a rouf'my
north-south direction. Measurements were obtained- at 20 metre intervals andCJeMh

(\

traverse extended 1 kilometre beyond the crater ri'U, resulting in three profiles each a
\,\

little longer than 31d1onletres. Three profiles were needed to determine any lateral (east-
west) variation that may exist in addition to a detailed north-south profile. '-"
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Figure 5.4 Position ..of .the three magnetic profiles. across the Pretoria Saltpan crater.
,~' "

Note: all 'Profiles extend one kilometre beyond the rim crest.
(\

, "

In all three cases (Figure 5.5), the magnetic data obtained exhibits title known regional
trend (als,? shown in Figure ~-5).This trend is expressed as limited east-west variation,
but with a significant (110 nT) gradientfrom north to south. The only significant changes
tl1: this otherwise straight regional trend are local anorsalies on the northern, inner slopes

,J;, _ '_"
of the rim which coincide with' the positions of lamprJlphyric dyke outcrops or bould~rs.
The other smaller anomalies near-the lak;~and at th~·"\,·"lthem portion of the survey are'

jl
/1

'" \

caused by scrap metal, fences and a cattle enclosure. These, observations rule out the
possibility that a magnetic volcanic pipe exists anywhere nedr the crater cep.tre belowfhe
crater ~ediments.
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Figure 5.5 North-south profiles of the three magnetic surveys.

Itwas noted thatthe regional trend 011 the 1:50,000 aeromagnetic map (Figure 5.6 shows
(.

part of this map) curved slightly northwards in the vicinity of the crater site, Removing
the regional component resulted in a slightly' off-centre and almost circular residual
magnetic signature (Figure 5.7). The total amplitl.lGe of this residual anomalyjs only SO
nT, which is not very sigirlficant Wth respect to changes in the regional field at this site.
This residual anomaly is thought to have been generated either by the cratering ~vt.nt
or produced by terrain gradients which would in effect change the flight level resulting
in subtle changes in the observed tnagnetic'Jfield.

. .)
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Figure 5.6 Aeromagnetic map of the crater and its environs. The crater is the central

near-circular feature (diameter: 1.13kilometres). Part of map 2528 AC, published by the

Geological Survey of South Africa.
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Figure S.7 Residual magnetic signature after removal of the regional component.

5.2 POSSRBLE SATELLITE eriA1'ER

In the complete absence of any exposure in this mud-covered depression, it was thought

that gedphysicaf techniques would perhaps yield i1fonnation on the interior stratigraphy

of this possible "twin" or "satellite" crater to the Pretoria Saltpan crater.

Gravity results
Twerity-fonr gravity stations were located along two traverses, perpendicular to each

U· ~

other, in n6fth-south and east-west directions across the depression. Each ~avity

travefs~ was approximately 500 meters in length. Both the gravity and the corresponding

topographic profiles were measured relative to an arbitrary base station located near the

centre of the £cyature.Elevation data were obtained and corrections were applied as
i-I

discussed above for the experiments on the maincrater. Terrain corrections, however,

were not necessary at this site, as the maximum elevation gradient was determined at 3

metres only.
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A very slight, positive gravityanomaly (Figure 5.8) was observed ~ver the depression. A

positive gravity signature is contrary to what would be expected of an impact crater.

Trenching near the centre of the feature revealed a calcrete "1;yer at 0.76 metres. The

slight 'gravity hf~hcould theoretically be a result of some dense (25 g,/cm3) sedimentary
~ 0

fill overlying fractured" crater floor and rim. These gravitY signatures, however, are

thought to represent most probably a regional gravity effect rather than a lithological

contrast of some sort. The regional gravity trend observed at the main crater is not
/1

observed at this site (most likely due to the1act that these gravity,;traverses were much

shorter than that of the main crater).
1\
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Figure 5.8. (a) North-south elevation profile of the possible satellite crater. (b) North-

south gravity signature of the possible satellite crater. (c) East-west elevation profile of

the possible satellite crater. (d) Bast-west gravity signature of the possible dRtellite crater.

Magnetic results
A magnetic survey was conducted along the same north-south and east-west-lines used
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for the griivity survey, TIle station spacing was 5 metres ..As in the case of the gravity, the
,., "

magnetic signature (Figure 5.9) only represents the regional Wagnetic trend. The
presence of this trend was confirmed by information obtairteq' ..from the 1:50,000

'j

aeromagnetic map. The signatures, however, do exclu-ie the possibility pf the existence
of a magnetic volcanic, for example kimberliteFPipe which may have been thoughtto

1,·1

exist below this circular feature.
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Figure 5.9 Results of the magnetic survey for the possible satellite crater.

Seismic results
Seismic surveys may provide a detailed image of the subsurface strucgire of impact
craters. Changes of seismic velocities will occur as the result of discontinuities, for
example, lithological breaks and voids.

Three separate refraction seismic experiments were conducted at a, series of sites with
increasingdistance (28 m, 130 m, 263 ill) from the centre of the structure, as indicated
in Figure 5.10. The energy for these experiments was obtained using a large mallet.
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Figure 5.10 Contour map of the possible satellite feature with the position of geophysical

survey lines.

A summary of the results is shown in Figure 5.110, with inferred boundaries for regimes

of different velocities between the three survey sites. The lateral distribution of the

velocities indicates a central low velocity region, as one would expect for an impact

crater. The outer low velocity zone, however, is more pronounced and extends deeper
'I

than the inner zone with respect to the high velocity central zone. According to

Pilkington and Grieve (1992), the fractured zone at Barringer (Meteor) Crater in
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Arizona extends up to one •.•crater diameter beyond the crater rim, as evidenced by

velociti~s that increase radl[ally away fro,~ the structure. In the case, of this 8mall
structure, ]:tow,ever, the effects of fracturing cannot be distifrguished from jointing which

may also lead_'todensity and hence velocity changes. Thus ihe outer zone may have lower
(I

velocities as a result of deep we~~~ering (due to jointing) or as a result of intense

fracturing perhaps related to a cratering event.
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Figure 5.11 (a) Elevation profile of the possible satellite crater from the 'north to the

crater centre (refers to the positions of the various refraction soundings Sl-83). (b)

Interpretation of the sub-surface velocities, using tbe results of the three seismic surveys.

Note that the horizontal distances for both diagrams are coincident.
/!
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Resistivityr~~ults
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As the cond&ctivityof rocks is heavily dependent on their water content, brecciation and~ . .
\\
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fracturing: zypically found at an impact structure would be expected to cause large

changes in the electrical properties, of the target lithologies (Pilkington 'and Grieve,

1992). Three separate fesistivity soundings were conducted using a Schlumberger array

at the same sites used for the seismic surveys (for the locations of these sites see Figure

5.10). A summary of the results is shown in Figure 5.12, with resistivity contrast

boundaries inferred between the survey sites. The .lowresistivities seen at the centre are

typical of crater-fill muds, however the generally low resistivities seen at the outermost

survey.are most likely the result of either fracturing or jointing. Comparing the resistivity

(Figure 5.12) and the seismic (Figure 5.11) results shows some similarities, that is, a high

velocity andhigh resistivity zone at the centre of the structure. These two parameters

decrease with increasing distance from the centre.

a.
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Dg, == < 200 Om
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Figure 5.12 (al Elevation profile of the possible satellite crater from the north to the

centre (refers to the positions of the various resistivity soundings). (b) Internretation of

the sub-surface resistivity, using the results of the three resistivity soundings. Note that

the horizontal distances for both diagrams are coincident.
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Grourtd-pr()b~,!g radar iresults
'P~s relatively new geophysical tool (Pilon et al., 1991) operates on th~ same prID9l1.les

, . '\:>~ ..J
as conventional radar, A short pulse" ~f electromagnetic energy is emitted by a

•.." . t',

transmitter antenna. and then reflected eft an electijcal boundary. The reflectedsignal

is received by a second antenna. The two~way trav~l time for this p~~cess Is measured

and the depth to the reflector can be determined, 'if the J¥opagatioE) velocity of the
I)

.material is known (Davis an<\.Antfan, 1989). This propagation V~locity can b\e"determin~d
~;Y . .' ..•.... _ . .' ':

by conducting a Sllnp}zr'common midpoint reflection survey.
;.i\_//

l')··J

;7 . .... .i=: ~,
A single north-ioHth ground-probing radaz transect, WIDen passed through the centre of

the structure was conducted. The position of t2/ 300 metre tr:msect is shownIn Figure

5.10. .A Pulse EKl(O N ground-probing radar. system vias deployed, USnlg a frequency

Of 50 MHz, art' antenna separation of 4 meters and a step interval between sampling
" <'

points of 0.5·metres. These experimental conditions Ibpfunized the d~ptil of pen~tratic5l1

for'th; sub-surface pmp~rtiegdetected inthe commonrnid-point reflection suty~y.Under
,.~. '~::''' .; ...,

ideal, dey conditions the depth of penetration-might have been as much as 100 metres,

as was achieved in a similar study at Meteor Crater (Pilon et at, :1:991);~~

The survey conducted across the feature w~,;fI"Q.\ the whole unsuccessful, 'as a very wet

upper conductive mud unit prevented depth pl-uettation of the signal. As the reflections

are caused by dielectric contr~~s=in the subsurface materials (Davis ~d Annar;;1989),
the shallow conductive layer produced the obvious set of prominent horizontal reflections

seen in the centre portion of the profile of Figare 5~!3rJAt the edges of the section (the

only dry ground in the section) the reflections dip in a direction that indicates an
outward dip of the st)"C:sUrfaceat an appropriate position of the rim of the f~kture. Thus,

I.' /_-.

the dipping reflections may represent the outer section of the raised rim at a.pproximat~ly

125 metres from the centre of the structure on the northern and southern portions of the
(,

section. The identification of these reflectors is subjective, as confident interpretation
'I "requites supplemental ground truth constraints which are not yet a~ailable.
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Fig1lllr~5.13 Results of the ground-probing radar su.rvey conducted over the possible sateU~tecrater. The crater centre ~sat ~ppr()ximately. . ~ 0 - .
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5.3 DYKE FEA1'URE NORTH OF THE CRATER

As previously rt.(~ntioned (Chapter 3), a large east-wesr tFending feature: apprm&mately

3 kilometers to the north of the Pretoria Saltpan crater, was recognised on theI: 50,000
aeromagnetic map (refer to Figure 5.6). No outcrop of this positive dyke::like anomaly

was found, A ground magnetic survey was conducted t9 obtain a magnetic signature of

higher resolution than that of the 1:50,000 aeromagnetic map. The results are shown in
Figure 5.14. The t.7 kilometre magnetic survey was conducted just off the main road (see
re,gionalm.ap insert for location) with readings taken at 20.metre intervals. Using the half
maximum width method (Henderson and Zeitz, 1948), the wid~~ of this feature was

\"""

calculated to be approximately 300 metres. Using two separate ni~robds,namely, the

horizontal slope distance method (Vacquier et al., 1951) and Peters' "P"method (Peters,

1949), tw8 depths below surface of 169 metres and 140 metres, respectively, were
·f

obtained, This result explains the lack of outcrop and surface expression of the

geophysically recognised feature.
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Figure 5.14 Magnetic anomaly obtained over the large magnetic dyke feature to the

north of the Pretoria Saltpan crater,
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The existence of a larg~ ~~~etif dyke (the onlymagnetic rock typ~unte~ed inthe
study area was lamprophyre) to th~north of the crater may wel},:~:{iin the interpretation

of the. regional magm~tic history, evidence of which is fO~~ at the crater site (ef.
o

Chapter1"j.lfthis feature is a lamprophyric dyke 01;some other alkaline intrusive, it may

be direct~~ related to those intrusives found on the i:ntler .northern crater rim, the
cc i)· 'J. . c:

presence of which was used in the past as argument against an impact origin.
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CHAPTER·' PETROLOGY

;).1BASEMENT ROCKS
1\, \\ .' -::,: ,'. IVI

'~ . #
All the localities of samples coll:cted within the confines of the crater, which ,fA be
referred tq in the following chapters, are shown in Figure 6.1. The locations of s;r~ples

IF

collected from the crater environs; which are discussed 'in the following chapters and
used for comparisons to the crater samples, may be ~ee:11on/~A·jegional map insert.

(__.//~,..- '.'./

• Trachyte
.fA Phonollit(i!
II lamprophyre,
e Carbonatite

Figure (;.1 Map with sampling sites (and numbers) of samples studied petrographically.
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Granite
Granite is the most common rock type in the mapped area and occupies the areas of

higher elevation on the inner and outer rims of the crater. In hand specimen the fresh,

unaltered granite appears as a coarse-grained, pink rock The largest grains of pink or

light bra-wn feldspar are anhedral and are interlocked with large quartz grains. Minor

amounts of hornblende and biotite constitute the mafic mineral content, Hornblende and

biotite are rarely found together in the same thin section, or even in several samples
..

from the Same sample site. Accessory minerals are magnetite, ~~atite, zircotr and rutile,
/'

besides traces of secondari chlorite and calcite (Wagner, 1922i).pAccord~~to Wagner
, 11

(1922), three feldspar varieties are present, namely orthoclasl~, albite-oligoclase, and

oligoclase, all of which may show some alteration in thin sectio4 (see section on altered

granite below). Perthitic intergrowth is a common feature b¥tween the~'e feldspars.

Plagioclase forms small homog<~neousgrains, ofte~ with rectang~ar or square outlines.

I II
Altered granite I Ii

:, II r.

Highly altered granite, common to the study area and particula#y abundant inparts of

the crater rim, is recognised by~its typical white to greyish COl(~tlr.This colour can be

attributed to the products of altered feldspar, primarily kaolinitl~' The deep weathering
Ii

evident on parts of the crater rim appears to be the result of met~(oricwaters permeating

into the granite along fractures and joint planes. The near-vertid~l fractures common to

the rim allow easy access for surface precipitation. The granite weathers into large

founded boulders or into smaller angular, crumbly fagments of feldspar and quartz. The

muti" occupying the bottom of the crater-are partly the final products of the decomposed

granite (Wagner, 1922), The soft white kaolinite alteration product appears in thin

section as a fine-grained, "speckled" mineral with high birefringence.
_)"

Micro-granitic pods/xenoliths

These light-grey to pink rocks are COlTprised of the same components as the granite, i.e.,

quartz, orthoclase, biotite, hornblende, and some plagioclase. They are medium to fine-

grained rocks and have a hypldiomnrphic-grannlar texture. Although they have a texture

and composition similar to that of the typical Nebo granites, they are markedly finer-

grained:' roas of this fine-grained granite occur as rounded xenoliths (up to 30
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centimetres in diameter) in the granite, exhibiting fairly sharp contacts. They are not
found at alloutcrops inthe mapped area, but are quite common along the-western crater
rim. Figure 6.2 shows a typical thin section impression of such a sample. Other samples
of this variety were, found to have a lower mafic component and hence a lighter, J?inkish
colour. Thesesamples are composed predominantly of quartz. and orthoclase, with minor
magnetite and very little biotite. One such sample was found on the western crater rim
as small (30 x 20 centimetre), sub-rounded patches within the Bushveld Granite.

Figure 6.2 Thin section of a micro-granite xenolith. The texture and composition is
similar to the Nebo granites, but it is markedly finer-grained (crossed polarized light;
field of view: 2.3x3.4 mm),

Albitic gneiss
Xenoliths of this rock type were found approximately 3 kilometres to the south of the
crater in a large granite outcrop (refer to Figure 3.8). This rock type i~ composed of
phlogopite, plagioclase, all~ microperthite (intergrowth of K-ricb feldspar. in Na-rich
feldspar). The plagioclase was identified as pure albite with the ~d of X-ray diffr~ction
methods. Tourmaline and quartz are present in minor amounts. 'This grey rock llas a
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texture ~hich is medium-grained granoblastic. Crude, discontinuous gneissose bands are

typical for this rock type and ::are generally a few millimeters wide (Figure 6.3). The

bands are characterised by ~11l accumulation of well.:.'a1i:.,"fI1edbiotite flakes. Poorly

developed schistocity, such 'as ,.~hatseen in this sample, is representative of low grade

metamorphism. These metamorphosed xenoliths appear to be of.a granitic (orthogneiss)

rather than a sedimentary (paragneiss) origin, as they appear to have a primary igneous

texture.

Figure 6.3 A. gneissose band In an albitic gneiss xenolith (plain polarized light; field of

view: 2.3x3.4 rom).

6.21N'FRUSIVES

6.2.1 TRACHYTE

These greenish-brown to pink rocks typically consist of sanidine, microcIine, plagioclase,

nepheline, biotite, and aegerine phenocrysts set ill a £i[ne-grain~~matrix of these

minerals. Variations in texture, composition and combinations of minerals constituting
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the phenocrysts will be discussed using individual samples as examples. The groundmass

exhibits a typical traehytic texture: instead of showing a single universal alignment

direction for the phenocrysts, there axu numerous domains, each with its own preferred

direction or pattern of feldspar laths. Quartz (occasionally a secondary mineral), calcite

(secondary), and zircon constitute minor minerals in the matrix. The overall texture is

markedly porphyritic due to the presence of subhedral phenocrysts set in the groundrnass

of small elongate feldspar microlites,

Sample 2
,

In this sample (Figure 6.4)r found on the northern crater rim) the groundmass-forming

feldspar laths occur as spherulites. These radial patterns represent devitrification of the

original glassy groundmass, probably around small microcrysts. The. phenocrysts of

subhedral nepheline and euhedralaegerine are intensely altered and often replaced with

a secondary carbonate material.

Figure 6.4 Thin section of a trachyte in which the groundmass exhibits a radial

devitrification pattern (Plain polarized light; field of-view: l.Sx2.2 rom).
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Sample 76
This fairly altered sample exhibits a groundmass which has been replaced by late-stage

iron oxides, prhnatily hematite or goethite, recognised by the typicat red staining. Calcite
,

is present as a secondary mineral, whery remobilization processes have precipitated fine-

grained calcite invoids, with recrystall:ized plagioclase at times forming.jae rlni of these
cavities.

Sample 22
>,

This sample; which is petrographically recognised as, a trachyte specimen, only by Its

phenocrysts and devitrified spheruliticmatrlx (which WasUtter conf,inned·byits chemical

composition, d. Chapter 7), has a groundmass predominantly composed of kaolinite.

Locally the original radial texture of the groundmass is still preserved in the altered

matrix, Although it is significantly kaolinized, some fresh biotite phenocrysts may be

j;ound (Figure 6.5). Biotite does not occur as phenocrysts in all trachyte samples, but

Where it is present, it represents the most common phenocryst type. Secondary hematite

or goethite has precipitated along fractures and in voids, and secondary sphene, which

now is altered to Ieucoxene, can be found as a by-product of the alteration of biotite to

chlorite, Mll\or quartz may be found and is assumed to be of secondary origin, as altered

phenocrysts.of nepheline are present, too.

Sample 21-1(2)
'This sample was collected approximately 9 kilometres to the southwest Of the crater,

where it intruded into a well-exposed granit~ outcrop (see regional map. insert for

location). Many opaque, Fe-rich areas (Figure 6.6)', and the fine-grained matrix are

indicative ora high degree of alteration and an original, fine-grained texture of this rock.

The groundmass ~sbelieved to consist mainly of altered fine-grained potassic feldspar

and a clinopyroxene. In hand specimen this altered rock is a yellow, earthy, easily

disintegrating mass. This rock was also identified as trachyte' by chemical a~~lysis. The
main alteration product in this specimen is montmorillonite. II

11
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Figure 6.5 Altered trachyte 22) with relatively fresh biotite phenocrysts (cross-
polarized light; field of view: LJ •.•uw.'T nun).

Figure 6.6 Higiuy altered trachyte sample (plain polarized light; field of view: 1.2x1.7
mm).
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Sample=e (granite~trdcnytecontact specimen)
The only trachyte-granite contacts found are sharp, with some granite brecciation and
assimilation. Figure 6.7 shows such a contact of a crater rim trachyte. Relics of what
appears to be biotite in the trachyte show alignment parallel to the trachyte ..granite
contact.The trachyte in this sample is extremely altered and replaced by iron-oxides, but
still shows the contact relationships welL II

Figure 6.7 Granite-trachyte contact. The granite, wwchJ1asbeenb~~cciated, is the lighter
,\_,_I "0.. . ,';. _ \'

material on thb right-band side of the photomicrograp1i{9!9f '". , \tized light; field of
view: 2.7x3.4 rrlm). " ,I , 'l.

::-;,; ;\ ",' __ .

! :~' \~;,
\ "

6.2.2 PHONOLITE

This fine-grained rock (Sample 40) consists chiefly of potassj·;;feldspar (microcline),Jlpd
lllbitic plagioclase laths. Texturally this specimen is similar to trachyte, arj·i;·~nlY

//""-./.

-:?:~~-:~}-
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differentiated from the trachytes by its chemical composition (Chapter ~~.Ouly this one
sample, taken fi'bJ an outcrop on th~llortheasterI1jfnn, was found on the inner slopes

rr
of the crater rim. The grqqndmass consists of nw,herous.domains, tjgch having its own

~ ','.,' 1"

pattern of feldspar Iaths, Spherulitic aggregates are abcadant (Figure 6.8). This dark,
pinkish rock wi~ light green and ..darker (brown to black) domains shows a typical

'.'
( 1 porphyritic texture with anhedral phenocrysts of nepheline, aegirine, and biotite. The

darker pink zones within the groundmass probably represe,nt the original extremely fine-

grained devittJ::.fi.edqr glassymaterial. Alteration and replacement of the phenocrysts with
0, -: ,;

an opaque mineral (unidentified) is quite common.
')

Figure 6.8 Thin section area of phonolite (Sample 40). The green phenocrysts are

aegirine, and the )vhite p~~no9ryst~bottom right) is nepheline set in a spherulitic,
predominantly Jel~~par matrix (plain Jolarized light; field of view:\:Z.3x3.4mm),
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6.2.3 LAMPROPHYRE
'IIII

The lampropbyre of the study area is characterized!/by euhedral ferro:.ma~Jesian

phenocrysts, usually diopside, set in, a fine-grained groundmass containing .the same

minerals withfeldspar orfeldspathoids (nepheJ.iI!f~. The most common mineral in these

,O,fU"kgreen to black (rnelanocratic) rocks is diopside; constituting' more than 50 percent

of the rock. Figure 6.9 (~epresents a typical Iamprophyre from the' crater rim. It shows
u

c1inqpyroxene which f011l1S.· euhedral, fine-grained, acicular (needle-like) phelloGrysts

(which may be zoned), together with subhedraI titanomagnetite and biotite phenocrysts.

Although the clinopyroxene is generally fine-grained, some phenocrysts may reach 2 to"

3 rnillimetres in length.

,.".1

Figure 6.9 Typicallamprophyre (Sample 53') from, the crater rim (cross polarized light;

field of view: 1.8x2.7 rom). \\
Ii

Orthoclase is present in minor amounts and occurs only in the aphanitic or micro-
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granular groundmass, Other mi~erals, which may be found; include titanoaugite
.'-~

(identified by its purple pleochroism; Heinrich, 1965), carbonatt1\material. (see Figure
6.10), and sphene. Magnetite, the reason for the high susceptibility of these" rocks, is
abundant in the groundmass and may be found incorporated into the pyroxene
phenocrysts. Magnetite appears primary in s6~e cases, but is also found as a secondary
mineral. Some ocelli or segregations of carbonate material are microscopically apparent.
They may enclose some magnetite) or pyroxene, rarely have well-defined marb4ns and
usually grade into their host (Figure 6.11). The sample shown in thts figure (Sample 41)
consists almost 'elltirely of carbonate and chlorite.

1'1
Not all the lamprophyre samples cJAlecteddisplay all these features, and, as in the case
of the trachytes, several varieties were noted from one sample and locality to the next.

-'",_/ _-_

The following examples show some of the commonvariations seen.in this rock type.
i

JFi~re 6.10 Secondary carbonate (white mineral) in a groundmass containing abundant
megnetite, in a lamprophyre (Sample 53) (plain polarized light; field of view: l.Sx2.2
mm),
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Figure 6.11 Carbonate ocelli in a highly altered lamprophyre (Sample 41) (plain

polarized light; field of view: 3.4x2.3mm).

Sample 19
This crater rim sample exhibits abundant subhedral biotite associated with magnetite,

Such an amount of biotite (Figure 6.12) is not seen inall Iamprophyre samples. Normally·

this mineral is part of the finer-grained groundmass. Plagioclase Is md.r,ecommon than

orthoclase in the groundmass, and secondary calcite forms approximately 20 percent of

this sample, which is a higher percentage than that seen in other Iamprophyre samples.

The green mineral is chlorite, as alteration product of biotite.

Sample 109

This crater rim sample (FigU1\~6.13) exhibits the typical glomeroporphyritic texture (a

porphyritic texture in which.greups of crystals are scattered thronghout a finer-grained

groundmass) seen in most of the lamprophyres. IlU this case the clinopyroxene crystals
grow in coarse, ra~{ating clusters, Fine-grained subhedral magnetite is predominantly

found in the matrix, but occasionally is overgrown by clinopyroxene.
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Figure 6.12 Lamprophyre section (Sample 19) showing the association of biotite and

magnetite '(plain polarized light; field of view: 1.5x2,2rom).

Figure ..6.13 Typical glomeroporphyritic texture of lamprophyre sample 109 (plain
polarized light; field of view: l.Sx2.2 mm),
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Samplec~~-D
This sample was collected from a well preserved vertical dyke cross-cutting a granite

outcrop approximately S kilometres to the southeast of-the cater (see regional map insert

for location). The diopsidic pyroxene forms phenocrysts, that are smaller than in other

samples. Calcite ocelli (Segregations) are abundant in the very) fine-grained matrix

(Figure 6.1~}f,Ifshould be noted that this sample, collected some distance from the

Saltpan crater; has. a close resemblanceto some of the crater rim. samples (e.g., Sample.

41, cf. Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.14 Fine-grained lamprophyre (Sample 23-D) from the crater envi~tins (plain

polarized light; field of view: 2.3x3.4 mm).

Sample 21..1(3)
This sample was collected some 9 kilometres to i'he southwest of the crater. It is very

friable, as it is more intensely altered than other samples. It Wa5' Identified as a

lanjprophyre by its mineralogy and texture, which are similar to those in the other

lamprophyre samples (e.g., Sample 53, cf. Figure 6.9). No calcite was found in this

sample. The chemical composition also indicates a depletion in CaO. Figure 6.15 shows
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\
an altered clinopyroxene phenocryst which is characteristically - for weathered samples
decorated by magnetite. The magnetite in this sample appears ip be, an alteration

\\ '-

product after clinopyroxene. The groundmass .consists of fine ..grained orthoclase,
mierocline, plagioclase, ragnetite, and. clinopyroxene.

~\ ',i

i_\

}'igure 6.1S Altered lamprophyre (Sample 21-1(3» from the crater environs with,
II

magnetite surrounding a corroded pyroxene phenocryst (plain polarized light; field of
view: 1.5.x2.2 rom).

~'

Sample 21-E

This sample (Figure 6.16) was collected close to the locality of the previous sample,
about 9 kilometres to the southwest of the crater, and is used in comparison to the crater
rim samples. The similarity Ui texture and mineralogy between this sample and some of
the rim samples is particularly striking (compare Figures 6.9 and 6.13), Clinopyroxene
phenocrysts and groundmass grains are acicular.
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Figure' ~.16 Lamprophyre (Sample 21-£) from the crater environs showing a similar

texture and mineralogy to the crater rim samples, e.g., Sample 53, Figure 6.9.The large

white phenocrysts are clinopyroxene. Other minerals present include magnetite (black
\ll

mineral), biotiti'(brQWll mineral) and feld~par in the groundmass (plain polarized light;
\

field of view; l.Sx2.2 Il1!Il)~

6.2.4 CARBONATlTE

The definition of a true carbonatite is based on both the composition and genesis.

Carbonatite must have a granular texture consisting of primary carbonate minerals

(calcite, dolomite or other rock forming carbonates) that have to comprise at least 50

volume-percent of the rock.and it must exhibit the primary features ofa volcanic or
intrusive rock (Verwoerd, 1967).

The light grey to pinkish, fine-grained carbonate rocks found at the crater are composed

of approximately 80 volume/perci~t:itcarbonate material which includes.calcite, dolomite
. :-,._i " - '/';_< __.--,;:/ -'--:::~_,;::_~_,,_ .

and ankerite in descending order of a\,?undance, The carbonate materialdoes not exhibit
II.
'i



an allotriomorphic texture (anhedral igneous texture). Instead, the matrix consists of an

altered, fine-grained mosaic of carbonate material with disseminated subidiomorphic
titanomagnetite and accessory pyrite, chlorite, apatite, muscovite, and quartz. Chlorite

forms the most abundant phenocryst type believed to be an alteration product of primary

mica. This texture is clearly represented inFigure 6.17.Fragments or xenoliths of a dark

green chlorite schist are scattered throughout the carbonate matrix. Figure 6.17 shows

some of these chlorite schist clasts, as well as the finer chlorite in the groundmass, The

chlorite schist xenoliths form positive features on the weathered rock surface. Their

origin is still uncertain, but presumably they represent a pre-Bushveld lithology.

Figure 6.17 Thin section of a carbonatite (Sample 95) which shows the mosaic texture

and the chlorite schist fragments (cross polarized light; field of view: 2.3x3.4mm).

At one locality on the western rim a carbonatite dyke (approximately 20 centimetres

wide, Figure 4.4) contains subangular Bushveld granite xenoliths UP}O a few centimetres

in diameter. These granitic xenoliths were probably incorporated into the dyke from the;

granitic wall rock by a stoping process\) Some carbonatite specimens wer~("tound to
i,\
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contain secondary oxide stringers which were identified as specularite, Remobilized,

secondary calcite forms veinlets which cross-cut the primary texture. Figure 6.18 shows

secondary silica which has formed in voids In Sample 95. This mineral is probably

tridymite. Tridymit~ is an orthorhombic mineral (SiOz) which usually contains variable
i,; ~;

amounts of AI, K and Ca (Heinrich, 1965). The crystals are tabular and euhedral, and

form elongate lath-like cross sections. The photomicrograph (Figure 6.18) shows the

typical parallel extinction and fan-shaped habit of tridymite. According to Heinrich
"(1965), these lath-like crystals can exhibit wedge-shaped twins as shown in Figure 6.18.

Only two occurrences of this carbonatite Were encountered within the crater rim. (see

crater map insert).

Figure 6.18 Secondary tridymite within cayities in carbonatite sample 95 (cross polarized
light; field of view: 2.3x3.4 rom).

6.2.5 THE PJrENAARS RfV£RA,LKALINE COMPLEX

Various samp~)esfrom tine. Pienaars River Alkaline Complex (Figu,lle3.2), in particular

from the Roodeplaat Complex, were collected to compare with the alkaline rocks from
,
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the crater and the immediate crater environs. The available Roedeplaat rock suite is~~.~,
quite extensive, consisting of 11 different samples, many of which are different rock

types. Some. of the rock types are mip.eralogically similar to those t'''~~i1din the mapped
L I

area (the crater and its enviroiis), FigU,~~\6.19, a simple geological map of the c'
,--~)

Roodeplaat Complex, shows the localities whery all the studied s~1)les were collected.
::::

Alluvium Ferdie

kmj,_";;;,",,. t'I·.· \\'~
.,','<,_,',

L.Z21
.

,

Syenite

Syenodlorile

royal!e

Carbonatile/Brollci;J
.r

Diorite

Walerberg Gt(lUp Sedlmel1ts

SushVi3ld Gabbro/Oiorile

Pretoria Group Sediments

Trachyte/Tuff

Figure 6.19 Simplified geological map of the Roodeplaat C0111plex (part of Geological

Survey map 2528 CB) showing sampling sites for the studied samples (RI-Rll).
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IT?.oodr,plat1,.':( d;ton'te,dyke (Sample Rl)
oj ,

'rIDs m6'dium-grained rock intrudes the syenodiorite and exhibits a granular texture.

Plagioclase is the major phase and forms euhedral crystals with remnant twinning (F1~e

6.20). The average plagioclase composition is approximately ~o determined by CIP'W

normative calculations using major element XRF results. The snbhedral to anhedral

green amphibole forms prismatic, strongly pleochroic crystals which are mostly formed

interstitially between plagioclase. Some quartz and K-feldspar is present. The plagioclase
,I. .:.... 'i

is :fafrly clouded as the restdt of alteration (sericltisation). Twinning occurs in a few.

actinolite ctysHlls. An opaque phase, ide1;ltified·as magnetite, forms a minor constituent.

Figure 6.20 Thin section of a Roodeplaat diorite dyke, Sample Rl (cross polarized light;
field of view: 2.3x3.4 rom).

Roodeplaat granodiorite (Sample R2)
This medium-grained rock consists essentially of quartz and plagioclase, which is

accompanied by minor amounts of alkali feldspar and some hornblende (actinolite)
(Figure 6.21) and quartz. An opaque phase, probably magn~f)!t~, is also present. The

I"~ /'.:\
, I
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feldspar may be subhedral to euhedral, forming acicular crystals, whereas the hornblende 0

isl!anhedraI. The often clopded:(due to alteration) plagioclase exhibits remnant twinning
[1

which aids in distinguishing it Rom the potassic feldspar. Chlorite is present as an

alteration product afteI n5mb::,,<ie.
/ I,

"'.'
\,"'\ ....._~/

Flgure 6.2:1,Thin section of a Roodeplaat granodiorite, Sample R2 (plain polarized light;

field of view: 2.3x3.4 mm).

Roodeplaat peralkaiine syenite (Sample R3)

T:~s light-coloured, coarse-grained rock consists chiefly of alkali feldspar and albitic

plagioclase. The feldspars are generally subhedral and commonly tabular. Anhedral

biotite, clinopyroxene, hornblende and quartz are present in small ;:Jllounts (Figure 6.22).

The biotite is a deep green-brown variety and is generally associated with hornblende.
"~1

The clinopyroxene is a pale lilac-blue augite showing strong pleochroi~~11 Accessory

magnetite, forming euhedral cubic crystals, most C?ll1m.qn1y occurs w~:.hiat11;;:;· augite,
biotite and hornblende. Apatite is present inr.ainor'J:mol~nts.

\,":\' .. :'
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Figure 6.22 Thin section of akoodeplaat peralkaline syenite, Sample R3 (-:{OSS polarized

light; field of view: 1.8x2.7 mm).

Roodeplaat fine-grained peralkaline syenite nodule (Sample R5)
This sample occurs as finer-grained, darker (melanocratic) nodules (too small to be

shown In Figure 6.19) within the peralkaline syenite (Sample R3: previous description).

Tli~mineralogy (Figure 6.23) is very similar to that of sample R3, and it should be noted

that the chemical composition of these two rock types are almost 'identical, These

nodules are phaneroerystalline, tbat is all crystals of the principal minerals call· be

distinguished by the unaided eye. ifhey are, however, strongly heterogranular, with the

identifiable phenocrysts occurring in a finer-grained groundmass of the same minerals.

The subhedral to anhedral phenocryst and groundmass crystals of biotite, clinopyroxene,
hornblende, quartz and an opaque phase (magnetite). are poikilitically enclosed by
altered alkali feldspar and altered plagioclase. The large phenocrysts of plagioclase are

commonly tabular. Minor zircon antl apatite are present.
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Figure 6.23 Thin section of a fine-grained peralkaline syenite nodule Sample R5,

occurring within Sample R3 (plain polarized light; field,of view: O.8x1.1rom).

Roodeplaat perthitic syenite (Sample R4)
This reddish rock, which in band specimen is speckledwith dark green-black, light green,

and some purple colour, is characterised by a porehyritic texture. Red feldspar

pnen()crysts comprise more than 80 volume-percent of the rock (Figure 6.24). As this
,

rock is highly altered (see multi-colouring in figure), the normative mineralogical

composition of the feldspar was determined from a chemical analysis. The tabular

feldspar phenocrysts are antiperthites, in which the potassium-rich phase form the

exsolution lamellae and the sodium-rich phase the host crystal. These feldspar crystals

may reach 3 centimetres in length. The other, less abundant, minerals ale chlorite,

epidote, fluorite, and an opaque phase, which is most probably u.,:rnatite. Chlorite and

epidote are the alteration products of the original ferro-magnesian minerals.which were

most likely hornblende and clinopyroxene. Epidote shows the characteristic bright

interference colours and complex ?{.u1llgunder high magnification and crossed polars.

This rock, which should compositionally he a syenite, does not pl~t in the syenite field
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(Chapter 7), as the perthites were most probably formed by hydrothermal replacement

of K-feldspar through the introduction. of albite or oligoclase, resulting in the low
')

potassic content.

ii~,":re 6.24 linn section of a Roodeplaat pert~Jtic syenite (Sample R4. cross polarized

ligfi~ field of view: 2.3x3.4 mm); showing ,tabular feldspar phenocrysts, chlorite and
,\

epjd~lte.
\\,:,

.\

Roodel~Q;.~~tfline-grained fetdspathoid syenite (Sample R6)
This matod!J(.:;;b!ll.W~,p~e-grained rock type Is comprised predominantly of subhedral

elongate K-feldspar· and albite phenocrysts set in a groundmass of similar mineralogical

composition, but with some chlorite, hornblende, mica, pyroxene (aegirine), and

nepheline (Figure 6.25). As the groundmass is not quite aphanitic, this r~ck has not been

classified as phonolite. Although the ground mass appeal's relatively a1tered, it is indeed

holocrystalline. No glass or devitrification textures, such as those seen in sample 40

(phonolite) rrotrJ,\tlie Pretoria Saltpan crater rim, were rec,ognised. An opaque phase of
unknown composition is also present.
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Figure 6.25 Thin section of a Roodeplaat fine-grained feldspathoi~(sJenite, Sample f{6
(cross polarized light; field of view: O.9x1.4 mm).

Roodeplaa: carbonate breccia (Sample R7)
This heterogranular carbonate-rich rock displays a variety of clasts, of different sizeand
degrees of alteration, set in a fine-grained groundmass. The clasts are generally sub- or

\\

well-rounded, The dominant clast type is chlorite-rich and may be accompanied by
plagioclase and carbonate material or be replaced by secondary quartz (Figure 6.26). A
single clast of angular quartz fragments cemented by an iron oxide indicates that this
breccia took up some silica during the stoping process. The calcite crystals are euhedral,
indicating a primary origin. However, this cannot be stated wi~habsolute certainty, as
intense alteration and hydrothermal activity have taken place. A few clasts texturally of
obvious it;, ieous origin, are present. They were not identified, but "re believed to have
originally been from a deep-seated lithology and were merely incorporated into this rock
by stoping processes, Another phase is present, in which calcite and quartz occur
together, indicating that both these minerals have been remobilized. Secondary. iron
oxide has resulted in au almost opaque groundmass in some parts and severe staining in
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others, Otherwise the groundmass consists of ~bonate and minor q~,'

\\ II

Figure 6.26 Thin section of a Roodeplaat carbonate breccia, Sample R7, with chlorite-

rich clasts and one igneous (brown) clast. The matrix consists of carbonate minerals,

chlorite ana secondary quartz (cross polarized light; field of view: 2.3x3.4 mm).

Raodeplaat fenite (Sample R8)
,/

This red, aphanitie rock consists almost entirely of K-feJldspar, probably as a result of
metasomatism. A fenite is a metasomatic altered rock and is commonly found

surrounding a carbonatite (Verwoerd, 1967) (Figure 6.1S' shows this). Spherulites,

intergrowths of needles of Kfeldspar and quartz, radiate from common nuclei (Figure

6.27). These features abut onto each other. Some red iron oxide staining has filled

cavities and results in an overall red tinge of the sample. Alkali exchanges are believed
to have occurred between 'erystaIll-ling magma and the surrounding country rock. This
would be possible only by means of migrating hydrothermal fluids, No evidence is

present that could assist in identification of the original rock type with any certainty.
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Figute 6.27 Thin section of a Roodeplaat fenite, Sample R8 (plain polarized light; field

of view: 2.3X3.4 mm).

Roodeplaat [eldspashoidalmicrosyenite (Sample R8A)

This fine-grained, pink-maroon rock is speckled with light green and dark maroon

phenocrysts ..The red, highly altered, tabular feldspar phenocrysts (original composition

assumed to be that of sanidine from. the bulk chemical composition and typical twinning)
are scattered throughout the fine-grained maroon and white groundmass, Figure 6.28
shows the texture of this rock. Biotite occurs inminor amounts as phenocrysts. Chlorite

and epidote form alteration products after the original ferro-magnesian minerals which

include a green amphibole and a pyroxene. These minerals, together with a sericitized

sanidine, form the light green phenocrysts. The fine-grained groundmass contains all

these minerals, but includes an isotropic feldspathoid mineral which was identified as

nosean, as well as (perhaps) some sodalite (available identification methods did not allow

the distinction of these two minerals). An accessory yellow, anhedral, isotropic mineral,

thought to be allanite, is also present in the groundmass. The feldspar forms coarse

radial glomeroporpbyritic textures within the groundmass, along which intense alteration,
and secondary iron staining has occurred.
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Figure 6.28 Thin i~ction of a Roodeplaat feldspathoidal microsyenite showing a large
'u

feldspar phenocryst in a fine-grained groundmass, Sample R8A (cross polarized light;
field of view: 2.3x3.4 rom).

Roodeplaat carbonate "lamprophyre" (Sample R9)
This black rock.is mottled with dark green and white zones (Figure 6.29), and cut by
white carbonate veinlets. It is intensely altered, so that the original fabric and mineralogy /i
are only preserved in some places. The two most abundant minerals, which form bog4':
phenocrysts and a significant proportion of the groundmass, are chlorite aud calcite,
(Figure 6.29), besides some other carbonate phases. Pyroxene remnants are easily
identified by the original cleavage (Figure 6.30).Asecondary iron oxide is present, which
has replaced various pyroxene grains. The groundmass is speckled with this opaque phase
which constitutes approximately 25 volume-percent of the matrix. The groundmass
appears to contain laths of what may have originally been ~e,l.dspar.However, the exact

','

composition is undeterminable usingnormal optical methods. The texture is similar to
that seen in lamprophyre samples from the Pretoria Saltpan, and it is therefore assumed
that the original rock type was a lamprophyre. As discussed in Chapter 7, the chemical
composition. is strikingly similar to that of the lamprophyre samples obtained at the
Pretoria Saltpan,
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Figure 6.29 Thin section of a Roodeplaat carbonate "lamprophyre," with a dark
,~

groundmass, a thoroughly altered phenocryst, and a carbonate-chlorite assemblage

(Sample R9) (cross polarized light; field of view: 2.3x3.4mm),

Figure 6.30 Pyroxene remnant identifiable by its original cleavage, Sample R9 (plain
polarized light; field of view: 2.3x3.4mm).
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Roodeplaai basalt (Sample R1 QJ
This fine-grained, dark grey-green rock U exhibits a subophitic texture of euhedral

plagioclase crystals that are cemented by anhedral crystals of pyroxene (titaWfer:ous

augite). Secondary quartz and an iron oxide form accessory minerals. Some chlorite is
present as an alteration product of clinopyroxene, and epidote as an alteration product

"

of plagioclase (see Figure 6.31). This wok type was classified as a basalt by its
/)

) appearance, its chemical composition, niliieralogy and texture.

Figure 6.31 Thin section of a Roodeplaat basalt, Sample R10 (cross polarized light; field
Il

of view: 1.5x2.2 m{r-)
!i

II
I,

Roodeplaat gabbro (Sample R11)

This coarse-grained rock is essentially composed of calcic plagioclase and augite. Other

minerals present ate orthopyroxene, hornblende, chlorite, possibly some biotite; and

minor amounts of quartz. The feldspar 3I'ainll in this granular, subophitic rock are more

or less equant and anhedral, and twinning is developed in the anhedral, ophitic augite

(Figure 6.32). The most common of the accessoryeonstituents is an opaque mineral,
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most probably ilmenite, which is also present in the exsolution lamellae of some

pyroxene crystals.

Figure 6.32 Thin section of a Roodeplaatgabbro, Sample ~11 (cross pol~zed light; field
'c.

of view; 2.3.i\).4 rom).

Klipdrift $jJenite
"

This mec:1um-grained syenite occurs about 3 kilometres to the s",uth ..southwest of

Hammanskraal on the farm Klipdrift. (see map: Figure 3.2). This lithology has a

subophitic texture or strongly-zoned, euhedral alkali feldspar" prisms poikilitically

intergrown with aegerine cHopside (Harmer, 1985) and soda amphibole (riebeckite)

clusters. Interstitial quartz and an opaque phase are present, in small amounts.
\\,

Leeuwkraal phonolite
These phonolites outcrop 5 kilometres to the north-northwest of Hammanskraal and are

composed of alkali-feldspar, .elinopyroxene and nepheline phenocrysts set in a

groundmass of the same minerals plus amphibole. Sphene, some fine-grained feldspar,
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nepheline and an opaque phase are present in the groundmass, Only one sample was

analyzed. However} according to Harmer (1985), different samples from the same

outcrop contain various amounts of alkali feldspar, and the clinopyroxenes have an

aegirine-augite to aegirine-diopside composition.

6.3 KAROO SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

This group of rocks, described by other authors (Wagner, 1922; Feuohtwanger, 1973) as

"Karroo Grits", includes shale, sandstone and even some carbonaceous material. These

sedimentary rock types, however, do not occur in close proximity to the crater, but may

be found ill the wider region. The most common occurrence .of the dark grey-brown

Karoo rocks is a coarse grit-like rock (Figure 6.33), composed almost entirely of angular

quartz grains cemented by a hydrated iron oxide. It is often strongly laterized and is most

probably a residual deposit formed under a previous, more humid climatic' condition.

Figure 6.33 Thin section of a typical "Karroo Grit" sediment, common to the study area
(cross polarized light; field of view: 1.8x2.7 mm),
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6.4 CRATER BRECCIAS AND SHOCK METAMORPHISM

~reccias are a prominent feature of impact structures (e.g., Deuce, 1968). In addition to
the extensive deposits of loose allochthonous breccias found on the upper portion of the

rim and the lar.ge volume of predominantly monomict autochthonous and allochthonous

granitic breccias of the upper crater floor (evidence of which is in,. the drill-core), other

breccia types are also present in the Saltpan crater. Vari~us m~rlomict autochthonous

breccias occur both in situ on the crater rim and as numerous loose boulders within the

confines of the crater. Several breccia fragments consist of granitic cataelasite with matrix

particles up to several millimetres in size. The presence of breccias alone, however, is

not unequivocal evidence which could permit the recognition of an impact origin (Grieve

ff,ndPesonen, 1992). However, where shock metamorphic effects occur within b~jccias,

they have to be,liegignated as being of impact origin.

'Within 400 meters of the edge of the 3.8-kilometre-diameter Brent Crater in Canada the

country rocks are fractured, locally brecciated and hydrotby~bIally altered, but they
v

exhibit no microscopic evidence of shock metamorphism (Dence, 1968). The significantly

smaller Pretoria Saltpan crater was therefore not expected to show widespread shock
'. '--.'

metamorphic effects in the rim rocks. 'However, in total-contrast to this expectationshock
i i

metamorphism was found in various breccia samples from the crater rim. The dynamic

origin of this deformation is not doutfu1, as impact-characteristic shock eff~~ts such as
\\

planar elements and partial isotropism were discovered. The original distribution and

exact occurrence Q r many of the breccia samples is not known, largely because of the
scarcity of breccia outcrops.

Examination of at least one thin sect jon from each of the rim-breccia samples was made

under the petrographic microscope. Microprobe analyses were carried out to determine

the composition .of the matrix material of various samples. Figure 6.34 shows the

locations of the breccia samples from the crater confinement
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II Breccia

Figure 6.34 Locations of all breccia samples found at the crater site in this study.

Breccia dyke (Sample 72)

This autochthonous rnonomict granitic breccia occurs in situ as a radial, sub-vertical, ten

centimetre wide breccia dyke (see Figure 4.15) on the upper portion of the eastern rim

(Figure 6.34). This outcrop extends radially for approximately three metres. It consists

of granite-derived fragments which are between 1millimetre and 2r,:entimetres long and

are enclosed in a much finer matrix of the same minerals (Figure (35). Banding or
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alignment of the clasts is evident and may be a result of flow or shearing. Many of the
,;

fragments appear to be sheared and otherwise fractured under' brittle conditions. The
alignment of the clasts, and to some extent of the matrix minerals, may be a result of a

process termed autobrecciation. According to Short (1970), this process is a result of

shock waves moving through a rupture zone. They may be strong enough to Initiate slip
movements along a pre-existing fault or joint-bounded blocks, which can result in
fragmentation and granulation of roek/~asses leading to the formation of breccias similar

to those in fault zones. The main stress is of. a shearing nature, evident from the
extention and crude alignment of elongate particles (Figure 6.35). No evidence of melting

or vesiculation Call be seen in this sample.

Figure 6.35 Autochthonous monomict breccia occurring as a radial, sub-vertical breccia

dyke. Note the crude alignment of clasts which are parallel to the. strike of the dyke

(cross polarized light; field of view: 2.7x3.4 rom).

Cataclasite (Sample series ZP-BR)

This sample, occuring as a lose boulder, was found on the lower western slope of the

crater interior. Breccias of, this type are comprised entirely of a single lithotype, tuC\.tis
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granite fragments, "!hkh,,,have not moved relative 10 each qth~'t\ 'except for sn:.all
, .1 j / " ..

displacements and ~bfation&:"over distances less than the tragfuellt dimenSions. The
If'" . ,

grlplite clasts are, set ina ve,~ fihe-grained matrix}with grain sizes on t1Jeorder of a few
mioronsrand which appear bi~ckin hand-specimen (Figure 6.36). Figure 6.37 represents
a typical section wlUch shows various degrees of alteration within t~xma}pcoXand to some

"-.,--

extent alteratien of the clasU'hurldari&s.
i:

1\

Cataclasite (Sample ZP~4)

This breccia sample is of exactly the same type as that previously discus~ed,with the
ex:ceptioll'th{ltit is less altered than theprevious sample. Figure 6:'38shows a part of ZP-
4 which is IJs' altered than typicaNy(~~countered.I·Many boulders of thi~L5reccia·type
were encountered on the inner slopes-of th~ crater rim. The granite clasts"'~e" angular

" '~(-",:~:", , '~ ~~:;-"

to Sub-a.llgUlarand vary from less th~ 1 millimetre to a few centsnetres. The o1]ginal
matrix composition is believed to have been granitic. The brown alteratiop. (Figure 6.38)

is a result of-secoadary iron oxide,

:)

"r:: 5..·.0m~'<i ...j~"1•.··;'1*1 •. ~ ....... ~ ..
-('.

Figure 6.36 Altered cataclasite breccia (Sample ZP~BR)-._.
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Figure 6.37 Typical section of a cataclasite showing various degrees of alteration (plain
polarized light;<:f1eld of view: 1.5x2,Z rom).

'i
1,\

Figure 6.38 Section of a relatively fresh cataclasite (Sample ZP-4; plain polarized light;
field of view: 1.2xl.7 mm).
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Quartz micro-veining cuts both the clasts apd the matrix, indicating a secondary origin
for these veins, Sample ZP-BR-A (Figure 6.39) ~xhibits a common feature of these
breccias. The apgillar clasts. or fragments are> lath- or wedge-shaped and generally

( ./

parallel the larger clast boundaries indicating an overall compressive stress perpendicular
to the long axes of these clasts.

Figure 6.39 Common parallel form of clasts indicative.of stress conditions, Sample ZP-

BR-A (plain polarized light; field of view: 2.2xl.5 mm),

Numerous fractures were encountered in clasts of these samples. One such fr'acture was
an iron-oxide-filled staggered fracture shown inFigure 6.40. The iron-oxide cement may

be replaced by,yet a later-stage cement, namely quartz which exhibits a combination of
a competitive crystal growth fabric and a blocky cement fabric. The quartz cement is
undoubtedly the last stage of alteration evidenced by the quartz veinlets cutting through
the iron-oxide cement.
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Figure 6.4@Staggered fractures occurring in Sample ZP-BR (plain polarized light; field

of view: 1.5x2,2 Il1J1l.), :filledwith iron oxide.

No clasts that could be related to a lithology other than the host lithologywere observed.

Thus the green-brown to black matrix-which binds the fragments together was r sumed

to be derived from the parent material. Microprobe analysis of several matrices,

however, revealed a different situation. Rather than ]]\tvinga granitic composition, these
matrices have silica-depleted, iron-enriched compositions (Table 6.1). This is attributed

1/

to hydrothermal overprinting by Fe(Mn)-rich fluids in addition to some alteration of the

pre-existing clast material. The iron-rich matrix, besides being comprised of an iron-rich

phase, also contains flue grains of quartz and altered feldspar. In addition, sample Zp~
BR exhibits a high Mg content. No reasonable expianation for this has been found,

however, the matrix I10ay.contain some chlorite, which was not noticed in thin section.

The low totals that the three samples show are a result of high loss on ignition (LOI)

values and have been attributed to water-bearing phases, thought to be present in the

altered matrices.
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i) ii)
iii) J
;amPle SP-23ASample ZP-BR Sample SP-72

Si02 25.75 12.08 21.47

Ti02 0.13 2.46 10.49

Al203 18.18 3.95 10.69

FeO 39.86 68.67 36.97

MnO 0.01 0.04 1.26

MgO 5.95 0.10 2.99

CaO 0.11 0.02 0.03

N~O 0.01 0.06 0.05

-
K20 0.05 3.23 I' 2.40

-
Cr203 0.06 - :~ 0.01

NiO 0.01 0.02 0.07
..

Total 90.12 90.63 I 86.43

Table 6.1 Microprobe results of: i) Cataclasite matrix

ii) Breccia dyke matrix

iii) Matrix of breccia at granite-trachyte contact.

Shock metamorphic effects were noticed inmany clasts inbreccia sample ZP~B~, in two

different forms: kinked fractures (Figures 6.41, 6.42) and planar deformation features

(PDFs-Grieve ~t ai., 1990). Quartz shows the largest variety of distinctive responses to

shock over a wide range, of shock pressures. Feldspar shows less diversity, while micas

and other minerals, are even mote restricted in resolving shock metam.orphic grades (e.g.,

Dence, 19158).Kink-banding is the mostfrequently observed shock effect in sheet silicates

and other layered crystal structures, such as graphite, although they may occur inshocked
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quartz and feldspar, too (Bunch, 1968). Kink bands are a result of plastic deformation

(Steffler, 1972), and inbiotite are formed by dynamic pressures between 1 and about 45

GPa (Harz and Ahrens, 1969;. Schneider, 1971). Kink-banded fractures such as those in

Figures 6.40 =nd 6.41 are representative examples of kink-banding seen in quartz grains

in this breccia type.

Figures 6.41,6.42 Kinked fractures occurring inbreccia sample ZP-BR (plain polarized

light; field of view: 0.49xO.72 mm for both photo-micrographs).
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As kink-banding is a widespread deformation effect-in rock-forming nrine:tlhls,frequently

proquced under normal tectonic deformation conditions, that is by natural static

deformation, it is not a diagnostic indicator of dynamic (shock) deformation, unless it is

associated with other unequivocalshock effects. Planar deformation features (Grieve et

al., 1990; Alexopoulus et al., 1988) occur as a single set or multiple sets of parallel

optical discontinuities. Figure 6.43 shows typical plaaar deformation features,

predominantly in the form of parallel fluid inclusion trails, encountered in quartz grains

inbreccia sample ZP-BR. Also note the parallel fractures in the crystal that appear very

similar to those observed in experimentally (at about 29 GPa) deformed quartz (Reimold
and H6rz, 1986).

Flgure 6.43 Planar deformation features (see arrow) and fractures typically occurring in

shocked quartz grains in cataclasite of the Pretoria Saltpan crater in Sample ZP-BR

(plain polarized light; field of view: O.lSxO.22mr=).

Reimold et al. (1987) proposed the following definition to distinguish pseudetachylite

from eataclastic or mylonitic breccias : "Pseudotachylite is a fragment-laden breccia with

either aphanitic or crystalline melt matrix, whereas mylonites /ultramylorrites are still
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considered cl\astic (yet frequently recrystallised) breccias", They also suggested that

pseudotachylite occurring in impact Sfl uctures may be distinguished from impact melt

breccias by the complete lack of shock deformed clasts, and by the typical angular shape

of the.small clasts. Although many of the clasts encountered in the studied breccias are,
"angular, shock metamorphic effects were, identified in numerous clasts. Due to the

altered state of thc!fuatrix it was hot possible to identify the original nature of the matrix; "
that is whether it Wasoriginally aphanitic (pseudotachylite-Iike) or fine-grained clastic.

<: - - - - -- t=.
Considering the above classification and the presence Qf the shock metaIlJ.!0.pmceffects,

'i -- ,.;>/

these samples have been termed cataclasites, and are. regarded/As autochthonous
monomict fragment~l im;act blr!cciq;)lnother example of this samp{~\type is ZP~5 (see

n· ~
Figure 6.34 for location), again containing quartz grains,with PDFs (Figure 6.44).

Figure 6.44 Breccia (Sample ZP~5) exhibiting pladar deformation features in a quartz

grain (cross polarized light; field Ofview: 2.3x3.4mm),

Breccias wbichhave a similar altered appearance in thin section to the samples discussed

inr : the above section may also be found in contact with veins of altered trachyte,

However, these vein-related breccias do not contain any shock-related deformation
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effects. They are therefore believed to haye resulted from the rapid emplacement of the

volcanic veins. f)

Dyke-contact breccia (Sample SP-23A)

This breccia specimen was found at a trachyte-granite contact on the northern crater rim.

(see Figure 6.34) .flUd is most likely the result of the trachyte intrusion rather than the
c·

cratering e"(~nt. The trachyte at tbis contact is totally altered and microprobe results

(Table 6.1) indicate iron enrichment at the contact. Figure 6.45 shows the granitic breccia

fragments-sf the contact, which are enclosed by an iron-rich secondary 0Xlaque phase.
if

'Ihe granite breccia clasts rftay be totally or partially altered, evidenced by ~he very fine-

grained cla§~minera! particles that are always in contact ~~th the grJ\nte breccia
\\ "

fragments, The-se particles constitute approximatelyff volume-p~rfent of the matrix neat

the trachyte-granite cott~~ct; the other 50 percent being the totaUl altered.or replaced
iron-rich opaque phase,

Figure 6.45 Trachyte-granite contact breccia (Sample 23-A). The trachyte is the darkened

area to the right aad has been totally replaced by a secondary iron-rich phase at this

point. Some of this alteration may be seen in the granite near the contact (plain
"\

polarized light; field of view: 1.Sx2.2 mm),
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Cataclastic shear zone breccia (Sample SP-U)
1;

This sample was taken from a location (granite outcrop). approximately.S kilometres to

the south of the crater (see also Chapter 3, Figure 3.9, which ref~:rs to this locality). This
I!

breccia, on til!n, section scale, appears similar to the impact-produced breccias discussed

previously: sub-angular clasts, mainly quartz and some altered feldspar, are contained in
'.;

an opaque iron-rich matrix (Figures" 6.46). In general, the clasts are less angular than

those of the impact-produced breccias, and the black iron-rich matrix is not seen to cut

through" the clasts as is quite common in the latter case. MO§t of the feldspar in this

breccia is altered to clay minerals, indicative of a high degree of alteration, possibly due

to fault-related hydrothermal activity. Secondary quartz, having a blocky cement texture,

is present in this altered feld~par. c.

Figure 6.46 Shear zone breccia (Sample SP-U) from the, crater environs (d. text for
"I

description and Ch~pter 3 for the geological setting). The yellow area at the left margin

is predominantly altered feldspar with light patches of secondary quartz (plain polarized

light; field of view: 1.Sx2.2.rom).
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Shock metamorphic effects in the drillr.t;:ore
Reimold et al. (1991, 19'92) prepared 31 grain ~)unts from the granitic san§s between

depths of 90 and ..146 'metres. These sections revealed the presence of multiple sets of

bona fide planar deformation features (abbre,;jatedI~DFs - Grieve et at, 1990) in quartz, if

alkali feldspar and Pl!agioclase grains, and of di3;plecti(!quartz glass, as well as ftagme~~

of brownish or clearfasses. Many quartz or fe~pspar grains were partially or compli{~ly

isotropized. ~~X~!o noted up to 2 centimetre large melt breccia fragments, with"glassy

matrix and angular granite-derived mineral fragments. Accordingly the sands were

classified (Reirnold et al., 1992) as an/f',Unconsolidated equivalent of suevitia impact
, l,

breccia, such as that described from tllY rues crater by' Stoffler et at (1977). Sulphide

(FeS2) spherules np J~-SOO microns, in diameter, but usually smaller than 40 microns',

occur frequently in the melt and glass fragments and. also f6tm a general constifu~nt ,of
c:

the fine fraction of the breceia (Remold et at, 1991, 1992). They found several spherules
\1

which consist of an outer shell of pyrite around an inclusion of silicate in droplet form,

probably representing impact glass. These r;,ilOckdeformation effects represent the

complete range of shock metamorphic pressures from about 15 to 45 GPa, and,

according to Reimold et al, (1992), are unequivocal proof for the origin of th~;pretoria
G .. -

Saltpan crater by meteorite.impact.

For this study, gram mounts were prepared from the granitic sands of the core between

depths of 90 and 146 metre~>PoIished thin sections were-cut and examined under the,

optical microscope and with a universal stage. Standard universal stage procedures were

employed to obtain the Qrientation of planar deformation features with respect to the
.,( . ,

optical 01~~!ation of the host grains. It 'NaS estimated that th~ measurements are

-,~CcUIate.tb wi~hm50', as the deformation(Jfthe~e grains makes accurate orientation of

the optical c-axis difficult. Indexing of planar deformation featu;es was done in
II

stereo graphic projections in a WWff net. The angles of poles of the planar deformation

features to the c-axis of the host grains were thus determined. Statistics of these angles

are shown in Figure 6.51.

In thin section many quartz grains display planar deformation features that are

characteristic of shock metamorphism (Alexopoulos et al., 1988; Grieve et at, 1990).
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Typical planar deformation features from Saltpap. samples are shown inFigures 6.47 and

6.48. TIle deformation planes are c;rysta1!ogr#phically controfled, and often occur in

orientations that are diagnostic for shock deformation (e.g. various papers ip.French and

Short, 1968). A maximum of four intersecting sets of PDFs per grain were observed,

although one or two orientations per grain were more common. Orientations of PDFs

were determined in 22 grains, ofwhich 15had one, four had two, two had three, and one

had four orientations.

Other shock produced features such as the presence. of glass spherules (Figure 6.49) and

diaplectic glass (Figures 6.50a and 650b) were also confirmed in this 'study, According

to" Stamer (1972), Reinrold and" Horz (1986), and others, diaplectic ',1uartz glass is
'.1

produced in the shockpressure range from ca. 30 to 45 GPa and the shock temperature

must be lower than the melting point or at least the glass transition. temperature. At

higher temperatures, implicating higher shock pressures, shock fusion takes place and

glasses quenched from a liquid will be formed (Steffler; 1972).

Figure (£.47Photomicrograph of planar deformation features in a quartz grain from 122

metres depth (crossed polarized light; field of view: O.24xO.36 nun).
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Figure 6.48Another photomicrograph of planar deformann'~ f~~\1tr~sin shocked quartz
I '. .: :" . .' . \:"', • ~,/

from 122 metres depth (crossed polarized light; field of view: Q;24~O.36mm).
r ' , ~

Figure 6.49 Photomicrograph of a glass spherule (plane polarized light; field of view:

0.49xO.72 mm),
,'I
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Figure 6.50 Photomicrograph of a diaplectic quartz grain (central grain} in 'a) plane

polarized light and b) crossed polarized light, showing the typical isotropism in crossed

polarized light (field of view: O.75xt12 mm),
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The frequency diagram of the angles between 30° and 85° (Figure 6.51) indicates i

predominance of PDFs parallel to (oh~. \(10I2)~ (0111), (lOb), (1121), (2?il), and

(5161). Angles parallel to (0001) and (1013), however, were rarely observed. With the

exception of these two angles the «general ch;racteristics ofl,the obtained histogram

(Figure 6.51) are similar to results obtained from a numberof J~her impact craters (e.g.
, . \\

Robertson ~t al., 1968; Bunch, 1968). According to Robertson et/al. (196,8),the presence

of planar deformation features parallel to (1012) is indicative of a higher level of quartz
deformation. Figure 6.52 shows results obtained for PDF orientations determined in

quartz grains from the Saltpan suevite by W.U. Reirnold (unpubl. data). His samples

were derived from <thesame section of core and from similar individual depths sampled
""{f

for this study. Clearly theseresults are similar to those obtained in this study, that is,

similar maxima were obtained, and the overall shapes of the graphs are comparable .

.F~re~q~u~e~no~y__ ~ .~ __ ~ n_~_3_3.~
6,-

112"j 6161
2241 lX

6 0001

1013, 2112
1121

0112 01'11

I2 Wj:~4

s

3

2

2.6 12.5 22.6 32.5 4·2.5 92.5 82.5 72.6 92.5

~versus o-ax Is

Figure 6.51 Frequency diagram for the angle t-etween the c-axis of the host quartz

crystals and the normals to the orientations of planar deformation features.
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Figure 16.52Frequency diagram for the angles between the c-axes of host quartz and the
normals to planar deformation features (courtesy of W.U. Reimold).
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CHAPTER. 7 CHEMISTRY

7.1 XmRAYFLUORESCENCE DATA.

The cliemical compositions of the country rock varieties, as well as of the various basic
::::;,

and alkaline intrusives within the crater and from the crater environs, were determined,

In some cases tbis was necessary to determine the correct rock types, particularly of

altered samples. These data were further needed to determine whether the intrusives

from within the crater are related to the intrusives of the crater environs and to the
I 'I

Pienaars River Alkaline Complex.

Method
Major elersees-eoncentrations were determined by X-ray fluorescence techniques in the

(.; sology Department, University of the 'Nitwatersralld. Samples were crushed ,andmilled

to a fine powder. Approximately 2 grams of powder were weighed into a silica crucible

and heated to 10000(; for six hours, The sample was reweighed to calculate the loss on

ignition (LOI). Approximately 0.28 grams of baked powder were mixed with Nal~03 and

Spectroflux 105 (lithium tetra borate, lithium carbonate and lanthanum oxide). This

mixture was melted to make fusion discs after the method of Norrish and Hutton (1969).

Samples were analyzed on a Phillips PW X:rayiluorescence spectrometer. Major» zd

minor element oxides were determined from the concentrations. The results are

tabulated inAppendix. A. Total iron contents are expressed as FeZ03' Carbon and water

contents of selected samples were determined by means of..a Leco RC.·412 multi-phase

carbon determinator. These results are also tabulated;' inAppendix A. Accuracy limits,

as determined by standard replicate analysis are for lfeZ03: 0.05%; TiOz: 0.02%; "NblO:

0.03%; KzO: 0.08%; Pzos: 0.05%; so, 0.5%; .h1g0! 0.5%; Na:zO: 0.3%; AlZ03: 0.3%;
CaO: 0.1% ..

Approximately 4 grams of the same powder used for the preparation of the fusion discs

was used to press powder briquettes using boric acid as a base.··The briquettes were

analyzed on the same X-ray fluorescence spectrometer used for the determination of
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Il}ruor element conceatrations. Concentrations of the trace elements Rb, Sr, y~ Zr, Nb,
~<:-''':''_

V, 0, Co,Ni, Cu, Zn and Ba were determined, and the data obtained are given in
Appendix C. Accuracy limits for the trace elements as determined by standard replicate

analysis are for Rb: 2 ppm; Sr: 2 ppm; Y: 1 ppm; Zr: 1 ppm; Nb: 1 ppm; V: 3 ppm; Cr:

2 ppm; Co: 2 ppm; Ni: 5 ppm; Cu: 2 ppm; Zn: 1 ppm; Ba: 3 ppm.

\\

7.1.1 MAJOR ELEMENT RESULTS

ThJ major dement classification of the rock typ~') from the study area was achieved

using selected oxide ternary plots inconjunction with plots of CIPW normative data -The-

CIP\V normative calculations were done on .1;1 3803 ruM mainframe computer using a

programme written by Prof. T. S. McCarthy and Mr. D. G. Jeffery at the University of

the Witwatersrand. Th~ major element results, as well as the trace element results (to
IJ

be dealt with in a following section), were considered when chemically classifying these

samples according to rock types. The sample. material available for analysis was often of

a highly weathered nature. High Fe203/FeO ratios, high H20 and high CO2 (Appendix
~

A) contents revealed the degrees of weathering. This effected the results to some extent;
o;

however, most of the 39 samples analyzed gave reasonable results ~s shown by the Totals

inAppendix A.

Oxide ternary diagrams

Two different ternary diagrams, Fe20rMgO-Al;~~ .and K20.CaO-N~O, are shown in
Figures 7.1a and 7.1b, respectively. These figures I,: ipresent the total variability of the

I,

samples coll~cted from the crater and its environ{': Three selected samples from the
-\-~;/ . --.,: Ii \ -,

Pienaars River Alkaline Complex (specifically the .koodeplaat Complex), which are

petrologically similar to the crater samples, are also included in these two figure;s.
Petrographic descriptions of these. three samples (R6 ..fine grained feldspathoid

syenite/foyaite; J\8A-feldspathoidal micro syenite and R9~carbonate "lamprophyre") are

given in Chapter 6.

In both figures the different ;ock 'types exhibit various compositions? with trachyte
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showing the greatest variation. This has been attributed to the highly variable degrees

of alteration of particularly the trachyte sample group. The fields for less weathered

lamprophyre, carbonatite, granite, and granite breccia show considerably less variation,

Figure 7.1a, the Fe203-MgO-AlzOs plot, exhibits a characteristic of the granite breccias,
,,-

which was noted during petrographic analysis: they are all enriched in iron with respect

to the original granitic composition. Figure 7.1b, the K20-CaO-NazO plot, shows similar
results to those of Figure 7.1a, with the exception of one point which falls ol1!t&ldeits

/;::<5/

field, namely lamprophyre sample'-2r~I(3). This is again believed to be the result of

alteration.

Lamprophyre samples were plotted on the total alkali-silica (TAS) diagram after Le Bas

et al. (1986). Figure 7.'2 shows that the alkaline lamprophyres typically plot in the foidite

and tephrite/basanite fields (Rock, 1991). In this diagram, several data for samples from

the Greenview lamprophyric vent (McNerney et al., 1992) are also represented. This
body is part of the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex and occurs approximately 12

kilometres to the south of the Roodeplaat Complex (Figure 3.2). The Greenview
lamprophyre data show significantly more scatter than the lamprophyres from this study,

but a definite similarity with regard to total alkali-silica contents exists for samples from

these two studies. Although some samples, including sample 21-1(3) from the crater

environs, plot into the trachybasalt field, these data, as suggested by McNerney et al,
(1992), may reflect secondary enrichment in Si02• This type of enrichment was also noted

in altered trachyte samples, which will be shown in the following section dealing with

CIPW-normative diagrams. A further correlation between the different studies may be

seen in the CaO versus MgO plot for the same sample suite (Figure 7.3). These samples

all have similar compositions to the alkaline Iamprophyre field defined by Rock (1991),

which has CaO at 10 wt% (average) and MgO at 4 to 10wt%.

Although the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex samples do not always coincide exactly

with the fields obtained for the crater samples and those from the crater environs, they

appear to be quite similar, indicating possibly a common source or genetic relationship
'Ifor all the studied samples and the Pienaars River Alkaline Cq Inplex.
1/
,II
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FRAG. GRANITE
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Figure 7.1 Ternary diagrams: (a) (FeZ03-MgO~Al203) and (b) (K20-CaO-Na20),

representing the major element compositions of all samples analysed from the Pretoria

Saltpan crater, with s~~ectedsamples from the Roodeplaat Complex.
n
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Figlu·e<<'-~.'Totalalkali-silica (TAS) diagram after Le Bas et at (1986). Note that the
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alkaline lamprophyres typicallypip! in the foidite and tephrite/basanite fields (Rock,

1991). Greenview data were taken from a study of the Greenview lamprophyric breccia

vent (McNerney et al., 1992),which forms part of the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex.
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Ftgure 7.3 CaO versus MgO plotof the Greenview data (McNerney et al., 1992) and

data from this study.
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CIPW:normative diagrams
Figures 7Aa and l.4b show' CIP\V:normative plots for the analysed samples, again in
comparison toRoodeplaat and Greenview data. Five chenrld~Jrydifferent fields can be
recognised, th~t is, trachyte, lamprophyre, carbonatite, granite a~d,~a:gitebreccla fields.,

-=-_ - - - -- -. - ,,- ", - ' "- "'" - - - - -,',- ,;,)\ ,::.

Optical mineralogy confirmed that the mineralogy predicted by the'€IPWunormative plot
was correct.
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QUARTZ

b. rTI
'~
PLES FROM~-

. WITHIN CRATER
CRATER E~VIRONS
ROODEPLAAT

... GREENVIEW

1Fii~1ire7.4 CIPW-nonnative mineralogy of different lithologies from the Pretoria Saltpan

crater and environs, together with selected Roodeplaat and Greenyiew (McNerney et al.,

1992) samples: (a) normative quartz-plagioc1ase-orthoclase-feldspathoid abundances;

(b) normative quartz-feldspar-pyroxene (+olivine) abundances.

Both figures show that the granite breccias are more quartz-normative than the original

unaltered granite. This result is indicative of an increase in silica due to remobilization

and concentration of silica along fracture planes and in voids which were produced-
during brecciation. Trachyte,' showing the largest scatter and the greatest' variation in

alteration degrees of alI the rock types analysed) exhibits an increase in silica, and hence

quartz content with increasing alteration. This is seen in both Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. The

apparent availability of silica may be attributed to the abundance of quartz-rich granite

which comprises the country rock and in all cases the host rock to breccia. Thus the

same fluids which are responsible for the alteration of trachyte and granite were Si02-

enriched.
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QUARTZ
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• WITHIN CRATER'
., CRATER ENVIRONS
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.£. GREENVIEW

CARBONATITE
LAMPROPHYRE "'-

• AAft.' +.". ,
50

Figure 7.4 CIPWQnormative mineralogy of different lithologies from the Pretoria ~altpan

crater and environs, together with selected Roodeplaat and Greenview (McNerney et at,
1992) samples: (a) normative quartz ..plagioclase-crthoclase-feldspathoid abundances;

(b) normative quartz-feldspar-pyroxene (±olivine) abundances,

Both figures show that the granite breccias are more quartz-normative than the original

unaltered granite. This result is indicative of an increase in silica due to remobilization

and concentration of silica along fracture planes and in voids which were produced

during brecciation. Trachyte, showing the largest scatter and the greatest' variation in

alteration degrees of all the rock types analysed, exhibits an increase in silica, and hence

quartz content with increasing alteration. This is seen in both Figures 7.4a and 7Ab. The
'.'

apparent availability of silica may be attributed to the abundance-of quartz-rich granite

which comprises the country rock and in 2-11cases the host rock to breccia. Thus the

same ±1pidswhich are responsible for the alteration of trachyte and granite were Si02-
'I

enriched.
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The lamprophyres are typically silica-deficient and show varying feldspar/mafic ratios

(Figure, 7..~~)) and varying plagioclase/potassic feldspar ratios (Figure 7.4a). The
carbon~ti·te~apparently are rich in mafic minerals, howe~er, this does not represent the
true mineralogical composition ~d is rather a consequence of the low feldspar and

quartz abundances.

7.1.2 TRACE ELEMENf RESULTS.,

Trace elements in lamprophyre samples
The range of trace elements for lamprophyre samples collected within the crater is

shown in Figure 7.5. Superimposed on this range are the trace element patterns of

selected samples from the crater environs, as well as a strongly altered Pienaars River

Alkaline Complex sample (R9), which is thought, on petrographic grounds, to have

originally been a lamprophyre, Also on this range are typical trace element abundances

of Greenview lamprophyre samples after McNerney et al. (1992).

This diagram reflects the similarity of the distribution patterns of the crater samples and

the samples from the crater environs and from the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex,
with the exception of only a few aberrant data points. These results are strongly

suggestive of a common source for the crater rim lamprophyres and the lamprophyre

samples of the surrounding terrain, when compared against the total possible variation

in lamprophyres studied by Rock (1991) from different sources. The variations seen in
the crater sample range, for example for Sr, may be attributed to alteration processes or
minor variations within the parent magma body.

Trace elements in trachyte samples

The range of trace element abundances for the crater trachyte samples is shown in

Figure 7.6. Data for two samples from the crater environs and two samples from the

Pienaars River Alkaline Complex are superimposed on this range. As in the case of the
lamprophyres, the distribution patterns of all these samples are quite similar.
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Figure 7.5 Traceelement contents of~.elected lamprophyre samples, ~JJget'"
the range of crater rim lamprophyre samples.
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Figure 7.6 Trachyte trace elements of selected samples superireposed on a range of
IIcrater rim trachyte samples.
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Trace elements in carbona/ite samples
O:rllytwo carbonatites from the crater itself were analysed. Carbonatites were not fWv:)~

in the crate"Cc~~~£O.!lS,most likely due to \i lack of outcrop in this entire region. Als»,

carbonatites are very susceptible. to surface weathering and would not be expected to

form prominent outcrop. Thus no trace element. data from any regioual carbonatites
';,;\_

could be compared to those of the crater carbonatites, Ti1et~ace element variation for

the two carbonatites is shownm Figure. 7.7. The basic trend oftrace elements is similar
-:.-;;;.~>/ -

for these two samples, but no attempt should be made at diagnosing the differences in
•.,...... ...... ~.;:;.<C:;::

the results for th~ tWo samples, as one carbonatite sample is significantly more 0~t(,1d
;(/' .. .. ",,-,

(Sample 107)· than the other.

1000 p~m . ~ __~ ~ ~

1

~ •Sample 107 -b- Sample 95 !
Ba v Cr Rb Sr y 'Zr

"
Nb

Figure 7.7 Plot of trace elements for the two, crater rim carbonatites,

7.1.3 ELECTRON MICROPROBE RESULTS

Pyroxene compositions of selected unaltered lamprophyre samples collected within the
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crater and in the crater environs were determined by electron microprobe analysis. The

data were obtained witb a Camebax 355 Microprobe (at 15 kV acceleration voltage and

a current 6f 14nt\ on brass) at the Rand Afrikaans University, Johannesburg. TIle results

are tabulated in Appendix B. ·Only the lamprophyres contained fresh, unaltered

pyroxenes, so that this study had to be restricted to this rock type. Figure 7.8 shows

compositions of pyroxenes from Iamprophyre samples found both within the crater and
;\

in the surrounding country-side. Each point represents an average of five analyses,

usually taken from 2 to 3 pyroxene crystals in each sample. It was found that the

pyroxenes used for this study were fairly homogeneous and not zoned. Figure 7.8 shows

a good similarity of compositions for all the pyroxenes analyzed. It should ,te a0tclAhat

Wallace' (1979) obtained very· similar results for the rocks from-the Saltpan crater that

he called augitites, which are believed to be equivalent to the lamprophyres of this study .

.,
SAMPLES FROM:-
8 WITHIN CRATER
A CRATER ENVIRONS

Mg 50 Fe

Figure 7,8 Pyroxene compositions of larnprophyre samples from the Pretoria Saltpan

crater and its environs,
,_

These results further support the assumption that all the lamprophy~e samples collected

from within and from the region outside the crater have a common source. The trachytes

were generally very altered, hut the microprobe results did confirm that the pyroxenes,

identified in the trachytes using optical methods, were in fact of an aegirine-augite
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composition.

7.2 RESULTS OF INSTRUMENTALNEUTR~ ACTIVATIONANALYSIS
~-' '. ;. -: \'_

Selected samples from the crater and its environs were analyzed by instrumental neutron

activation analysis following the technique described by Koeberl et al, (1987) and
Koeberl (1993). The results are presented in Appendix D. These analyses were kindly

provided by Prof. C. Koeberl, Institute of Geochemistry, University of Vienna. The
\\

samples useil in this analysis were chosen as they were extremely altered, and positive

identification using other methods, such as major element chemistry and petrographical
\.'

analysis was unsatisfactory. Many ofthe results (AppendbhD) are therefore probably not

typical (but probably approximate) values for well preserved and unaltered samples ot~;
thesg rock types. Differences in abundances for crater rim and crater environ samples

II "
"may be attributed to this. The results obtained by INAA (Appendix D) frequently

confirm the results obtained by X-ray fluorescence techniques (Appendix C), as is shown,

for example, by the Sr values of Sample 95 (379' ppm using XRF, and 387 ppm'using

INAA techniques).

7.2.1 RARE ,EARTH ELEMENT DATA

(I
Figures 7.9a through 7.9c present Cl-normalized rare earth element patterns for (a)

lamprophyres from the crater rim, the crater environs, an average alkaline lamprophyre,

and an average ultramafic lamprophyre (Rock, 1991); (b) trachytes from the crater rim

and a Roodeplaat feldspathoidal microsyenite; (c) two crater rim carbonatites

superimposed on a range of typical carbonatite values (Cullers and Graf, 1984), The'

Roodeplaat sample Wa..1; included for comparison, as the major element abundances and

the mineralogical compositions are similar to those of the trachytes from-the S1)dy area.

The three figures show three distinct rare earth element patterns. !.The crater rim

lamprophyres (Figure 7.9a) have strikingly similar abundances for most elements, when

compared to the two average lamprophyre patterns (Rock, 1991), and to the patterns of

samples from the crater environs. As the analyzed samples were allweathered to various
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degrees, some of the discrepancies between individual patterns may well be attributed

to this. As in the case oiqther elements, the rare earth element abundances may indicate

a common source for the crater rim lamprophyres and the lamprophyres from the crater

environs.

The two crater rim trachytes (Figure 7.9b), which are also extremely altered, have very

similar light rare earth element (LRE5) abundanees, but deviate from each other from
"I

Gd onwards. Sample SP~22,the more weathered of the two, is more enriched in heavy

rate earth elements (HREE). The Roodeplaat sample (R8A) has a very similar pattern

to sample' SP~76 (the less weathered crater rim sample), but is relatively strongly"

enriched in La and Ceo

The two crater rim carbonatites (Figure 7.9c) exhibit similar patterns, but sample SP~107

(the weathered sample) is enriched by several orders of magnitude throughout the

spectrum of REEs. Superimposed on this figure is a typical range of REB contents found

in carbonatites that contain no Ce anomalies (Cullers and Graf 1984). The crater rim

carbonatites do not ma~fh this field; this may be attributed to the fact that carbonatites

have the highest REE contents of any rock type and' in the light of total variability
\:_,

observed, individual samples may well lie uUJside'this field (Cullers and Graf, 1984).

10
• crater Rim Lamprophyre
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Do Average Ultramafic Lamproptiyre
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Figure 7/) Cl-normalized REE abundances for (a) lamprophyres, (b) trachytes, and (c)

carbonatites (shaded area represents a typical range of REE contents found in

carbonatites that contain no Ce anomalies (Cullers and Graf, 1984). Normalization

factors used for all three figures are after Nakamura (1974).
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7.Z:2 OTHER LITHOPHILE AND SIDEROPHILE ELEMENT DATA
o

Distribution patterns for selected lithophile elements in the analyzed lamprophyre,

trachyte, and carbonatite samples are presented in Figures 7.10a-c~ respectively. Each

diagram reflects some degree of homogeneity of element abundances within each rock

type. Figure 7.10a shows the similarity of element abundances (with the exception of a

few elements) in the crater rim lamprophyres and corresponding samples from the crater

environs. This particular result again suggests that the lamprophyres from t(:iecrater rim

are likely to be part of a more regional magmatic event. If
if

.::;...,
v

Trace element abundances were determined for bulk breccia and glass fragments from

the drill-core by Koeberl et al. (1994a). Enrichments of Cr, Co, Ni, and Ir (~alues as high
"

as 290 ppm, 625 ppm, 1200 ppw, 100 ppb respectively; compare values obtained for
,),,/1

volr$ltl1c intrusives: Appendix p}'were determined for glasses or sulphide spherules. and

somewhat lower abundances for the bulk breccias. These enrichments were attributed

to a meteoritic contribution, but previous mixing relationships (Reimold and Koeberl,
jf

1992) could notexplain simultaneous enrichments Qbserved in Mg and FerKoeberl et

al, (1994a) have explained these abundances by a chondritic contribution rather than

from an iron meteorite which would not account for the enrichments in Mg and Cr. The,

lower Cr, Co, Ni, and Ir values of the alkaline and ultra-mafic intrusives from this study,

against the values cited by Reimold and Koeberl (1992), clearly favours a meteoritic

contribution father than an intrusive contribution.
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10

0.1
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Figure 7.10 Abundances .of selected lithophile elements, as determined by Instrumental

Neutron Activation Analysis, in (a) lamprophyres, (b) trachytes, and (c) ~arbonatites:

\)
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CHRONOLOGY

.
Rb-Sr dating was carried 'out on the phonolite sample from the crater rim, one

lamprophyre sample from the crater environs, and a peralkaline syenite from the

Roodeplaat Complex, as only limited chronological data was available for this rock suite.

In addition to obtaining a reliable age for the rocks, a comparative study involving the

three areas, that is, the crater, the crater environs, and the Roodeplaat Complex, could

possibly relate these rocks, which have been shown to be mineralogically and chemically

similar (Chapters 6 and 7), chronologically too.

Summary of previous chronological data relevant for this study
Many chronological data have been obtained in the past for samples from the Pienaars

River Alkaline Complex, which forms an integral part of the study region. Some of:these

results are summarized in Table 8.1, together with the ages previously determined for

various intrusives from the crater rim. From these results it is evident that all intrusives
\

from the crater and the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex were intruded around the same

period and may all be part of the same igneous event at about 1.3 Ga ago. The exception

to this age are the fission track data obtained by Milton and Naeser (1971) for a crater

carbonatite (see Table 8.1 for their results). They showed that fission tracks in zircon

may be erased in a period of days at 600°C, the approximate crystallisation temperature

of carbonatite (Wyllie~ 1966), but suffer no loss ingeological time at temperatures below

about 350°C. Tracks in apatite would be erased in a few seconds at 600°C and would

show some loss in 100 Ma at temperatures as low as 75°C, indicating that the zircon date

should be that of crystallisation of the carbonatite magma. The apatite date was

interpreted by Milton and Naeser (1971) as presumably reflecting the time when uplift

andlor erosion brought the carbonatite to within a few kilometres of the surface.

Two different studies yielded good chronological data far the Saltpan cratering event

(Table 8.2). Partridge et al, (1993) carried out 14Cage determinations on algal debris

from the upper 20 metres of the core sediments. The results obtained indicated a mean

sedimentation rate of about 1 metre/2000 years and an age of'approximately 200 ka for
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the lowermost crater-fill sediments. A very similar age of 220+52 ka was obtained by

Storzer et at (1993), who studied glass fragments, recovered from the core, for fission

tracks. These relatively young.ages for the cratering event (Table 8.2) are in excellent

agreement with the preserved state of the crater. Clearly the crater age is quite different

from that of the alkaline and ultramafic intrusives in the general region. Nevertheless,

there are still sceptics that relate the Saltpan cratering event to the igneous activity that
occurred in the region around the crater.

'\

1F=='-R'=O=Ck=U=ru='t=IS=!lnI=i?=le=====t.=::::~=:=in:::=:::::;r:=Typ=e=o=f=De=te'-=mun=.=at=io=n===-"I=s=o=ur=l!e=====~:"l

Snelling (1963)Pilanesberg Complex 1250±60 K--At, biotite

Leeuwfontein 1420±70 U-Pbr,':.1rcon

Crater Carhonatite 600±90, Fission Tracie. apatite
1900±400 Fission track, zircon

BPienaars River Alkaline 1300·1430 Rb-Sr, zircon

Complex Samples
\)

Crater Lamprophyre 1360 K-Ar, biotite

Crater Lamprophyre 1459±22 Rb-Sr, biotite

Oosthyzen & Burger (1964)

Milton and Naeser (1971)

Harmer (1985)

Partridge et Ill. (1990)

Waltaven, (unpubl): see

Appendix E.

Table 8.1 Age data on alkaline volcanic rocks from the crater and the Pienaars River
Alkaline Complex.

~ _w=======~:=Ag==e =in=Th=.=ou~sa=n=d=s=or=Yi::::::ea=r~s;;;;I~1==Typ==e=o=fD=e=te=m=u='n:;:at=io=n==II~:::::s=ou=re=e===::.",==.=.·=~ll

±200 I·C and sedimentation rate

extrspolatlon

Partridge et al., (1993)Drill core sediments

Glass fragments from drill 220±S2 Fission track Storzer et al., (1993)

core

Table 8.2 Age data for the cratering event
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Rb-Sr Dating: this study
As only limited chronological data obtained on intrusives from the immediate crater area

are available, it was found that additional dating of intrusives from the crater 'and of

previously unstudied samples from the crater environswould provide further information
on the ages of intrusives from the entire study area, and could perhaps settle the

remaining argument about the relationship between the cratering event and the igneous

events. Consequently, a number of specimens from the crater area and environs were
dated by the Rb-Sr isotope method (e.g., Faure, 1977).

Ana{vtical Procedures -
Chronological analysiswas carried out in the Isotope Research Unit of the Bernard Price
Institute for GeophysicalResearch at the University of the Witwatersrand. The analytical
methodS used for this study are essentially those described by Smith et al. (1985) and

Brown et al, (1989). The samples, comprising a crater rim trachyte, a lamprophyre from
the crater. environs, and a Roodeplaat peralkaline syenite were crushed and sieved to

obtain 250-500 and 100-250 micron size fractions. '1)1esieved fractions were cleaned in

analytical grade alcohol and distilled water. Biotite, hornblende, plagioclase and

clinopyroxene separates were prepared by handpicking; in order to obtain the most
suitable and least weathered material for isotopic analysis. Impurities in 9 mineral
separates and 3whole rock samples were removed first by leaching in IN HCI and then

by hands orting under a binocular microscope. Separates ranging In weight from 5

milligrams to 100 milligrams were dissolved in a purified combined HF and HN03
solution after addition of 84Srand 87Rbspike tracer solutions. The teflon beakers

containing the samples were covered and heated on hot plates for 2 to 3 days. The cover
slips were then removed allowing the remaining acid to dry. The dried samples were re-

dissolved in 6N HCI to insure complete dissolution of samples and mixing between
sample and tracer. The samples were dried and then taken into either a Vurified 2.15N

or a 2.59N HCI solution. These solutions were passed through ion exc~:angecolumns
filled with 50W-X8 Dowex resin to separate Rb and Sr fractions. Twolltotal method

blanks were measured, the results of which never exceeded a few nanograms for Rb ( <
0.5 ng) or Sr « 8.S ng). These contributions are insignificant with respect to Rb and Sr
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concentrations in these samples (Table 8.3) and therefore blank corrections were not

applied.

A single-collector Micromass 30 mass spectrometer and amultiple collector \1G354 mass

spectrometer were used to analyze Rb and Sr isotopic concentrations, respectively.

Uncertainty estimates are 0.6, 1.5, 1.6 and 0.02 relative pereent on Rb concentrations;

Sr concentrations, ~7Rb/86Srratios alld 87Sr/S6Srratios, respectively (Smith et al., 1985).
The 87Srp6Sr ratios were normalized to 88SrjS6Sr = 8.375., The '[average 87Srp6Sr ratio

determined for the E&A standard is 0.70800+4 (1(1standard deviation for 81 an~lyses

since 1989), and for the SRM987 standard it is O.71022±3 (10. standard deviation for .?9
analyses since 1988). Accuracy for concentration determinations has been monitoreJ'by

periodic analysis of feldspar standard SRM607. Also, tracer" solution calibrations have

been monitored With in-house gravimetric standards. The processing and regression of

the Rb-Sr isotopic data was carried out using the "GEODATE" version 2.2 package

developed by Egglington and Harmer (1991), applying the decay constant of 1.42x10-Uy-l.

Results
Table 8.3 shows the Rb and Sr concentrations, as well as the 87RbP6Sr and 87Sr/86Sr

ratios obtained for all analyzed samples. The data are presented in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

All three rock types were altered to some extent. This is evident from the scatter of

points at the lower end of the data spread (see Figure 8.2), indicating some degree of

open system behaviour for Sr. Using all these points together does not yield an isochron.
Therefore, in order to get a reasonable lower constraint and hence a better chance to

obtain an isochron, various combinations of these samples were tried in data regression,

Considering the data closest to the intercept, inclusion of a pyroxene (Cpx-9), a

plagioclase (Plag-6) and two hornblende (Hld-s and Hld-5) data could be used to

constrain the lower end of a possible isochron. The other-lower end data, that is, those

of the three whole rock samples (WR-R3, WR-40, WR-21-E) had to be excluded, as their

inclusion did not result inisochron definition. This is attributed to t~e fact that the rocks
,:,:> ,;','

are fairly altered. The initial ratio of 0.7026 is controlled by t]le clinopyroxene (Cpx-9j

and the hornblende (Hid-4), and is similar to values for Jtiegacrysts in the 1180 Ma

Premier kimberlite (Smith. 1983). According to Smith (1983) these rocks are of direct
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mantle derivation, apparently from a source siIn{~ar to that of the Pretoria area

kimberlites. r

SI' (ppm)Rb (ppm)Sample No. and type

:).Biotite; Roodeplaat syenite (R3) 406.9886 50.090
\~

245950 1.1709
,

477.6769 44.010 1.33762 Biotite: Roodeplaat syenite (R3) 33.3320

:3 Biotite; Roodeplaat syenite (R3) 485.6158 42.973 34.3360 1.2220
,"

I:'
4 Hornblende; Roodeplaat syenite (R3) 14.9996 129.955 0.3341 0.7087

5 Hornblende: Roodeplaat syenite (R3J 9.5308 179.495 0.1535 0.7068
<~"

'/' 6 P~agioclase Roodeplaat syenite (.&3) 23.4435 2264.743 a.0299 0.7045

7 Biotite: crater phonolite (40) 320.3680 35.150 27.6940 1.2229 ,5,"

8 Biotite: crater phonolite (40) 308.1291 38.654 24.0720 1.1557

9 Clinopyroxene: crater environ lamprophyre (21-E) 2.7023 235.691 0.0332 0.7034

.R3 Whole-Rock: Roodeplaat syenite
\,\

73.0064 1592.010 0.1328, 0.7065

40 Whole-Rock: crater phonolite 215.2740 679.535 0.9180 0:7258

21-E Whole-Rock: crater environ lamprophyre 142.0993 837.791 0.4908 0.7112

' .... '.",

T~l~le8.3 Rb and Sr concentrations and isotopic ratios for samples analyzed in this study.
i <'.".\

:\
One biotite sample (3-Bio: see Figure 8.1), which was separate~i from 2-Bio by hand-

shaking the paper it was placed on, was notici!d' to contain ,~hi~fragments of chlorite

which had broken off from the edges ofthe biotite, a~d".1(m,,' . "\ ~re excluded from all
.,->.... . ..... _.... '\ t/\

regressions. It was not expected to give reasonr.:'Jle resu1.ts}>~~~~Jtu'~~f~~SS,due to the lack

of other mineral separates available, it was included in thci:fan~\ysis on the off-chance
r-, ',-
\~) It

that it would produce acceptable results. Other isochron ages were obtained using other

lower end data combinations and Iour biotite data (that is, excluding the biotite Bio-3

values), and these results are listed in Table 8.4.
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figure 8.1 Isochron diagram for studied samples using Cpx 9 and HId 4 as the lower

limit conseraints. Crosses indicate samples excluded for the calculation of these. results.

This combination gives the best fit isochron age.
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Figure 8.2 Diagram of the "lower end" values, combinations of which were used to

calculate isochron ages (cf. text). Scatter is attributed to alteration. '.\
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II
HId-5 (and four biotites)

,;'"

\\'
Resulting Age Initial ~ MSWD

Ratio (Ro)

"

\'-

! "

134O±l1Ma 0.70401;2 0.941
J

1343±11 Ma O.7028±2 0.907
~!

1340±11 Ma 0.7040±2 0.942

1344±11Ma 0.7024±2 0.895 fJIf".'. I 0.738 ]1339±l1Ma O:i040±l
=

0

Samplesjs~,arates used fOJ;"

Isochron Calculations

CpX-9 (and four biotites)

Plag-6 (and four biotites)

Hld-4 (andIour biotites)

IDd-5, Plag 6 (and four biotites)

Tab!~8.4 Isoehronresults for calculationswith different sample combinations. Errors are

lcr, and errors on initial ratios ll'ef~Jto the last digit of the R, valse,

FtOJll these results it is obVious tbat, although there is a certain scatter in the data
(Figure 8.2), different combinations of data r~sult in isochrons yiylding very similar ages
and errors. Figure 8.1 shows an isochron representing the best fit calculation, using a

hornblende (IDd 4 from the Roodeplaat syenite) and the clinopyroxene (Cpx 9 from a
• l"J

crater environ lamprophyre) data to constrain the lower limits. Tbis isoehron show~,th~
\\ ,',.,

perfect aligament of biotites from the 'Crater rim sample and the Roodeplaat sample.
» " , ~

Biotitr:h'\odel ages were calculated usingi11i~al ratios Ro of 0.7024 ..0.7040, constrained

by /~e Interce; rs o~ the isochron calculati~D.s'(Table 8.4). The biotite mod~l ag~s
obtained are:

for Bio-I: Roodeplaat biotite- 1320Ma
Bio-z: Roodeplaat biotite- 1321Ma
Bio-3: Altered Roodeplaat biotite- 1056Ma

-
Bio"7: Crater rim.phonolite biotite- 1303Ma

Bio-S: Crater rim phonolite'biotite- 1305Ma

These model ages, with. the exception of that for altered ~i?tite, Bil~~3,all correlate
reasonably well with the isochron age of 1342±11 Ma (Figure 8.1).

H9,
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All the above Rb-Sr age data, with the exception of one age (1056 Ma) obtained for an
altered sample, beit biotite model ages or various isochron'ages, all fall into the range
between 1300 Ma and 1350 Ma, These ages apply to both the crater rim sample, a

lamptophyre from outside of the crater and a Roodeplaat sample. These ages also agree
w~l1with the results obtained inprevious chronological studies, as summarized inTable
8.1. In conclusion, these results support the argument )bat the intrusives of the entire
region are more or less coeval and have no association ~tb the eratefing event 'at ca. 2t~
ka ago.

II
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DISCUSSION

In 1988a borehole was drilled to obtain the necessary information for the establishment
of the true origin of the crater and to document and study the accumulated, undisturbed

crater sediments for palaeoenvironmental changes since the formation of the crater

(Scott, 1988;Partridge et al., 1993).Thus the drillcore allowed for a good vertical control
of the crater fill, whereas the crater it~elf had only been studied superficially

if

(Feuchtwanger, 1973) before the drillcore b~came available.

As the origin of the Pretoria Saltpan crater has been a matter of controversy for the last
century, much research has been carried out on this structure. The fortuitous coincidence

of the spatial occurrence of the crater with mafic and alkaline intrusives has been the

main argument against the impact interpretation. The areas outside of the rim and the

possibility of occurrences of mane and alkaline rocks bothin the wider region.and within

the crater have been disregarded in previous work. The objectives of this study attempt

to resolve any existing controversies therefore may be summarized as follows:

1) A geochronological analysis was required to improve the understanding of the
occurrence's of the various intrusive's.

2) Trace element analysiswas required to reveal whichrock types contributed to the high

siderophile element abundances detected in the crater fill breccias, and to understand

any relationships the intrusives from the crater site may have with the rocks from the
crater environs and the Pienaars River Alkaline Complex.

3) Detailed mapping of the crater rim and its environs, together with comparative
petrographic and chemical studies on samples from the crater and its environs was

required to investigate the possibility of an association of the basic and alkaline intrusives

witb the cratering event. A detailed structural analysis would contribute to a better
understanding of the cratering processes and allows to compare an impact structure in
a crystalline target to the well studied Meteor Crater, Arizona, which was formed in
sedimentary target rocks.

4) 'With the aid of the stratigraphy provided by the drill-core, better modelling of
geophysical data was possible. A gravity survey of higher resolution than that of Fudali
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et al, (1973) was carried cut and should lead to a better understanding of the subsurface

structure and the crater-fill configuration. In addition, a first magnetic survey has also

been. carried out over the Saltpan crater.

S) A second, smaller depression to the southeast \)f the main crater, which was not
h

recognised before and may represent a twin or satellite crater, was investigated

geophysically using magnetic, gravity, seismic and resistivity methods.

Regional geology
Mineralogical and chemical results indicate that the alkaline and ultramafic intrusives

found at the crater site, which were previously used as an argument in support of a

volcanic origin for the crater, are found in the crater environs as well. These rock types
are also related to each other with regard to their respective ages (1.2-1.4 Ga) and were
found to be much older than the crater itself. The Pretoria Saltpan crater is situated only

abouLI0 kilometres from the presently known margin of the Pienaars River Alkaline
Complex. This Complex occupies an extensive area in which recurring plutonic and

volcanic mafic and alkaline igneous activity took place, with no less than 20 intrusive

plugs, pipe swarms and volcanic occurrences known within a radius of 80 kilometres (e.g.,

Fudali et al., 1973;Harmer, 1985). However, all of these features pre-date the Permian.
No Karoo volcanics Were encountered in the mapped region, which therefore indicates
that the entire region has been geologically inactive since the alkaline volcanic activity

at about 1300 Ma ago. TIle crater formed at 220±52 ka ago in a long before geologically

inert terrane. The regional joint and fracture system in the entire area outside of the

impact structure originated from normal tectonic processes and was not affected by the
crareriug event.

Crater geology

The well exposed rim. shows intense deformation of originally horizontally jointed rocks,

The recognised deformation features are typical structures ofsimple bowl-shaped impact
structures: closer-to the crater floor" the rim granite dips g~m11yinwards and there is

evidence for shallow inward-dipping; 'closely spaced shear surfaces, Towards the rim crest l

the granite dips gently outwards to varying degrees, which is Indicative of upwarping/

Ejecta debris (granitic fragmental breccia) is found in an inverted stratigraphic sequence
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(older granitic breccia overlies younger Karoo Grits) at various localities along the rim.
The rim is disrupted by concentric thrust faults and radial' fractures. The mid-section of

the rim consists of an anticline, which is locally displaced. along some inward ..dipping

faults. A few concentric inward-dipping normal faults are superimposed on the structures

of the upper rim. These are thought to have been formed during the modification stage

towards the end, of the cratering stage. All these structures, or combination of these

structures, are well known from other terrestrial simple bowl-shaped impact structures,

in particular. Meteor Crater, Arizona and the Odessa crater, Texas. According to

Shoemaker (1960), no crater of demonstrated volcanic origin, particularly the maar type

crater with which Meteor Crater, ~,S well as the Pretoria. Saltpan crater, have been

compared (e.g., Milton and Naeser, 1971), hasa structure or arrangement of debris in

the rim comparable to that observed at small impact structures such as Meteor Crater

and the Pretoria Saltpan.

.
Detailed mapping has revealed that most of the intrusives on the crater rim have no

preferred orientation, contrary to the proposal b~rFeuchtwanger (1973). Instead, many

dykes and sills have been faulted both rarlially and conc~ntd{':.fr.>'by a pcsr-intrusiee

event, undoubtedly by the impact event. The jointing patterns of the crater r:7Ii.t ~t1dclose

environs are markedly different from those observed in the surrounding region, and

exhibit a well-defined radial and concentric pa&tern, which can be related to •strain

deformation, caused by the upward and outward movement of material when the shock

wave and the reflected rarefraction waves reached their limits (Shoemaker, 1960) during

the cratering event.

Comparison to other meteorite craters
The Pretoria Saltpan Crater exhibits a structure similar to that of the Odessa crater. The

features common to both the Pretoria Saltpan crater and the Odessa crater are; a).

steeply outward-dipping rock and throwout (ejectedjfragmental breccia. on the upper'
rim, b) a faulted anticline in the.mid-rim andc) inward-dipping structures on the lower

-;

rim. ~Jigure 9.1a shows the structures of the Odessa crater and 9.1b th~ structure of
"

Meteor Craterjcompare Figure 4.11: section of the Pretoria Saltpan crater rim). Figure

9.2 (cr. Figures 9.1a and 9.1b) is a schematic cross-section of the Pretoria Saltpan crater
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based on the structural studies and on the drill-core stratigraphy, modified after Reimold

et aI. (1992) and Partridge et al. (1993). Figure 9.2 shows that the structures in the rim

of the Saltpan crater (listed above) have similarities to the structures of both Odessa and

Meteor Craters.

a
rhrowout Fallout

Thrust

b
Overturned flap Overturned

Fol!out/ "hrowoul

Allogenic b r eecj e

Figure 9.1 Schematic cross sections illustrating the structure of (a) Odessa crater and (b)

Meteor Crater (after Shoemaker and Eggleton, 1961).

The Pretoria Saltpan crater exhibits many of the deformation structures observed at

Meteor Crater (Figure 9.1b), and has a strikinglysimilar topographic appearance to this

crater (compare Figures 9.3 and 9.4). The rim of Meteor Crater is at present 47 metres

(originally 67 metres (Melosh, 1989» above the surrounding plain (Figure 9.3; compare

with Figure 904),with an original depth below the plain Of about 150 metres (Melosh,

1989~ These values are very similar to those for the Pretoria, Saltpan, of 60 metres
(madmum present height) and 149 metres, respectively.
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J:i'igure 9.2 Schematic cross-section of the Pretoria Saltpan crater based on the drill-core stratigraph~, (Reirnold et al., 1992; Partridge et

al., 1993)and the structure-of the rim (this study). C;:=colluvium, CS= carbonate rich sediments, Fo= fractured granite, FOB;:::fragmental

granite breccia (allochthonous), KG;:::Karoo grits, MOB=monomict (Icataclastic)granite breccia (autochthonous), PIP=inferred post-

impact profile, PP=present profile, SL=saline lake, SM=saline muds, Ts=talus.
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Figure 9.3 View of the uptilted northern rim of Meteor Crater, as seen from a distance

of approximately 1.5 kilometres. The rim-to-rim diameter of Meteor Crater is 1.2
kilometres.

Figure 9.4 View of the Pretoria Saltpan crater rim from the south. Nate the similarity
inmorphology to that of Meteor Crater (Figure 9..3).
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Joints, faults, or planes of weakness in the target rock have affected the final shape of

Meteor Crater. Seen in plan view, the crater is more square than circular, with small tear

faults at' each "corner" of the rim (Melosh, 1989). This square shape of the crater has

been attributed to two orthogonal sets of vertical joints traversing the sedimentary rocks

in which the crater was formed. These joint sets cut approximately diagonally across the

crater's square s~~pe (Shoemaker, 1963)..As discussed in Chapter 4, the joint sets in the

region of the Pretoria Saltpan are more complex (three prominent joint sets were

determined for the crater region, and each locality may exhibit a unique joint pattern).

4pparently these did not play a significant role in determining the final shape of the

crater. This could well be the result of different target lithologies, as Meteor Crater

seems to be the only documented case, where jointint~ has played an important role in

final crater shape.

Considering the fact that the age of Meteor Crater is approximately one quarter of that

of the Pretoria Saltpan structure, the overall morphology of Meteor Crater is extremely

similar to that of the Saltp ...,~ crater (Figures 9.3 and 9.4); that is, the Saltpan crater is

almost as well preserved as Meteor Crater. Figure 9.5 shows one of the largest ejecta

blocks at Meteor Crater. Blocks of these dimensions. were not observed at the Pretoria

Saltpan crater, but may have existed.prior to erosion and denudation of the crater rim.

Ejecta blocks with dimensions of a few metres, however, are observed on the eastern rim

(FIgure 9.6) and also occur on the northern rim as partly buried massive granite

outcrops.

.
Figure 9.7 exhibits the steepened upper portion of the riUl at Meteor Crater, which is

very similar to that of the Pretoria Saltpan crater (where it is not clearly visible due to

the vegetation cover). Figure 9.8 exhibits the radial faulting present at Meteor Crater,
.j

which is typical of impact structures. At the Pretoria Saltpan crater the presence of such

faults has given rise to the undulating topography of the rim and the erosional gullies.

The radial and upward displacement seen in Figure 9.8 was not observed to this extent

at the Pretoria Saltpan crater, probably as a consequence of the vegetation cover and the

more poorly preserved outcrop.
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Figure 9.S. One of the largest ejecta blocks on the rim of Meteor Crater. 'Ihis block is
about 6 metres high.

Figure 9.6 One of the largest ejecta blocks on the eastern rimof the SaItpan crater. This
block is about 3.5 metres high.
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Nglllrre !J..7Upturned strata at the upper rim at Meteor Crater, which may be observed

on the upper rim of the Pretoria. Saltpan crater, too. In the background the San
Franciscan volcanic peaks, some 80 kilometres to the west of Meteor Crater, are visible.

Figure 9.8 Typical impact-induced radial faulting in the upper rim of Meteor Crater.

Note the radial and upward displacement at this locality.
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Figure 9.7 Upturned strata at the upper rim at Meteor Crater, which may be observed

on the upper rim of the Pretoria Saltpan crater, too. In the background the San
',

Franciscan volcanic peaks, some 80 kilometres to the west of Meteor Crater, are visible.
:}
Ii

Flgure 9.S Typical impact-induced radial faulting in f;~apper rim.of.Meteor Crater,
Note the radial and upward displacement at this locality.
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Many blocks which have been ill_EJtiltedand rotated by alm~~t 90° were observed,
i' '~'.. .1\

particularly on the upper portion of the rim, at Meteor Crater (FigUfe9.9 shows suell a

block). Reorientation of granite blocks to this extent were observed,at the Pre~lJria
c -1. !. 't/

Sa1tp~ncraterr!:too,and resulted in complex structures in the upper rim.
Overall the structures observed at the Pretoria Saltpan crater are an typical of a simple

bowl-shaped meteorite eraser of these dimensions, as was shown by using Meteor Crater

and Odessa Crater for comparison.

Figure 9.9 Rotated mega-block on the rim of Meteor Crater. Photograph taken looking

towards the centre of the crater. The usual concentric orientation of the sediments is

seen here to have been rotated by as much as 90° resulting in a radial orientation. The

diagonal width of the photographed area is approximately 4 metres.
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Crater and project,ile dimensions
Melosh (1989) noted that tranaent simple bowl-shaped craters on planetary bodies are

~) . . ~
morphologically similar, having a depth/diameter ratio of between 1/5 (0.2) and:l/3

'_'.'

(0.33). Using drill;.core tnformation, together yvith reasonable erosional" assumptions,
; ... ,. ~;;:.>-'" 'O>:.._

~\ k . . .' '. .' . .:: ... "
shows that the "Pretoria ',~:altpanC')raterhaq;:a ~ransie,~}.tcavIty (tIle cavity which forms at

I( '.. • " ",
;~he endpf;,he excavati.onstage;' Melosh, 1989) .depth ofappro1illnately250 metres (using

, ;: <, I'~"

information from the drill-core) and a transient oavity diameter of approximately IOOO
metres (the diameter of the transient cavity is less than the final crater diameter as a

result of slumping of the inner crater walls). This results- in a depth/diameter ratio of

0.25, Which is well within the above range for simple bowl-shaped impact stru.cture!)~:>,

According to Dence et al. (1977), an approximate relation between crater diameter (.D)
in kilometres and impact energy (E) in kilotons of TNT (1 kiloton TNT = 4,186x1012

. j(
Joules; Dence et al., 1977) is given by

D=O.lVE (9.1)

Since the kinetic energy (KE) released on impact is given by

KE=lhmv2 (9.2),

the diameter varies with the cube root of the mass of the"impacting meteorite, For the

Pretoria Saltpan crater with a diameter of about 1.1 kilometres, equatior19.1 gives the
impact energy (E) for the Saltpan impact event as 1331 kllotons TNT. Using equatlon''
9.2 and the minimum and maximum values of 11.2 km/s and 72.8 km/s (Buchwald, 1975)

for final impacting velocities for a meteorite having the calculated energy above, the

mininm-n and maximum masses for the projectile that caused the Saltpan crater can be
constrained to 2,1 and 88)8 tons, respectively. The maximum densk,: for the proposed

meteorite is that of ,an iron meteorite (7.9 g,/cm'3),and the minimum density is that of

a type I carbonaceous chondrite (2.2 gm/ ern'), For the, reasonable minimum and

maximum velocity (Glass, 1982) D.m!rr:ltS~"'valutlS,and upper and lower density limits for
the projectile, four different diameter values can be calculated for the projectile that
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could form an impact crater of the size of the Pretoria Saltpan (shown in Table 9.1; all

calculations assume a meteorite of spherical shape,jand vertical impact). Geochemical
studies (Koeberl et al., 1993a) indicate that a chondritic projectile is themost likely type
of projectile to have caused the Saltpan crater. Therefore, the table also shows what are

_-;:~:_r~

believed to be reasonable values (assuming a stony:meteorite composition: density of 3.5;;~':-

g/cm3 and velocity of 25 km/s, gives a diamet~~ of 21.3 metres), which are well within
the range .of the obtained maximum and minimum values.

Velocity (lan/s) Mass

(tons)

Density

(g/cm3
)

Diameter

(metres)
Ilb 4'* iILA¥ W

'11;2 88,832 2.2 42.11

7.9 27.8

2,102 2.2 12.2

7.9 8,0

25 17,829 3.5 21.3

Table 9.1 Range of possible densities and diameters calculated using a minimum velocity,

~ maximum velocity and a probable velocity for the Saltpan projectile. All calculations
use an estimated impact energy of 1331 kilotons 1NT, calculated using equation 9.1

(Dence et al., 1977).

Geophysical implications
Identifying a structure' solely on the basis of geophysical evidence can be ambiguous,

Nevertheless, the geological data obtained from the drillcore (Partridge et at, 1993),
were . »nfirrned by the geophysical results from the structure. Gravity and magnetic

observations may 'be primary geophysical indicators of impact structures, which, however,

have to be confirmed through additional geological observations.
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The results of the only gravity reconnaissance carried out over the crater prior to this
study (Fudali ~t al., 1973) failed to support an impact origin. Although no singular ruie",>",.
eXists. for the relation between (impact cr~er size and character or magnitude of
geophysical anomalies (Pilkington and Grie~e, 1992), the negative gravity anomaly
determined over the Pretoria Saltpan crater is wlthin.reasoncble limits of that expected

for an impact crater of such size (compare also with Fudali, 1979). The depth exte~t of

the low ..density allochthonous breccia zone can be estimated and modelled to coincide

with the actual ?1dl1 core observation, Density modelling has shown that the crater
structure is essenti~rfiya near-surface disturbance which dies out abruptly inintensity with
radial distance from the centre of, the structure. The final gravity model is in excellent

agreement with the observed stratigraphic column for the central borehole, (Rei mold et
al., 1992).

The magnetic signature over the main crater produced 'no evidence of .any magnetic

volcanic material or },ipe (for example kimberlite) which may have been thought to exist
c\_:

below the crater fill. This again is in agreement with petrographic findings on drillcore
. "

samples tha,~ preclude a significant contribution from volcanic rocks to the

unconsolidated suevitic breccia (Reimold et al., 1992).

The small'circular feature to the seutheasrof the main crater, which could represent a
-. ~\

satellite or t~yincrater because of \\t's vicinity to the main crater, its perfectly.circular
\\

shape which is' completely different to the normally encountered shapes of other pallS in
the Transvaal, and its absolutely unique regional presence, does not show geophysical
signatures typical of impact craters. Application of geophysical techniques unfortunately

did not establish the true nature of this feature, but a rough depth section with

lithological breaks at 0.7 metre and 26 metre deptr1 was determined. The lower depth

is thought to represent the lower contact between depression-fill and floor material

(probably Nebo granite) beneath the structure. A drl1F"1gprogram is definitely required
in order to explain the inconclusive geophysical results and to solve the open question
as to the nature of this feature.
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\\. 0Petrology and chemical.results .
\1 .' '.' -

The alkali and mafic dntrusives {ohud at the crater site were; believed by a !1iGriberof
authors (tor example: Wagner, 1922; Feuchtwanger, 1973;Wallace, 1979) to be unique
to the crater area and therefore related to the cMtering process. Petrological and

\. '\

chemical (major and trace element) investigations have matched the various rock types
from the crater ares to those of the crater environs and the Pienaars River Alkaline
Complex, These investigations have shown that the alkaline and mafic rocks found at the
crater. are common in the surrounding region. Furthermore, no signs of volcanic feeder ..
dykes were encountered in the drill-core into the crater centre, which would be expected
if the crater was the cause of any of the intrusives found at the crater.

McNeruey et al. (1992) suggested that the Greenview alkaline lamprophyre, which was
shown in this study to be similar to the lamprophyres from the crater and crater environs, .
should be considered as a possible southward extension of the Pienaars River Alkaline
Complex. From these observations it is, apparent tbat the Pienaars River Alkaline
Complex may influence a greater area than was previously thought to be the case, and
that the Saltpan crater is actually situated on the northwestern extension of this alkaline
complex. Outcrop inthe crater environs is scarce, and weathering is severe (which was

\.'.also noted by Milton and Naeser, 1971). Therefore, it is probable that small bodies of
carbonatite do occur in the crater environs, but remained hidden because of weathered

i

granite overburden.

Impa/" cratering-related deformation and shotk metamorphism
The observations on the drill-core breccia have shown the presence of shocked particles,
and, aided by geophysical results, have delineate ~the extent of a thick breccia lens in
the interior of the circular structure (Figure 9.2). However, evidence of shock and rock
'deformation diminishes rapidly with depth, as soon as the fractured and the undeformed
crater floor are reached.

The absence of coesite, stishovite, and shatter cones.at this structure do not rule out an
impact origin. Other small astroblemes, such as West Hawk Lake, commonly failed to
show these criteria (Short, 1970).Meteorite fragments, in general, occur only at relatively
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young craters where meteorite material has not been completely vaporized during

impact, or subsequently destroyed by erosion and chemical weathering (Short, 1970). In
the absence of readily identifiable meteoritic material, shock metamorphism has to be
used as the main meteorite impact criterion (Dence, 1968). Reimold et al, (1992) noticed
an enrichment of glasses and sulphide spherules in siderophile elements and Cr. This

they attributed to the possible contamination of the breceia by part of the projectile.

Carter et at (1986; 1990) claimed that planar deformation features can occur in explosive

volcanic environments. However, Alexopoulos et al, (i.Q88) ro1d Grieve ~t al. (1990) have
.:::.;-_. _, . ..,

shown that the character of shock-produced planar d'eformation features is well

established and is distinct from that of lamellar micro-structures produced in other high

strain environments. A wide diversity of shock effects was observed in quartz grains both

from the core and from selected rim breccia samples. According to Robertson. and

Grieve (1977), diagnostic shock metamorphic effects should not be expected to be
formed in the rocks from the rims of small simple creters, Nevertheless, a few breccia
samples found on the rim displayed planar deformation features in quartz grains
(Chapter 6). The abundant petrographic evidence for shock metamorphism, covering the

full range of shock pressures between circa 15 and 4S GPa in quartz and feldspar

minerals, is unequivocal proof for the origin of the Pretoria Saltpan crater by meteorite

impact (Reimold et at, 1991, 1992).

Grieve and Cintala (1992) predicted approximately 1x10-3km3 of' impact melt for all II

/'
impact crater of the dimensions of the Saltpan: Using 1.14% by volume glass fragments
and spherules in the 56 metre thick breccia zone (Reimold et al., 1992) and an average
diameter of the breccia zone of 40 metres result in a melt volume of 1.xlO",1 km', which

is identical to the prediction by Grieve and Cintala (1992). The true average diameter
of this breccia zone is, however, thought to be 100 metres which would give a much
larger (6x10-3 km') impact melt volume. Even though the figures used to determine the
impact melt volume are approximate values, the results roughly agree with the order of

magnitude calculated by Grieve and Cintala (1992). It should also be noted that a large

fraction of melted rock may have been dispersed as part of the ejecta, as assumed for

West Hawk Lake crater (Short, 1970).
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Geochronological results i/
/1 .~::.:~:::.':::;.

According to Grieve and Pesonen ()1992), there is a clear bias in the ages of te~restria1

impact craters, with over 50% of known craters having ages of less than 200 Ma. This
reflects the effect of erosion, which removes the topographic and geologic expression of

1<
an impact crater. Clearly, the relatively small Pretoria Saltpan crater must be young, due.

to its excellent state of preservation, In fact, its excellent state of preservation alone
makes it extremely unlikely. that the structure can be older than the Pleistocene, which
w~:seven recognised by Fudali et al, (1973). This observation is in agreement with ages
ol..!qi:p.edby Partridge et al, (1993), Storzer et at (1993), and Koeberl et al, (1993b) for,
the cratering event of about 200 ka (cf Chapter 8). Rb-Sr chronology on intrusives from
the crater area crater environs, and the Roodeplaat Complex yields ages be~e~i11200

1/
and 1350 M~~.Therefore, there is a very long time gap between the last endogenic
activity that 'has occurred in the entire study area surrounding the crater and the

il. \\

cratering event.

The currently known cratering record (Koeberl, 1994) for Africa comprises the data ill
Table 9.2. From this it is clear that the number of known impact structures in Africa is
.significantly less than the number of impact craters known for North .America and

c,

Europe (Grieve and Pesonen, 1992) of relatively ranch smaller aerial extent. Clearly, a

large number of impact craters still remain to be discovered inAfrica.

1\

~,\
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Name Country Dinmeter (km) Age(Ma)

Amguid Algeria 0.45 <0.1

Aorounga Chad 12.1> ?

Aouelloul Mauritania 0.36 S.aO.3
(!

B.P. Structure Libya 2.8., <120

Bosumtwi Ghana 10.5 1.aO.2
"

Highbury Zimbabwe 15·25 <1800

"Kalkkop South Africa " 0.64 <5

Oasis Libya 11.5 <120

Ouarkziz Alg<tlia 3.5 <:70

Pretoria Saltpan South Mrica 1.13 0.2

Roter Kamm Namibia 2.5 3.7±0.3

Talemzane Algeria 1.75 <3

Tenoumer Mauritania 1.9 25±0.5

Tin Bider Algeria 6 <10
"

Vredefort Sbll/ '", F fica 140 1970±lOO

Table 9.2 The currently known cratering record for Africa (Koebetl, 1994).

)1
i

'Ii
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CHAPTER 10
o

CONCLUSIONS

Young and well-preserved impact craters such as the Pretoria Saltpan.are rare in the- .

terrestrial cratering record.' The Saltpan crater, .therefore, provided an excellent
opportunity for a structural anelysis ofsuoh .~.crater. Further work-was required
respect to the' d1strib,~~tionof the lithqlogies and the occurrence of alkaline rpcks in an

')Y

otherwise granitic terrane. The geology of the crater environs and the pf)ssibilitythat
l1afic and alkaline lithologies could be a regional phenomenon 'and not he restricted to
the crater~ have 'been disregarded in previous work.r'~.~ffisstudy has shown that the
Pretoria Saltpan crater occurs in an area of alkaline .~ctivity,the age of which has been

\ . '.
determined at about 1.3 Ga. The. cratering event 1\ 'lij,lificantlyyounger at about 220 ka
ago.

. . f"=~
Th~ evitfence ot\a high degree of crater circularity, a topographically hig1,l rim, a flat* .' . 0
craterfloor, which is lower than the surrounding area; the lack of,-associ~t~dvolcanic
material complied with the evidence "ofshockmet ~ rphism, prove an impact Origin::r(i
Petrographic and well documented structural' .rvations have also met and ~\

o ,
demonstrated all the criteria which h~vebeerrobserved at other impact structures, such

(-~'''_ I .:.." \"'" ,

as lv.feteorCrater;' Arizona. Thus, an origin by hnpact for. the PretqFia.Saltpan crater 'is
the only reasonable 'explanation for the existence of this~crater and its. characteristics.
The petrographic andstnieiural observations on the crater, as well as the new geological
data, are all in agreement with an :ifuR~£t!originfor the Pretoria Saltpan structure.
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APPENDiX A : :MAJOR EL:EME~""TANALYSES OF.THE'STUDY SAMPLES
'..::.:;-

1) Samples frorh t1Je mapped area (data inwt%)

Sample
No.

======~~~============-======:==============================
FezOJ, :M'nO \MgO CaO NBzO KzO PzOs tor

)
TOTAL

-------4----------------------------~-----~---------------------------------~
2#

14 '"
41 *
76#
104 »<

1\11 =

109 '"

1;#
19 *
22#

23#

.no +

"f2x

95 =
Po

21-C *
21·E '"

21-1(2) '"

21-1(3) '"

21-B -

23·:0 '"

SP·GR.
ZP-BRx

ZP-l .-
ZP-4x

52.02 1.12

37.92 6.88

39.67 5.94

50.02 1.24
'I

39.18 0.79

23.92

39.58

39.46

35.32

57.67

48.45

48.45

40.07

7354

11.85

49.29

38.76

43.42
47,83

49.24

75.75

39.03

76.58

57.80

72.4

80.2

14.10 10.33 0.23

7.42;' 22.69 0.42

633. ~ 19.07 O.3~i
1'3i~~ 10.89 g,iYt

I

13.43 25.74 0.41

0.3~,\~ 5.15
5.9kJl 5:87
9.05 9.28

5.92 5.92

1.35 17.04

12.30 14.93

1.U 14.04

5.78 5.73

0.26 9.49

1.22 1.34

0:85

5.36
5.32

4.91

4.67

0.14

5.60

0.12

0.14

0.25,

0.26

22.01

14.43

6.94

11.87

10.87

5.65

6.14

11.44

9.98

12.2

8.1

2.49

4.06

7.55

2.34

3.90

11.48 G.75 iI 7.75

1937 0.32 8.23

25.25 0.17 2.90

19.87 0.46 5.22

8.85 0.03 0.97

11.19 0.18 1.45

10.05 0.14 3.16

13.29 0.28 8.14

7.38 0.21 0.32

9.63 0.78 4.16

12.32 0.12 1.94

17.15 0.20 3.26

18.12, 0.33 7.75

18.50 0.24 ' 2.46

15.36 0.25 3.92

1.90 0.02 0.17

18.79 034 7.25

1.99 0.07 0.16

1'3.89 0.32 1.69

3.1

4.2 0.02 0.3

4.54 0.60

7.61 0.00

13.92 0.41

6.28 4.51

5.25 0.92

19.76 0.00

13.73 034'

1.05 . 0.00

13.71 0.00

0.09 0.00

0.08 0.00

7.50 3.~9
14.40 0.00

0.24 1.71

36.94 0.00

1.34

0.87

9.52

0.50

3.52

0.12

13.83

0.54

5.25

0.65

0.3

3.98

0.16

1.00

0.00

3.23

0.00

0.51

3.28
1;06

3.3

1.2

7.91 1::55 4,19

2.97 0.11";:'/9.74
2.40 ,;ti.59 3.59

1/
2.94 1,-1.74 4.87

1,

1.63 '0.24 9.19

3.24 1.32 25.85

1.46 0.55 4.960
'I

7.05 0.74 In.17

2.14 0.55 10.66

9.85 0.03 4.05

5.61 0.06 5.56

5.75 1.52 4.80

2.59 . 0.53 4.04

4.46 0.12 1.86

0.03 1.16 32.34

4.78

3.48
2.85

6.28

3.65

2.43

3.03

4.99

2.47

5.6

3.6

0.10

0.46

0.59

0.08

0.65

0.04
O.~C;, '

0.06

0.14

0.03
0.04

3.35

14.76

4.26

6.41

4.39

12.80

4.83

0.60

7.40

0.7

1.2

99.07

100.42

99.75
98.99

100.67

99.56

100.31

100.12

99.78

99.93

99.82

100.01

99.84

99.58

99.44

100.06

98.89

100.09

99.08

99.74

99.02

99.91

99.81

100.14

98.23

99.42

lit Lamprophyre
# Trachyte
+ Phonolite

= Carbonatite
• Granite
x Granite Breccia

o A1t~iticGneiss Xenolith
- Quartz-rich Vein
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2) Samples from the Pienaars River Alkaline> 9Jmplex '"
fl

Sample SiOz; no, AIlV3 Fea03 MnO MgO CaO NazO KzO Pz{)s LOI TOTAL

!u-Roodeplaat "

56.17 0.61 14.55 9.'72 5.45 6.87 2.05 2.05 101.270.18 3.50 0.12

IU-Ro6deplaat 6832 0.77 11.96 8.49 0.10 0.93 2.11 1.99 3.23 0.24 1.62 99.76
!)

6·flR3-Roodeplaat 58.05 1.17 17.67 0.17 1.84 3.60 5.17 3.01 0.35 1.10 98.91

R.4-Roodeplaat 57.'10 0.62 18.58 '5;17 0.16 0.60 3.73 5.48 4.94 0.04 3.38 99.20

R5-Roodeplaat 58.29 1.12 18.21 6.50 0.14 1.57 3.26 5:30 3.10 0.35 1.06 9g.9;t,

R6-Roodeplaat :,531 0.94 14.31. 8.04 OA6 0.60 3.39 5.15 8.44 0.06 2.3~ 99.09

R7-Roodeplaat 56.68 1.75 13.84 13.78 0.35 2.93 1.33 4.24 0.10 0.18 3.611 98.85

RB-Roodeplaat 59.38 1.04 16.05 7.46 0.G2 0.28 0.05 0.00 13.95 0.09 2.0~ 100.32

3.04
' ~

99.52R8A-Rd.plaat 53.28 0.52 18.98 5.76 0.36 0.91 2.52 8.74 0.04 5.38

R9-Rt1oCleplaat 37.52 3.96 10.02 14.28 0.20 6.67 12.25;'· t~9 0.31 0.43 12.60 99.84-

ruO-Rd.plaar. 52.91 0.76 15.73 9.00 0.14 .7:.58 9.54 1.68 1.12 0.09 1.12 99.66
'·~_.I

R11-Rd.plaat 53.32 0.48 15.93 9.16 0.15 '6.77 10.28 1.80 0.83 0.08 0.62 99.41

KLIPDRIFr 49.82 0.90 15.26' 11.74 0.20 7.75 10.19 1.50 0.82 0.10 0.88 99.16

LEEUW- 57.96 0.92 18.26 4.40 0.19 0.71 1.77 7.59 5.57 0.14 1.58 99.09
KRAAL

3) Water and carbon contents of selected samples £rom the study area (given inwt%)

Sample Number Water Carbon

21-1(2) 6.64 0.11

22 3.92 0.19

23 5.47 0.21

21·C 12.60 0.08

R9 4.09 9.52

107 1.35 7.03
1\

95 1.60 32.72

19 3.53 8.56

107 1.94 27.41
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APPENDIX B. : MICROPROBE RESULTS OF LAMPROPHYRE Pl'ROXENES
(data in Wt%)

Sample Sial TIOz AlZ03· leO MuO MgO CaO N8z0 KzO CrlO3 NiO TOTAL
No.

21.E* 51.11 1.99 1.41 7.43 0.180 13.66 22.93 0.60 99.31

23-D* 51.87, 1.63 2.01 7.78 0.26 14.28 22.23 0.70 0.04 0.01 100.81
109# 50.73 1.88 1.58 7.16 0.19 13.46 23.00 0.47 0.03 ~ 0.11 98.61
53(1)# 50.22 1.38 1.21 6.04 0.11 1432 23.07 0.49 0.13 0.07 97.04
53{2)# 49.&7 1.33 1.20 5.47 0.06 14.76 23.15 0.50 0.26 0.06\ 96.66

* Crater Environ Samples
# Crater Rim Samples
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APPENDIX C : T.RAC~ ELEMENT RESULTS

1) Samples from the mapped area (data in ppm)

Sample Rb Sr Y 1 Zr Nb V
No. c,~}

', \

"
Cr Co Ni Cu Zn Ba

2

14
41
76

l09Q

4

19
. 22
',\

\\

~3

40
53

72

95

P

21-(:

292 288

123,. 9Sg

171 1057

66 592

43 519

337"""~448

101;; 13

4T3// 184

405 205

263

212

304

17
-,.

3

21-E .148 868 47 539 195 326 220 49

184

161

138

77 210 31 582 191 100 19

. .,
21-i(2) 237 673 172 574 191 271 97 18

21-1(3) 158 300 214 478 176 263 100 31

21-B 79 12 76 219 I) 16 10 7

23-D 412 883 54 411 123 389 148 Sfl

ZP-l

Zp-4

110 52 97 874 88 237 478 53
\')

117 478 259 511 84 73 36 4

124 1010 30 414 128 417

79 583 252 640 217 307

147 1088 3D 423 128 418

530 54 133 769 189 87

324 245 214 929 290 422

229 518 24

188 ,,954 31

662 158 93 ~J,,2

412 124 379 263 57

4

24

11

52

48

6

17

186

19

169

287

136

166

1188

2Z91
2220

970

115 345

4{)9 160"

157 14~
'_If

Mz
1741

992

777

3063

1

20

7

163 264 132 1254

761

296

125

100
192

121 837

o 39

58

128 60 89 343 59 37

148
15, 11

,\)

59

25
50
6

19

2

72 6

25 1

161 267

191 289

171 256

18 12

66 '216

14 17

27
170 787

739 1159

52

49

172 246 145 1992
92 177 1120 4636

119 159 152 1535

6 7 3P, 540

119 315 126 1428

1121

805

14 379 36 123 - 30 146 59

505 120 79 180 17 164 185 25

152 233 1207 594 150 355 739 20

167 321 19 12

348 20 16

69

64

184
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8
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!; c:
2) Samples from the Pien(U1l's'IDverAl~e Complex: J.;; 0

" " ,\

i.lr. "._/ r..,/

·S~mj)le Rb Si:' Y '\,1 ze (l Nil V Cr Co Ni Cu Zn Ba
,.';1

lU -Roodeplaat- 125 340 21 117 ,4 170 216 32 72 18 173 650

RZ-E-oodeplaat 93 187 42 281 13 46 5 15 5 5 121 1137

R3-Roodepl~t .; ,74'~:/'1638 23 465 112 35 15 9 7 9 98 1195
,'.,.:':\1'" ':! -: jl'> \.,L

{) 458'.c>~,R4-Roodf\plaat " 'i21.~/o 263 43 783 149 33 4 7 4 4 117
'/

R5-Roodeplaat 81 1702 22 145 107 39 4 '0 9 7 23 87 1232

R6-Roodeplaat 294 725 109 2203 459 14.9 26 0 8 3 505 2332

R1~Rooveplaat 1 "235 39 3018' 643 101 26. 4 37 31 34'7 687
,\,:- \'-"

R8-Roodepbaf 371 79 i~l 61 1530 378 41 4 5 8 1 H 952..r•• l

R8A-Roodeplaat 2n 31.7 46 1047 167 64 19 3 6 4 311 540
l}~; c~\

R9-Roodeplaat 16 640 ',I 19 252 84 333 498 41 130- 148 92 258
R10-Roodeptaat 46 309 19 90 6 176 363 37 83 56 ,.,' 278

\'J
.1

R11-Roodepla~t 30' 280 14, 62 4 164 43 35 114 37 68 214

KU~JlruFr ir8 268 19 77 6 259 213 44 150 127 80 292
IF'
I.'

LEEUWKRAAL 137 1641 46 811 140 36 nd 8 342 2 :10~ 1192

\\
\)
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APPENDIXD: REsULTS OFINS1mUMENTALNEUTRON~~JTIVATION~ALYSI~!
Data in, ppm, except as noted, " I' "

(Analyses by C. Koeberl, Institute of Geochemistry, University of Vienna)

\', .-
SP-95 SP-107 SP-I04 SP-I09 SP-21-E SP-21-! SP-22 SP-76 SP-R8A
Carb. Carb. Lamp. Lamp. Lamp. Lamp. Trachyte Trachyte Microsyen.

l"rom: Crater Crater Crater Crater Environs Environs Crater Crater Roodeplaat
Na(%} 0.016 0.15 0.43 0.56 1.32 0.17 0.1'7 3.77 2.14
K(%) 0.074 2.48

,,0 1.21 1.11' ~.84 4.46· 7.01 2.39 6.39
Sc 10.1 9.02 185 34.9 '29.7 25.3 455 3.31 0.31
Cr ,67,7 75.4 3.76 282 266 127 29.3 22.1 6.1
Fe(%) 6.61 7.96 17.3 13.4 11.6 12.8 5.91 ,1'1.63 3.83
Co 3().1 1Z;~" 12.3 76.9 61.9 41.1 9.78 15.2 2.72
Ni 37 105 ,:; 80 180 180 175 50 CJ 31 15
Zn 70 181 410 193 180 lrZO I1fj 113 296
Ga 6.2 ,13.4 30 11;0 19 16.1 25 32 18
As 2.28 3.14 2.39 2.64 5.72 19.6 1.44 1.49 1.49
Se 0.4 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.1 0.7 OS 0.41 1.55
Br D.28 0.42 0.28 0.23 P 0.33 0.38 052 0.19 0.3~
Rb 5.1 124 113 124 ,,' 134 233 515 79.9 2'il.
Sr 387 487 ,~O 1030 900 775 >,140 216 314
Zt 130 788 780 421 340 692 679 532 885
Ag 0.08 nu (}.O8 0.29 0.61 0.61 0.17 0.07 0.06
Sb 0.25 0.67 058 0.36 0.64 1.37 0.41 0.35 0.65
Cs 0.098 0.26 2.12 13.1 7.64 3.55 6.61 0;98 1.36
Ba 47 276 92 339 871 2.')40 318 190 296
La 26.4 203 61.6 11,)4 218 ,279 45.3 37.S 196
ce 56.2 375 110 207 303 292 89.4 77.6 297
Nd 28.3 198 56.6 102 145 241 51.2 49.1 745
Sm 6.36 42.7 12.6 15.4 24.6 43.7 12.8 12.2 10.2
Eu 1.41 6.82 ~,99 4.42 5.41 7.64 1.73 2.01 2.17
Gd 7.6 38 16 15 14 34 16.2 6.7 6.1
'n. 1.32 6.98 2.73 253 1.86 5.49 2.98 1.{)3 1.02
Dy 7.9 46 17.2 12 10 29 19 6.3 7.1
Tm 0.65 4.37 151 0.61 0.72 2.1 a1 056 0.63
Yb 4.11 31.3 10.1 2.21 3.85 11.7' 12.9 3~15 4.66
Lu 057 4.14 1.45 0.27 0.47 154 1.91 0.45 0.63
Hf 2.05 14.1 145 9.54 11.8 13.1 13.9 11.7 21.3
Ta 2.34 5.65 ISS 8.46 12.4 12.9 15.9 14.1 2.29
W 1.36 1.48 1.11 0.93 1.31 1.39 151 1.64 5.&5
Ir (Ppb) <2 <15 <2 <1 <15 <2 <2 <2 <0.8
All (Ppb) 5.8 0.8 3.3 1.2 0.8 0.9 0.8 10.4 2.4
Hg 0.22 <Q.4 <05 <0.24 <0.33 0.21 <05 0.06 0.3~
Th 7.13 213 29.8 11.'2 20.6 2Z.1 36.1 14.8 '33.2
U 5.64 35.8 11.6 3.35 8.96 9.39 1G'1 3.25 9.48
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APPENDIX F: FI$~ION TRACK ~GE OF IMPACT GLASS FRAGMENTS
SEPARATED FROM MELT BRECCIAS. (Storzer.et at, 1~92)

~~~~~==~~~~~?===.~~==~~~==_S_ec_ti_o~__ N_o._N_(II~. _of_P_a_rt_ic_le_s......Area_. __ S_ca_n_oe_d__ D.;:.s .__,.._Age (ka)

10 83, 3.61 0.55 101±76
11 59 2.70 1.85 \ 3(jl±161
12 21 1.76 1.14 222±157
13 87 3.24 1.54 301±135
14 52 1.74 0.58 112±112
15 91 2.72 1.10 21S±124
16 57 1.06 0.94 183±183

r,

clTOTAL 16.83 '~'-'.1.. 1.13 '?20±SZ
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